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A Note from the Author

This futuristic novel, the first in a series of novels, is about a future with one
world government instead of multiple governments, and the characters who made
it happen. Most so-called experts will say that a one world government is not
possible, but who knows.
 Furthermore, I’m not addressing the problem caused by global warming. I’ll
assume that somehow the human race will muddle through the many
environmental problems caused by global warning so that in the future, the
environment will be the same as it is in the present day or at least not any worse
than the present day.
 The many diverse cultures in the world present problems, which make it hard to
predict the future of humanity. There are many factors that will determine what
lies ahead in the future. As an example, who can predict what the future holds for
the poor people of the Middle East and certain areas of Northern Africa. Hopefully,
the future will be better for these people.
 I have one final item, which is the introduction of someone from the future. Her
name is Angel Barlot, and she’ll write the prologue for each of these novels.

Prologue
by Angel Barlot

May 10, 2334 — I’m Angel Ballot, a reporter, writer, journalist and
commentator, which included time on Earth and on several planets throughout
the Universe. Over the years, I've written many articles and commended about the
secret society known as the Unoworld–One World. Eventually the tentacles of the
Unoworld would engulf Earth. This secret society ruled Earth and several planets
of the Milky Way Galaxy for about 130 years.
 Yuri Yoroshov, a Russian, was considered the founder of the Unoworld. Yuri
was a handsome man at 6 feet 3 inches, 200 pounds with dark wavy hair and



piercing eyes. He didn't crave wealth or material possessions; instead he craved
power and the ultimate control of Earth. While Yuri could be brutal and cruel, he
shouldn’t be considered on the same level of evil as Hitler or Stalin.
 This evil alliance, the Unoworld, consisted of a combination of worldwide gangs,
corrupt government and business individuals who eventually gained complete
control of the Earth. While a student at the Moscow State University, Yuri
recruited fellow students to form an Inner Circle of nine members. Eventually,
Nancy Smith and her grandson, Brian Boardmann, made the Unoworld the power,
which would rule the Earth for more than 130 years.
 During the time it ruled Earth the Unoworld was known by many different
names, but not to confuse a reader, Unoworld will be used throughout this story.
Future historians also referred to the term, Unoworld.
 When Communism collapsed in Russia in 1989, most of the democratic nations
of the world were relieved that Russia threw off the shackles of many decades of
Communistic totalitarian rule and moved on to a period of democratic capitalistic
reforms. There were a few dark moments during the second term of Vladimir
Putin's presidency, but many years before Yuri was born, Russia achieved a
semblance of normalcy in its relations with the United States and the rest of the
world. However, by the 22nd Century, the Unoworld ruled Russia and many
nations on Earth.
 Following is the story of how the Unoworld gained control of the Earth and ruled
it for about 130 years.

Yuri - 2065 to 2083

 Considered the acknowledged founder of the Unoworld, who was Yuri? Most
records of his early years were lost or misplaced, as Yuri deliberately suppressed
references of his life. Yet, Yuri kept detailed records of his activities, which
remained hidden during the rule of the Unoworld. Eventually, future historians
found enough records and his yearly journals to put together a detailed record and
picture of Yuri’s life.
 Yuri was born in the year 2065 in the Russian Capitol of Moscow. The son of
two Moscow State University professors, Yuri’s mother, Laura, was a professor of
languages, and his father, Petar, was a mathematics professor. An only child, Yuri
lived a relatively comfortable middle class existence in those early years.
 Laura's grandparents were living at the time when Communism collapsed in the
old Soviet Union.
 Her grandfather held an important position in the Communist Party. Those were
hard years for Laura's grandparents, but somehow they managed to survive. By
the time Laura was born, her parents were able to support her with a college
education–she had the grades and motivation to succeed. Laura graduated with
honors from college. With a natural talent for languages, she became fluent in five
languages.



 The dysfunctional marriage of Yuri's parents, Laura and Petar, was a marriage
of two intelligent people. They met while working out in the Moscow State
University gym. While not a talkative person, Petar finally asked Laura for a date.
Eventually, they started spending nights together. They were married, shortly after
Laura discovered that she was pregnant. Yuri was born of this dysfunctional
marriage.
 While they didn't exercise together, both parents worked out faithfully and were
good athletes. Yuri also developed a good workout routine from a young age and
was a good athlete.
 The marriage relationship was also strange between Laura and Petar, who was
about four years older than Laura. For long periods of time, they didn't speak to
each other. Petar never physically or verbally abused Laura. She didn't have any
close female friends; her life was teaching and Yuri. Petar also didn't have any
really close male friends or was he involved in any extramarital affairs.
Mathematics was Petar's mistress. Other than working out in the gym, they
shared little in common. While Laura talked about the Russian political scene,
Petar never said a word about the Russian political situation. Laura never learned
what Petar's feelings were about the political situation in Russia.
 Laura Yoroshov, Yuri’s mother had the greatest influence on Yuri. An intense
outspoken athletic woman, she would do anything to protect her Yuri. Being a
professor of languages, she taught him English before he entered school. She
talked to him about any subject. To Laura, Yuri was the greatest son anybody
could ever have. While Laura could have been a guide to steer Yuri in a moral
direction, unfortunately she encouraged him in his world domination endeavors.
 Yuri never developed a close relationship with his father, Petar, a mathematics
professor and a mathematical genius. Petar could solve most complex
mathematical equations in his head. A quiet man, he seldom spoke above a
whisper by not projecting his voice, and at times he tended to ramble on making a
subject difficult to understand. This was a complaint of many of his students in
his mathematics classes at the university. On a one to one interview he was good
with a student, but because of the large sizes of his classes it was difficult for a
student to arrange a one on one interview.
 Always busy grading students’ examination papers and preparing lectures,
Petar rarely spoke to Yuri; they just tolerated each other. Yuri's father didn't
scream or yell at him. In this environment, Yuri’s mother naturally provided most
of his youthful guidance.

*     *     *     *     *

 For Yuri's elementary education, his parents enrolled him in a private school.
Being intelligent, Yuri excelled in his studies. A capable student, he had the
natural ability to absorb most of his studies with little effort. Furthermore, his
mother supported him. A natural born leader and aggressive in sports, Yuri
developed a ruthlessness at an early age. Starting at age ten, his mother enrolled
Yuri in a martial arts class in which he excelled.
 Because his mother was a language professor, he became proficient in English
besides his native Russian language. He also became fluent in Spanish, French
and German. While not quite on the level of mathematical ability as his father,



Yuri achieved passing grades in mathematics. Besides, good grades in languages,
he also excelled in history and took an interest in the subject.
 When Yuri turned twelve, he became fascinated with the history of Russia’s
participation in World War II or the Great Patriotic War. His mother gave him
books about the war and also a book about the Russian dictator, Joseph Stalin.
Then, Yuri read books about Russia’s mortal enemy during World War II, the
German dictator, Adolph Hitler, after which he read books about the American
gangsters, the Mafia, the Colombian Drug Lords and other crime organizations.
These books in a sense strengthened the ties with his mother. She also read these
books and discussed the contents of these books with Yuri. After reading these
books and discussing it with his mother, instead of using military force, Yuri came
up with the idea that a world organization could use criminal gangs to achieve
world domination. At times it would be necessary to use force. It would be better
to avoid the use of excessive military force to achieve world domination.
 Yuri and his mother also discussed infiltrating a country's political system and
government to achieve domination of that country. They also discussed using
various means and infiltration of a country's business organizations, religious
organizations, the educational system, labor unions, police, the military, etc.
Together they put their ideas in writing in a yearly journal and also stored much of
this information on an external hard drive not tied to the internet. This mother
and son relationship would eventually lead to the takeover of the world.

High School – 2079-2083

After completing elementary school, Yuri’s parents enrolled him in a private
high school. While Yuri came from a family of fair means, most of his classmates
came from wealthy families. But, these wealthy children soon came to respect and
fear the dark haired intense tall slender Yuri with the piercing eyes.
 The big mean bully, Ivan, learned that Yuri was someone to reckon with. Like
most of his fellow students, Yuri avoided Ivan. However, one day while running to
attend a class, Yuri bumped into Ivan and knocked him over. He apologized, but
Ivan became enraged and challenged Yuri. Yuri wasn’t as big as Ivan, but he was
smarter, more agile and he had no fear of the big bully. Ivan took a big round
house swing at Yuri, which Yuri saw coming, he ducked and stepped aside
tripping Ivan and knocking him to the ground. As Ivan tried to rise, Yuri kicked
him in the head. Yuri didn’t hesitate to kick him brutally on the head, arms and
body. Yuri thoroughly trashed Ivan and warned Ivan, “You're a big clumsy SOB;
the next time I won’t be so easy on you.” Yuri walked away as Ivan lie beaten and
battered. His fellow students, while not sympathetic toward Ivan, saw the cruel
side of Yuri, which made them hesitant to challenge Yuri.

*     *     *     *     *

 While in high school, Yuri came up with an idea of using drugs for gaining
control of a society and accumulating the funds needed for this effort. Similar to
other societies in the middle of the 21st Century, drugs and alcohol were also



prevalent in Russian society. When Yuri entered high school, he observed the
usage of drugs by many of his fellow classmates. In long discussions with his
mother, she impressed on him, the negative effects of drug and alcohol usage.
Because of his mother’s influence, Yuri never became addicted to either drugs or
alcohol.
 During his junior year in high school, Yuri discovered the source of his
classmates’ drugs, which came from a drug trafficker, the Weasel, who actually
resembled a weasel. Yuri decided to see if he could work a deal with the Weasel for
a cut of the high school drug traffic.
 For several days, Yuri followed the Weasel, and found where the Weasel lived,
and the contacts for drug pickups outside of the high school. Also, he noticed that
the Weasel talked to certain police, which Yuri assumed was a payoff to allow the
Weasel to sell his drugs. Using a cell–phone camera, Yuri took pictures of the high
school students who dealt with the Weasel and the drug pickup points. Yuri spent
considerable time preparing to meet the Weasel. Yuri didn’t doubt that he would
succeed in working a deal with the Weasel.
 Finally, the time came to confront the Weasel. One afternoon after school, Yuri
told his mother that he was going to the library to research a subject for his
history class. As Yuri headed to the high school, he spotted the Weasel making a
drug transaction with one of his high school student classmates. Yuri followed the
Weasel, who made more drug transactions, before the Weasel returned to his
apartment.
 As the Weasel entered his apartment, Yuri came up behind him, grabbed him
and pushed him into the cluttered dirty apartment. The smell in the apartment
gagged Yuri.
 As he tried to struggle, a frightened Weasel hollered, “What the hell is going on?”
But, Yuri was much stronger than the Weasel.
 “I have a deal that I think you should consider.”
 “You look like some punk high school kid. I think you should get the hell out of
here.”
 “All right, I’m a high school student, and I’m here to make a deal with you.”
 Then, Yuri slapped the Weasel so hard that he fell to the floor. Yuri grabbed one
of the Weasel’s arms twisting it behind him and shoving the Weasel up against a
wall.
 “OK Weasel, I don’t have time to fool around. I have a deal for you. So, you
better listen.”
 Yuri twisted the Weasel’s arm further, whereby the Weasel hollered, “Stop it,
you’re hurting me. What’s your deal?”
 “I know all of your contacts at the high school. I want half of the proceeds from
each drug transaction.”
 “You must be nuts to think I would give up half of the proceeds.”
 “I know that you are also a drug addict. Since I know the classmates whom you
deal with, all I’d have to do is contact their parents and the authorities. I’ve also
determined who your suppliers of drugs are. I could certainly make it difficult for
you if I contacted your supplier.”
 Once more, Yuri slapped the Weasel really hard. “Like I said, I don’t have time
for you to think about this deal. I want an answer from you right now.”



 Thoroughly beaten by Yuri, the Weasel felt that the slightest slip could be
disastrous, so he agreed to Yuri’s terms.
 After his encounter with the Weasel, Yuri worked on more of his classmates who
were dabbing in drugs. As bad as the Weasel felt about sharing the drug trade
with Yuri, he noticed the increase in drug transactions.
 To Yuri’s twisted logic, this was the first small step in taking control of the
world. This was more important than the money, which he received from the drug
transactions with the Weasel.

*     *     *     *     *

 Yuri engaged in his first sexual encounter with a fellow female classmate, who
he blackmailed about her drug usage. From the Weasel, Yuri obtained a list of
prostitutes and their pimps for an occasional tryst. Except for these occasional
trysts, Yuri was not interested in a relationship with any woman. He had a goal of
world domination, which meant more to him than any relationship with a woman.

*     *     *     *     *

 Despite the extracurricular activity involved with the drug dealings, Yuri still
maintained good grades. His mother suspected that Yuri might be involved in
other activities beside school, but she didn’t question him at this time. Of course,
his father was so involved with his mathematics teaching that he wasn’t aware of
anything unusual about Yuri’s conduct.
 Prior to Yuri graduating from high school, his mother finally talked to him about
her suspicions about other activities beside school, which Yuri might be engaged
in.
 “I’m proud of what you have accomplished in high school. Your grades were
excellent. But, there is something I’d like to talk to you about.”
 “But what is it mother?”
 “I know your grades are excellent, and I never received any disciplinary reports
from the school. However, I’ve noticed that you’re gone a great deal of time after
school. Is this something that you would like to talk about?”
 Yuri wasn’t surprised about his mother’s observation, since he became involved
with the Weasel in the drug trade at high school. He had a close relationship with
his mother and felt she would understand if he told her about his plans. So, Yuri
told his mother everything about his involvement in the drug trafficking at the
high school. The drug trafficking would be a small start to eventually accomplish
his goal of world domination.
 “I understand what you’re telling me, and I’ll support you in your endeavor. You
realize that there will be risks in what you are doing and plan on doing.”
 “I know there will be risks, but I’ve thought about this since I’ve been twelve.”
 “One more question, since you’ve dealt in drugs, have you used any?”
 “No, I understand the effects of drug usage, especially after the long talks we
had about drug usage, and I’ve seen how it affects many of my classmates. I’ve
taken a few drinks of vodka; I really don’t care for the stuff, and I don’t smoke.”
 “That’s good, since you know what drugs can do to a person. But, your idea of
using drugs to take advantage of a person’s weakness to further your goals is OK
with me. Do you have any questions?



 “I have one question. Do you think I should tell father?”
 “No, I wouldn’t say anything to him. He’s a good man and a mathematical
genius; he can work out complex mathematical problems in his head and he’s a
good athlete. He has absolutely no interest in politics, the current news or
anything else except for mathematics related subjects. It’s best at this time to not
say anything to him about our discussion.”

*     *     *     *     *

 There’s the myth that Yuri served in the Russian Army as a conscript. He never
served in the Russian Army, as did many other young men of his age who came
from the middle and upper classes. During this time, most Russian Army
conscripts were poor and uneducated. This myth probably came about because
there might have been another recruit with a name similar to Yuri's name.

Nancy Smith The Dark Angel

 Nancy Smith was born in Chicago in the year 2064 to Augustus (Gus) and
Lorraine Smith. Nancy's mother, Lorraine Borker Smith, a loud woman, clerked in
one of the local big box stores. Nancy's father, Gus, a big powerful man but a quiet
man with a good reputation worked in construction. Even during a recession,
because of his reputation Gus was always busy and adequately provided for his
family. Nancy's paternal grandfather was an African American.
 Nancy was the only girl and the middle child of the Smith family. She had an
older brother, Jake, two years older and a younger brother, Wilson, two years
younger than Nancy. She had a good relationship with her older brother, who like
Gus, was big, easy going and a good student. Despite time spent with his friends,
Jake always found time to play games and entertain Nancy. Nancy's younger
brother, Wilson, was of an average build and loud like his mother. Nancy and
Wilson rarely spoke to one another, but seldom clashed.

*     *     *     *     *

 When Nancy was 12 years old, something terrible happened to her brother Jake.
He was ruthlessly battered and killed by a street gang, the Dragon Kings, after
Jake had wondered into a wrong alley to take a shortcut on his way home. Jake
had taken a train to attend a science function at another high school. When he left
the train at the 86th Street Train Station, Jake decided to go through an alley
because it was a shortcut to his home. He'd gone through this alley many times in
the past and never had a problem.
 As Jake entered the alley from the opposite direction coming toward him, three
members of a street gang, the Dragon Kings, entered the alley. When they saw
Jake, they stopped him and one of the members, Todd, asked him what he was
doing in this alley.
 "So, what the f… are you doing in this alley? Don't you know that this is Dragon
King's territory?"



 "I was just taking a shortcut on the way home. I've done this several times in
the past."
 "Well, you don't belong here this is the Dragon King's territory."
 It was apparent that Jake didn't know anything about Dragon King's gang.
Besides, Jake didn't belong to any street gang.
 While the three street gang members were questioning Jake, he made a poor
decision and thought that he could getaway. Before any of the gang could touch
him, he kicked gang member, Tubby, in the shins and started running down the
alley with the three gang members chasing him. Unfortunately, Jake tripped over
an old rusty piece of pipe. Before he could get up, the three gang members
pounced on him. One member, Slyer, hollered, "You little SOB, you think you can
get away from us. Well, we're now going to teach you a lesson. That's something
you can tell your Yellow Jacket f…"
 "I don't know what you're talking about. I don't belong to the Yellow Jackets
street gang."
 Tubby replied, "I think this s… h… is lying that he belongs to the Yellow
Jackets. I know that I've seen him on one of their rumbles in this area. I bet he's
scouting us for some big Yellow Jacket hit."
 By now Jake was really frightened as he begged, "Please let me go home, and
I’m telling you that I don't know who the Yellow Jackets are."
 At this moment, two of the Dragon Kings, Tubby and Slyer, gabbed Jake and
started to hit him, which became a group of 17 and 18-year-old punks ganging up
on a defenseless 14-year-old boy. Jake tried to struggle, but he was no match for
the three Dragon Kings punks. They brutally hit and kicked Jake. The end came
when they slammed Jake's head against the building wall. He collapsed as the
three gang members stood around him and Slyer said, "Well that should take care
of this Yellow Jacket punk. I bet he never ventures up this alley again." Then the
three Dragon Kings' punks left bragging about how they took care of the Yellow
Jacket punk.
 Unfortunately, Jake would never venture up that alley or any alley again. His
lifeless body lie in that awful alley for several hours before it was discovered.
 Meanwhile, at home, Nancy's mother questioned her about Jake and why he
hadn't arrived home. Nancy replied, "He went to Garfield High School for a science
show. I'm also surprised that he isn't home yet."
 At this moment, Gus arrived and sensed that something wasn't right.
"Something is not right, what's the problem?"
 Nancy replied, "Jake went to a science show at Garfield High School. He told me
that he'd probably be home by three. So far, he hasn't shown up and it's after six.
That's not like him."
 Gus said, "OK, Nancy run over to the Higgins place. I know that Jake and the
Higgins boy have done science experiments. The Higgins boy might know where
Jake is."
 Meanwhile, Lorraine, called several neighbors and friends on the phone asking
them if they knew anything about Jake or had seen him. Everyone whom she
talked to didn’t know anything about Jake.
 After eight, the police arrived and when Gus answered the door, he knew
something was terribly wrong. Something bad had happened to Jake.



 "We're sorry sir, but the body of a boy has been discovered in an alley near the
86th Street Train Station. We believe the body might be your son. We need you
and your wife to come down to the city morgue to identify the body."
 When Nancy heard that, she didn't say a word or cry, instead she went up to
her room shut the door and then cried.
 Gus called to her, "Mom and I are leaving. We're going to the city morgue to view
a body of a boy. Hopefully, it isn't Jake. You and Wilson stay in the house until we
get back."
 Gus and Lorraine were gone for a couple of hours. When, they arrived back,
Nancy knew that it was over for Jake. Gus could barely speak, "The beaten body
was definitely Jake. He had been beaten to death. Hit, kicked and his head
apparently was pushed with force against a wall. The police said that they'd never
seen anyone so badly beaten. The police believe it was gang related."
 For Nancy it was the end of life for her. Her big brother and best friend had been
beaten to death and taken away from her. She swore that someday she would
extract vengeance on the dirty individuals who did this dastardly deed. At the
time, she didn't know how she could find and face these individuals, but she
would eventually find a way to do that. She also knew that Jake had never
belonged to any gang.
 The funeral for Jake was held several days later. On the day of the funeral, the
weather was bright and sunny. However, as the preacher talked about Jake and
what a good person he was, Nancy didn't feel like that. Instead, she felt revenge for
those individuals responsible for this terrible deed. Someday, they would feel
justice served by Nancy.
 Life went on after this terrible incident. To a degree, Nancy managed to forget
about the incident. There was her younger brother, Wilson. But, even after the
tragic death of Jake, she was never able to bond with Wilson. They rarely spoke to
one another. Wilson had a number of friends in the neighborhood and school,
whom he associated with.

College and the Inner Circle – 2083-2086

In high school, Yuri had operated as a one person operation dealing drugs,
except for his contact with the Weasel. The Weasel didn’t enter in Yuri’s long range
plans, since he would be eliminated some day, when he no longer served Yuri’s
purposes.
 When Yuri started his first year at Moscow State University, he decided that he
would need partners, if he was to fulfill his goal of taking over the world. He
planned to form an Inner Circle of partners who would share his goal and be as
ruthless as he. Yuri also wanted to include partners from different countries, not
just Russia. He felt that this wasn’t going to be just a Russian revolution, but that
it would include all the nations worldwide.
 Yuri and his mother discussed his plans for creating an Inner Circle:
 "Mother, I believe we should talk about my future plans including the college
effort."



 "I agree. So far you've been a one person operation, except for this Weasel
character. Don't you think it's time to include other people in your plans?"
 "Yes, I've come up with a plan to first recruit a couple of Russians to help me get
my operation going. Since there are many foreign students enrolled at Moscow
State University, it will be advantageous to recruit foreign students to get them
involved in my operation. I want my Inner Circle to be composed of a mixture of
students not only from Russia but from other countries as well. What's your
feeling about this?"
 "So far, I agree with your plans. What have you done in the meantime?"
 "I've gone to the student lounge and talked to several students. I've fed them
questions about mobs and their feelings about the government, religion, etc.
 "So far, I haven't found anyone who's willing nor do I believe capable of
becoming a member of the Inner Circle.
 "Right now, I'd like you to be a member of the Inner Circle, because a hard task
lies ahead in selecting the right candidates for positions in the Inner Circle. After I
interview a potential candidate, I would like you to also interview the candidate.
Between the two of us we'll have to decide which of the candidates we can accept."
 "I'm with you and I'll definitely aid you in selecting your members. So how do we
start the process?"
 "After I interview a candidate and thoroughly screen the candidate for the Inner
Circle position, I'll introduce the candidate to you for further interviews and
screening by you. Furthermore, we'll generate a complete file on each person."
 Yuri and his mother decided that they would generate a list of questions with
optimum responses, which would be one way for them to determine if a candidate
for the Inner Circle met their rigorous requirements: that the candidate would
have to be willing to do anything, even if it was considered illegal, and that the
candidate would adhere to a strict code of secrecy about the Inner Circle and the
secret society, Unoworld (One World.) The candidate must also have a high IQ and
the ability to learn. Laura would aid the selected candidates in their class
assignments and also tutor foreign students in the Russian language.
 Besides his studies in the first year of college, Yuri began the intensive search of
potential candidates for his Inner Circle. While he had every intention of bringing
in foreign students, Yuri decided that his first goal would be to find a couple of
Russians, who would support him and engage in risky illegal operations.
 At the student lounge, Yuri talked to several students. He’d lead them on with
questions about politics; national and international news, and political figures.
After several conversations, Yuri would ask the student about their reaction to
engaging in illegal activities to further political goals. When Yuri determined that a
student might be a good candidate for his Inner Circle, he’d obtain as much
information about the candidate as possible, including pictures. While his mother
was not involved in any of these initial interviews, she reviewed all material about
a potential candidate that Yuri generated, and engaged in long discussions with
Yuri about a potential candidate. Laura would finally interview the potential
candidate after the preliminary and rigorous questioning by Yuri.

*     *     *     *     *



 Toward the end of the first year in college, Yuri narrowed his choices for his
Inner Circle to two Russian candidates, Nicholas Yinkinovc and Nataly Tokhov.
Yuri spent long hours talking to them and thoroughly investigated their
backgrounds. Both candidates had dabbed in drugs for a short time, but were not
drug addicts and moderately drank alcoholic drinks. They were language students
and also spoke English.
 Nicholas Yinkinovc was the first Russian candidate, who Yuri considered for his
Inner Circle. After Laura had interviewed Nicholas several times, they decided he
was the right person for a position in the Inner Circle.
 Nicholas was the son of a minor bureaucrat in the Russian government in
Moscow. His mother was a marriage counselor. Nicholas also had two younger
sisters. In elementary school he was no disciplinary problem, although he had his
share of school yard fights, which he won the majority of the time. In high school,
he was active on the hockey and soccer teams—not outstanding but a good player.
But, as he advanced in high school his grades started to suffer. Nicholas had a
girlfriend. Neither parent approved of the relationship. Then, Nicholas associated
with friends, whom his parents disapproved. This led to many heated arguments
about his friends and the fact that his grades had suffered. Despite all of this
Nicholas graduated from high school. Finally, after a heated argument with his
father that led to a physical encounter, his father threw him out. He lived with his
girlfriend for a while, but that affair ended. Finally, he became a conscript in the
Russian Army.
 For the first year, the plight is bad for a conscript in the Russian Army. The
conscript has to endear harsh conditions and abusive senior soldiers (those
soldiers on the last six months of their tour of duty). One of these senior soldiers,
Alexander, for some reason didn’t like Nicholas, and beat him, stole from him and
made life miserable for Nicholas. Nicholas swore revenge on Alexander. After his
release from the Russian Army, Nicholas traced Alexander to Moscow. He followed
Alexander for several nights, until one night after heavy drinking; Alexander
stumbled drunk out of a small bar. Nicholas grabbed him and dragged him to a
dark alley, where Nicholas beat him, which resulted in the death of Alexander. The
authorities never found who killed Alexander. Meanwhile, Nicholas made amends
with his parents and with help from them entered Moscow State University where
he met Yuri.

*     *     *     *     *

 The next Russian candidate whom Yuri and his mother considered was Nataly
Tokhov who would be an ideal member for the Inner Circle. Nataly was a dainty
petit woman, the daughter of a dressmaker in the city of Nizhniy Novgorod (Gorky
in the days of the Soviet Union).
 While in her teens, Nataly had been raped by a fellow high school student.
When she reported the rape to the authorities, it became her word against the
rapist. It was pointed out in the testimony that she had a few prior sexual
encounters. The rapist absolutely claimed that he hadn't perpetuated a rape—that
it was consensual sex. While Nataly could have been easily devastated by the
incident because she was not physically strong and soft spoken, she became bitter
and swore revenge on the SOB who raped her.



 After high school and as a student in the first year at Moscow State University
Nataly learned that the fellow who had raped her had been arrested for not just
one rape incident, but several. He was sentenced to ten years in prison. The
sentence also required that while in prison he would agree to therapy and
treatment.
 In her scholastic effort, Nataly excelled in business administration and language
skills. She had wanted to be a teacher upon completion of college, but because of
the rape she was searching for some other vocation. Then she met Yuri.
 For Yuri, his feeling about having women as members of the Inner Circle was
that they were equal to any male member. He also believed in avoiding an affair
with any female member of his Inner Circle. Over a period of time, Yuri had many
discussions with Nataly. He learned about the rape and sympathized with her
desire for revenge. After these discussions which were mostly about what Yuri
expected of an Inner Circle member, Nataly was interviewed by his mother. She
was easily accepted as a member of the Inner Circle.

*     *     *     *     *

 With his mother in attendance in the final interview of the two candidates,
Nicholas Yinkinovc and Nataly Tokhov, Yuri laid out his plans for the eventual
world takeover. His plan also involved illegal and criminal activities to achieve his
goal. If they joined Yuri, they would become a part of a small select group called
the Inner Circle.
 “When I was twelve, my mother gave me some books about the Great Patriotic
War, and the dictators, Joseph Stalin, and Adolph Hitler. I also read books about
the American Gangsters, the Mafia, the Colombian Drugs Lords and other criminal
organizations. Furthermore, I also researched these subjects on the internet. At
that time, I had this dream about world domination and how I could accomplish
this. Since that time, I’ve read many books and did research about wars in the
20th and 21st Centuries and mob activities.
 “Hitler was bent on world domination by the use of the German Army. Many
other dictators in the past have resorted to this method, but like Hitler, eventually
they failed. Two of the many mistakes that Hitler made are: one, the persecution of
the Jews, which resulted in wasted manpower operating the many concentration
camps. The guards at these camps could have been utilized better in the German
Army. Two, Hitler should have withdrawn his army from Stalingrad. A strategic
retreat is far better than the lost cause of fighting on and losing men and
equipment to your enemy.
 “Of course after World War II, our Russian dictator, Joseph Stalin, pushed the
ideology of Communism as a means for world domination, which failed about
thirty—seven years after his death. Those methods weren’t successful.
 “Regardless of how much the countries of the world try to suppress the drug
trade, it yields enormous amounts of cash for its suppliers. It’s this kind of activity
along with black mail, extortion, money laundering and other devious means,
which I feel can be used to fuel a change in a country’s government.
 “I purpose no particular ideology such as Nazism or Communism, but I will
purpose an ideology that will be adaptable and run as a stealth operation with the
ability to infiltrate a nation’s government, businesses, the media, religious



organizations, police, military, labor unions, etc. We will form an alliance of these
organizations called the Unoworld, because in the political spectrum, things are
not black or white but shades of gray. The Unoworld will be a secret society. No
publicity will be allowed about the Unoworld and its objectives. Any attempt by a
member to publicize anything about the Unoworld will be met with harsh
punishment. The Unoworld will operate within a country’s existing government
and political parties, whether these parties are politically right or left. At the same
time, we will infiltrate any criminal organization in that country to take them over
to aid our cause.
 “Our mission will be subtle. There will be no terrorist attacks, such as Al Qaida
perpetrated during the early part of this century on the United States, England
and other countries. Those attacks flamed the hatred of these countries against Al
Qaida, which caused its eventual demise. Again, I want to reiterate that the
Unoworld will be a secret society in order to take over any country in the world.
There will be no initiation procedure to become a member of the Unoworld.
 “Another important consideration will be the takeover of the news media to
insure the secrecy of our organization. By this I mean that we will own or control
most radio stations, TV stations, newspapers, magazines, books and other printed
material, and the internet. This will be required in order to keep inquisitive
reporters away from looking into our organization and its policies and interests.
 “Intelligence is important. We must have good intelligence so that we can make
the right moves. It will be important for us to infiltrate criminal organizations,
governments, religious organizations and other organizations to obtain the proper
information.
 "If possible, we should avoid the use of military force to achieve our goals.
Warfare conducted by military units can result in the destruction of buildings and
infrastructure—bridges, railroad tracks, airports, etc.—plus the loss of civilian
lives, the wounded and post-traumatic stress on veterans.
 “We will expand the Inner Circle by adding foreign students. It’s my intention to
make the Unoworld an international and multiracial organization; since I believe
in order to succeed we can’t just make this a Russian Organization. Fortunately,
because of the low tuition at the Moscow State University, there are many foreign
students on campus, who can be approached to join our Inner Circle.
 “Once the full membership of the Inner Circle is met, we will begin recruiting
other members to the Unoworld. Many of these new members will become moles in
their countries, and infiltrate positions in government, political parties, the news
media, universities and colleges, religious organizations, the police, the military,
financial institutions, etc.
 “When the Unoworld takes over complete control of the world, a ruling elite or
Ruling Class will be established. Meanwhile, to repeat myself, as we take over an
existing government, we will leave the political parties and institutions as is and
work within these organizations to further our objectives. This is phase one of our
goals. Phase two will start when we have complete control of the world, then all
existing governments will be merged into one worldwide government controlled by
the Unoworld.



 “I’m asking you to commit to this program, which will include so—called illicit
operations and working with some dangerous mob people. Are you willing to
commit to this type of activity and are there any questions?”
 Nicholas and Nataly raised some questions. With Nataly asking the first
question, “There are many different races, cultures and religions in the world. How
do you propose to deal with this situation?”
 “That’s a good question. First, let me talk about religion. I will ask you to drop
any religious affiliation. While I don’t belong to any church or believe in organized
religion, I feel that we have to tolerate organized religions. We must find ways to
control religions, but we must avoid giving the impression that we will persecute a
religion. Eventually, all world governments will be secular.
 “I’ve read the Bible. While I disagree with most of the content in the Bible, Koran
and other religious books these books will be allowed. No attempt will be made to
censor them or forbid them.
 “For instance, a marriage performed by civil authorities will only be recognized
as a legal marriage. A church or religion can conduct a wedding ceremony after a
couple has been legally married by the civil authorities.
 “Ordained ministers and priests of any religion will not be allowed to hold a
government position or leadership. All religious and church property will be taxed,
the same as a business property—there will be no exceptions. In the case of the
Vatican, it will be allowed to exist, except it will not exist as an independent
country, but it will become a part of the city of Rome.
 “Our own Soviet dictator, Joseph Stalin, tried to suppress religion. But, he never
really succeeded in stamping it out. After his death, religion flourished. Rather
than trying to stamp out religion, we will infiltrate religion; buy off those religious
leaders who can be bought off. Our control of the Earth's religions must be subtle.
We have seen how the Religious Right has caused problems in the United States
with their attempt to control the United States Government. That is a problem we
must avoid.
 “As for races and ethnic groups, the Unoworld must include all races and ethnic
groups. Control of the world by the Unoworld will only succeed if it includes all
races and ethnic groups. One of the reasons for Hitler’s downfall can be traced to
his program to eliminate all Jews from the face of the Earth.”
 Nicholas asked a question. “The goal of the Unoworld is the eventual domination
of all countries on Earth. Do you think that we’ll achieve this goal in our lifetime?”
 “No, I don’t think we’ll be able to achieve the goal of complete world domination
in our lifetime. It was my dream as a twelve-year-old boy to do this, but as I grew
older I came to the conclusion that the task is too great and complex to
accomplish in our lifetime. We will be the leaders who will set the course for
complete world domination by the Unoworld. Another generation will have to
complete the task of world domination by the Unoworld.”
 Nicholas asked another question if gay people were acceptable in the
organization. Yuri’s response, “A person’s sexual orientation should be no concern
of me or the Unoworld, as long as the gay person subscribes to the principals of
our organization.”
 Nataly posed a question about morality, "Can you morally justify drug
trafficking, killing an opponent, blackmail a person, and support prostitution?"



 Yuri answered, "Ok Nataly that's another good question. I wonder just how
moral is our society, which we live in? Many of these so-called crimes that you
mention are being committed every day by our existing society—many at this very
moment. Even religious organizations condone many of these crimes. They may
not admit it, but they do. Make no mistake, we are engaged in a battle for control
of the world. We will use any means and justify it to achieve our goal for control of
the world."
 There were more questions from Nataly and Nicholas with more discussion from
Yuri and his mother. Finally, these candidates accepted the conditions for
becoming part of Yuri’s Inner Circle.
 At the time, the so-called only illicit operation run by Yuri’s Inner Circle was the
drug operation with the support of the Weasel. Yuri had been involved in
delivering drugs to students in several high schools and other customers. Now
Nataly and Nicholas became involved in this operation. They weren’t impressed
with the Weasel, but Yuri told them that for the time being, the Weasel served a
necessary purpose. Eventually, the Weasel would be terminated. Since Nataly and
Nicholas were students, Yuri's mother helped them with their language
assignments and other class assignments.

*     *     *     *     *

 In a later session with Nicholas and Nataly, Yuri laid out a plan for adding more
members to the Inner Circle by enlisting foreign students enrolled at Moscow State
University. Because of the affordable tuition, there were many foreign students at
Moscow State University. Yuri and his mother set up a computer application,
which listed the candidate’s name, country and other relevant information, which
could be printed. With Yuri’s mother, Yuri, Nataly and Nicholas reviewed the
information about each candidate. Yuri’s mother also intended to tutor the foreign
students in the Russian language.
 Yuri with Nataly and Nicholas began the task of interviewing foreign students.
After interviewing several foreign students, the first foreign candidate selected was
Jose Vergas from Columbia. Jose's father was an automobile mechanic, who
owned a small garage in Medellin. Jose's father was not involved in drug
trafficking. However, several cousins of Jose were involved in drug trafficking to
areas in South America and the United States.
 Because he had excellent grades while in school, one of his cousins approached
him about taking care of the books and running errands for their drug operation.
Since there weren't any other jobs that paid like his cousin's drug operation, Jose
took the job and his cousins were pleased with his effort.
 Jose was sent on several trips, which involved money laundering. During this
time, the Colombian government started to crack down on several drug operations,
including the one run by his cousins. Fortunately, at the time of the crackdown
Jose was in the United States when this happened. One of his cousins contacted
him and told Jose about their drug operation problems with the Colombian
government. His cousins intended to suspend their drug operations for a while.
One of Jose's cousins knew about the Moscow State University policy for
recruiting foreign students by offering reasonable tuition. Because Jose had been



a good student, the cousin recommended that he enroll as a student at Moscow
State University, which is how Jose came to the university.
 Jose met Nataly one day during lunch at the student cafeteria. They started
talking and learned that they shared a mutual class and began meeting to discuss
the class. In time, Nataly learned of Jose's connection to his cousin's drug
operation in Colombia.
 "Jose, so your cousins are involved in drugs in Colombia; how many cousins do
you have involved in this activity?"
 "I have six cousins involved in the drug activity. Their fathers are brothers of my
mother. Strange, my father is an auto mechanic, who owns a small garage. He's
never been involved with my cousins in their drug activity."
 "So, why are you involved with your cousins in their drug operation?"
 "Well, my cousins needed someone to take care of their records, which didn't
prove very difficult for me to take over. They also would send me on errands from
time to time—usually out of the country.
 "The Colombian government decided to crack down on several drug operations,
which involved the one run by my cousins. I just happened to be in the United
States when this happened. One of my cousins learned about the recruiting of
foreign students for the Moscow State University. Of course, I had no trouble
gaining admission, since I had good grades through elementary school and high
school."
 "I noticed that you don't have too much trouble using the English language."
 "Yes, Spanish is my first language, but I had started learning English when I
was in grade school, and then I also took an English course while in high school.
This was one of the reasons why my cousins often sent me to the United States
from time to time"
 The more Nataly questioned Jose, the more she felt that he'd be a good
candidate for the Inner Circle. She set up a meeting between Yuri and Jose. After
several more meetings with Yuri, Nicholas, Nataly and Laura, Jose was admitted
as a member of the Inner Circle.
 Prior to being selected by the Unoworld Inner Circle, Jose had met with his
cousins and told them about the objectives of the Unoworld and nothing about
Yuri. Jose also informed Nataly and Yuri about his discussion with his cousins
who were more than willing to support the Unoworld.

*     *     *     *     *

 The next foreign candidate selected was a tough American girl, Nancy Smith,
who came from Chicago and had an African American paternal grandfather. Nancy
was the daughter of a construction worker, while her mother clerked in one of the
big box stores. She had a good relationship with her easy-going father and a
strained relationship with her loud mother. Being like her mother, Nancy was an
aggressive person, loud and brash and not afraid to speak her mind. Nancy had
been born a year before Yuri. There was an older brother, with whom she had a
good relationship—he was like their father in temperament. Unfortunately, the
older brother was killed by members of a street gang. Like Nataly, Nancy swore
revenge on the perpetrators of this crime. She also had a younger brother with



whom she never bonded. While she was extremely intelligent, she never did well in
school—usually getting passing grades.
 Anyway, when she finally decided to go to college, the only likely way was for her
to enroll in the Moscow State University. She happened to be in a class with
Nicholas Yinkinovc and sat next to him. He can be credited with recruiting her for
the Inner Circle. She bonded with Yuri and his mother, and became one of the
most dedicated members of the Unoworld.
 Eventually after the death of Yuri, Nancy with her grandson would lead the
Unoworld to achieve the goal of world domination as set by Yuri.

*     *     *     *     *

 Another tough girl selected by Yuri was Maggie Hunter, the daughter of a
Sergeant Major in the British Army Special Forces. Her mother had also served in
the British Army, and was a runner and martial arts devotee; traits which she
passed on to Maggie. An excellent student during her elementary school years,
Maggie was also enrolled in a martial arts class since she was 10 years old.
 When Maggie turned 17, she enrolled in an advanced martial arts program. Her
instructor, Phil Adams, was 34 years old, a widower with no children. From the
very beginning of the program with Phil, there was a strong physical attraction
between Maggie and Phil. The program continued as Maggie became more
proficient and capable in executing the various martial arts moves.
 The day Maggie turned 18; she visited Phil at his apartment. One thing led to
another and they went to bed. Two months later, they married. They agreed that it
would be better if they worked for different martial arts studios rather than
working together in one martial arts studio. She was then hired by another martial
arts studio as an instructor.
 The only problem with this arrangement was, while Phil stayed loyal to their
marriage, Maggie after several weeks, started an affair with a young man, her age.
It was a while before Phil became aware of the affair that Maggie was engaged in.
He approached Maggie and in a calm voice said, "OK, Maggie face it, I know about
your little affair. I'm really not too angry about it. Our marriage was really only a
physical attraction; there was little love involved."
 "I'm sorry that this happened. This guy is my generation. It is easy to relate to
him."
 "I understand, so why don't we end this so-called marriage, since neither of us
seems to be too enthused about keeping it going and just remain friends?"
 That ended Maggie's brief marriage. She eventually decided to get away and
enrolled in the Moscow State University. She also kept up the martial arts
program at the university where she met Yuri. One of the factors in her being
accepted in the Inner Circle was her martial arts ability; she was equal to most
men in the ability to fight and defend herself.

*     *     *     *     *

 The next foreign candidate selected was a Frenchman, Leon Lamont, from
Toulouse, the son of an aeronautical engineer with the aircraft manufacturer,
Airbus. Leon was knowledgeable in electronics, computers and computer
programming; he would provide the technical expertise for the Inner Circle. While



he didn't get the grades in high school it was partly because he was easily bored
with most classes. However, he was extremely intelligent and close to being a
genius. He had dabbed briefly in drugs and also ran a small drug operation while
in high school. His ability in building electronic surveillance units and knowledge
of computer applications and programming would prove valuable to Yuri’s
operation. Leon was enrolled in the computer science program at Moscow State
University. He knew more about computers and their applications than most of
his instructors; for Leon it was an easy way to obtain a degree. In addition to the
computer science course, Leon was also enrolled in a Russian language course at
Moscow State University.
 Leon was selected primarily because of his technical ability, not that he
happened to be from France. Yuri had interviewed several technical candidates
and Leon proved to be the most capable technical candidate for membership in the
Inner Circle.
 Leon had experience as a hacker and while he hacked many programs, he had
never been caught. He had been doing this since he was 10. Leon also had access
to an assortment of hackers and computer experts worldwide. With the aid of Yuri,
Leon recruited many of the hackers and computer experts into the Unoworld.
 Leon's electronic expertise would be helpful to the Unoworld operations because
of his knowledge of surveillance and bugging techniques. And, he was also
knowledgeable about using drones and methods for detecting them and destroying
them.
 While Leon may have been soft-spoken and had the appearance and some of the
mannerisms of a nerd, he definitely fit in Yuri's requirements for Inner Circle
membership. It was his technical ability that the Inner Circle needed.

*     *     *     *     *

 The final member to be selected for the Inner Circle was a German, Ludwig
Hosuer, who was two years older than Yuri. At 6 feet, 3 inches (1.9 meters) and
220 pounds (100 kilograms), blond and blue eyed, Ludwig would have made the
idea poster image of an Aryan for the Nazi regime.
 While he related to the order and nationalism of the Nazis, Ludwig never
harbored the racial hang-ups of a true Nazi follower. Ludwig had endured a rough
childhood; his father was an alcoholic. When Ludwig was five, his mother deserted
the marriage, and left Ludwig in the care of his alcoholic father. Somehow, Ludwig
got by, until at age ten, when his father was killed in an auto accident. Ludwig’s
maternal grandfather then took over the task of raising him. Ludwig served his
time in the German Army as a conscript to fulfill his compulsory, military duty.
After discharge from the German Army, Ludwig entered Moscow State University
where he met Yuri.
 Ludwig had martial arts training and would have been more than a match for
Maggie Hunter. But, Ludwig was not some dumb jock; besides his native German
language he was proficient in English and French. Eventually, Ludwig would team
up with Maggie Hunter and together they would be instrumental in the Unoworld
takeover of Europe.

*     *     *     *     *



 Finally, Yuri with the help of his mother completed the recruiting of members
for the Inner Circle. They had selected a group of people who would follow Yuri in
any endeavor, whether legal or illegal. Betrayal could result in the possibility of
death. These people became the first members of the Unoworld, and were picked
because they were dedicated to Yuri's ideas and if needed they would not hesitate
to apply them in a ruthless manner to achieve the goal of eventual World
domination. They were also selected for their intelligence.
 Now the Inner Circle had to chart a path on how it would operate. Meetings
were held with Yuri's mother as the designated secretary. Nataly, who had a
background of finance, became the financial officer of the organization. Leon
assumed the technical leadership for the organization. Nicholas became the chief
of staff. Nancy assumed the responsibility for the North American United States
operation, while Jose assumed the responsibility for the South American
operation. Ludwig and Maggie would handle the European operation. The
Unoworld was now in operation.

*     *     *     *     *

 A big question remained—why weren't Inner Circle members also selected from
China, Japan, India, Southeastern Asia and Africa. Yuri's intention was that the
Unoworld Inner Circle membership should be small and that the people selected
for the Inner Circle will be intelligent with high IQs, in good health, physically
strong and be willing to do anything, legal or illegal, to further the goals of the
Unoworld to dominate the world.
 Yuri and his mother did interview many individuals from many places on Earth.
They didn't deliberately pick a candidate from a particular area. An example would
be Nancy Smith from the United States: the candidate could have been some other
country. If an individual from Japan had met Yuri's requirements for a position on
the Inner Circle that individual would have been selected. However, Yuri felt that
he needed a strong representation from the European countries, especially those
bordering Russia. Furthermore, Yuri had already thought about creating a sort of
legislative body of about one hundred members, which would include candidates
from many of the different countries of the Earth.

Nancy – High Scool and Community College
– 2078-2082

 In the fall of 2078, Nancy started her freshman year at the local high school.
While she could have been an outstanding student, she seldom studied. She had
the ability to absorb most subjects with a minimum of effort—she was a speed
reader who could read a whole page in a flash and still be able to absorb the
material. Nancy also was good with computers and developed programs. Because
she was loud and outspoken, she didn't get along with several teachers in addition
to many of her classmates. Nancy did well in her gym classes. At 5 feet 8 inches
and about 135 pounds with dark hair and olive skin coloring, she excelled in most
sports compared to her female classmates.



 The one incident during her high school years, which she would never forget
was the attended rape by a fellow classmate, Kevin, a big arrogant bully. He
excelled in all sports, especially football where he had the reputation for brutal
aggressive play. He was constantly trying to make out with the girls. Several of the
female classmates did submit to his so-called charm. However, Nancy didn't like
the guy and avoided any contact verbal or otherwise with Kevin.
 One early winter night after school, as Nancy walked down a street several
blocks from the school, Kevin happened to be walking the same street a short
distance behind her. Kevin was aware of the many so-called hot chicks in school,
and he thought he had heard something about Nancy being in the same category.
On an impulse without thinking, Kevin decided that this was the big opportunity
for him. Besides, she had never responded to him. This would be a good
opportunity for him to get even with the arrogant girl.
 Kevin made his move coming up behind Nancy and pushing her into a dirty
alley. Nancy hadn't heard him approaching from her rear and she was surprised.
As she tumbled down in the dirty alley, Nancy realized what was happening and
before Kevin could do anything, she managed to grab a brick and hit him in his
groin with the brick. Kevin staggered back in pain, as Nancy now grabbed a piece
of pipe and swung it at his head. Kevin went down while Nancy kept up the
assault, hitting his arms, head and legs. She hollered at him. "You miserable SOB,
don't you ever try to touch me again. The next time, I'll kill you—you rotten
bastard." Nancy ran out of the alley. Kevin managed to stagger to his feet and
stumbled out of the alley where he collapsed. He had suffered a concussion,
bruises and cuts over his body.
 Kevin ended in the emergency ward in a local hospital. A young female nurse
who saw him remarked to him. "Somebody certainly did a number on you."
 Kevin never said a word about the incident. For the first time in his life
somebody had leveled him and it was a girl. Neither did he return to high school
after this incident.

*     *     *     *     *

 Early in her high school senior year, Nancy lost her virginity to a fellow
classmate—a member of the football team. Several weeks later, her mother found
out about Nancy's indiscretion and they got in a shouting match.
 Nancy's mother screamed, "What are you, some kind of a slut?"
 Nancy yelled back, "I only did it a couple of times. I know of several girls who do
it frequently; the boys are really after them."
 Somehow after several weeks, Nancy's father managed to defuse the volatile
situation between Nancy and her mother.

*     *     *     *     *

 When Nancy graduated from high school, she could brag that she didn't smoke
or have a drug problem. She had never smoked marijuana or had an alcoholic
drinking problem. Occasionally, she would have a glass of wine. Nancy was an
active person; she walked to most places and watched her diet.
 In her senior year at high school, Nancy finally decided to try for college. She
found that because of her grades, which could have been better, she wasn't



eligible for a scholarship to most colleges. To consider a private school was out of
the question. Her parents didn't have the financial resources to support that type
of an education for Nancy. The only option remaining was the local community
college, which was something that her parents could afford. After completing two
years at a community college, maybe Nancy could then gain admittance to a four-
year university.
 She enrolled in a business administration program at the local community
college. In addition to working part-time in a fast food place, Nancy had little time
for any social life. Her grades were good; with a little more effort they could have
been outstanding.
 That winter, many colleges and universities from many schools in the United
States and even some from foreign countries held a recruitment seminar in the
downtown convention center. She decided to give it a try and see if anything could
happen by attending the recruitment seminar.
 When Nancy arrived at the convention center, the place was crowded with high
school students and students from the many universities, colleges and community
colleges in the area. Nancy listened to countless lectures and gathered brochures
and literature from the many schools present. She had wondered to the foreign
school section and just happened to stop in front of the display for the Moscow
State University. So out of curiosity she stopped and talked to one of the
representatives. She was surprised by his excellent English.
 "Hi, I'm Petar Utinovirich from Moscow and you are?"
 "I'm Nancy Smith from Chicago, so what do you have to offer?”
 "By the amount of literature that you've accumulated, I would assume that you
are interested to going to college when you graduate from high school?"
 "I've already graduated from high school and I'm attending the local community
college. Can you tell me something about Moscow State University?"
 Petar gave Nancy a brief explanation about the Moscow State University and its
practice of recruiting foreign students. Then he said, "If you're interested in my
school, we are conducting a four-hour test tomorrow afternoon at the hotel where
I'm staying. It will be a comprehensive test, some written responses, multiple
choice, and true/false questions. You will be under no obligation to attend the
university if you pass the test. Of course if you pass, we hope you would consider
attending our University.”
 Nancy asked about the costs in American dollars. Petar gave her a rough
estimate, which included transportation, housing, etc. In the evening when she
arrived home, she talked to her parents about taking the test and maybe
considering going to Moscow State University in the fall. Surprisingly, her mother
didn't seem to object, while it was a hesitant father who disagreed about Nancy's
intention.
 After a quick lunch the next afternoon, Nancy took the Moscow State University
test along with a group of high school students. It turned out to be a tough
comprehensive test. A week later Nancy received a package in the mail with a
letter notifying her that she had passed the test and was eligible to attend the
Moscow State University.
 For several years, Nancy's father had set aside a small amount of money to
cover the cost of a college education for his children. Since the amount set aside



for Jake would no longer be needed, that amount was added to the amount set
aside for Nancy and her younger brother, Wilson.
 Now Nancy needed the approval of her parents. Actually, her mother didn't have
an objection of her going to the Moscow State University. Again it was her father
whom she had to convince that this was an ideal situation, and that the cost was
something that she could afford. Finally after several days of talking, Nancy's
father gave his approval.
 Nancy finished the year of community college. That summer she enrolled in an
elementary Russian language course at the community college. She realized that
she couldn't become proficient in the Russian language in three short months—at
least it was a start. Moscow State University offered foreign students a
comprehensive course in the Russian language.

Nancy Meets Yuri

After completing one year as a freshman at the local community college and
taking a course in the Russian language during the summer session, Nancy was
ready to tackle the curriculum as a freshman at the Moscow State University. She
was ready to conquer the world or any part of it.
 That fall for the first time, Nancy boarded a passenger jet for the flight from
Chicago to Moscow. On arriving at the university, she was assigned to student
housing for foreign students—mostly Americans in her unit.
 During that first year at the university Nancy had little time to socialize,
because she had enrolled in a heavy schedule. She didn't become involved in
activities with her fellow American students. But, because of her hard work and
effort, her grades were outstanding. The following summer like most of her fellow
Americans, she didn't go back to the States, instead she enrolled in another
course of the Russian language and culture.

*     *     *     *     *

 When the second year at Moscow State University started for Nancy, she again
signed up for a full schedule with little time for any social activities. Other than
talking to her fellow Americans at mealtimes, she didn't bond with them. Her
aggressive nature and loud talk tended to turn off most of her fellow Americans.
 At the beginning of her second year, Nancy had signed up for a Social Studies
Class. It wasn't long before the other students became aware of the loud
outspoken American. She could easily hold her own in most arguments. But, there
was one Russian student when he spoke, everyone including Nancy listened. The
Russian student was Yuri Yoroshov. He had observed Nancy and decided to
approach her. One day after classes, Yuri approached Nancy. He spoke in English.
 "Hi, you're Nancy Smith the American?"
 "That's right and you're Yuri. Is that right?"
 "Yes, I'm Yuri. So, how are you doing in Russia?"



 "Not too bad. This is now my second year in Russia. The first year here was
hard. I've had to make several adjustments to the Russian culture. This last
summer, I took an additional course in the Russian language and culture."
 Their talk continued. Yuri then suggested that they go to a small coffee shop
near the university and continue their discussion, which became a ritual for
several weeks.
 Meanwhile, Yuri and his mother checked out Nancy. Because, of the common
American name, Smith, this proved to be a difficult task. But finally through the
internet, Yuri and his mother were able to put together a fairly accurate picture of
Nancy and her family.

*     *     *     *     *

 After several weeks of discussion, Nancy finally told Yuri, when she was twelve
how her oldest brother was killed by a street gang. She still harbored strong
feelings of revenge against the perpetrators of that crime.
 Meanwhile, Yuri told Nancy about his desire to control the world and that it was
a result of what he learned when he was twelve. “When I was twelve, my mother
gave me some books about the Great Patriotic War, and the dictators, Joseph
Stalin, and Adolph Hitler. I also read books about the American Gangsters, the
Mafia, the Colombian Drugs Lords and other criminal organizations. At that time, I
had this dream about world domination and how I could accomplish this. Since
that time, I’ve read many books and did research about wars in the 20th and 21st
Centuries and mob activities.
 “Hitler was bent on world domination by the use of the German Army. Many
other dictators in the past have resorted to this method, but like Hitler, eventually
they failed. Of course after World War II, our Russian dictator, Joseph Stalin,
pushed the ideology of Communism as a means for world domination, which failed
about thirty-seven years after his death. Those methods weren’t successful.
 “Regardless of how much the countries of the world try to suppress it, the drug
trade yields enormous amounts of cash for its suppliers. It’s this kind of activity
along with black mail, extortion, prostitution, money laundering and other devious
means, which I feel can be used to fuel a change in a country’s government.
 “I purpose no particular ideology such as Nazism or Communism, but to be
adaptable and run a stealth operation—to infiltrate a nation’s government,
political, business, the media, religious organizations, etc. We will form an alliance
of these organizations called the Unoworld (One World) because in the political
spectrum, things are not black or white but shades of gray. The Unoworld will be a
secret society. No publicity will be allowed about the Unoworld and its objectives.
Any attempt by a member to publicize anything about the Unoworld will be met by
harsh punishment. The Unoworld will operate within a country’s existing
government and political parties, whether these parties are politically right or left.
At the same time, we will infiltrate any criminal organization in that country to aid
our cause.
 “Our mission will be subtle. There will not be terrorist attacks, such as Al Qaida
perpetrated during the early part of this century on the United States, England
and other countries. These attacks flamed the hatred of these countries against Al



Qaida, which caused its eventual demise. Again, I want to reiterate that the
Unoworld will be a secret society in order to take over any country in the world.
 “Another important consideration will be the takeover of the news media to
insure the secrecy of our organization. By this I mean that we will own or control
most radio stations, TV stations, newspapers, magazines, books and other printed
material, and the internet. This will be required in order to keep inquisitive
reporters away from looking into our organization for its policies and interests.
Some criticism will be allowed in order for us to identify potential problems. Over
time, many of these problems should die away.
 “Intelligence is important. We must have good intelligence so that we can make
the right moves. It will be important for us to infiltrate criminal organizations,
governments, religious organizations and other organizations to obtain the proper
information.
 "This is phase one of our operation to take over an existing government. When
we take over an existing government, we will leave the political parties and
institutions as is, and work within them to further our objectives.
 "While I don't belong to any church or organized religion, I feel that we must
tolerate organized religion. Eventually, all governments will be secular."
 Yuri brought up more points, but he felt he had covered everything. Then, Yuri
asked Nancy how she felt about using illegal methods and criminal activity to
overthrow an existing government to achieve his goal of world domination. For
Nancy it was easy for her to respond to Yuri and accept his goal of world
domination.
 After she had submitted a long form application, Yuri arranged for an interview
with his mother and Nancy. Nancy indicated she would have no trouble
submitting to the Unoworld principals. She was more than willing to accept the
Unoworld principals by joining the Unoworld. Nancy became a member of Yuri's
Inner Circle, and she became the most articulate and fervent follower of the
Unoworld.

*     *     *     *     *

 Other members of the inner Circle were:
 First three members: Laura Yoroshov (Yuri's mother). Nicholas Yinkinovc and
Nataly Tokhov from Russia
 Fourth member: Jose Vergas from Columbia
 Fifth member: Nancy Smith from the United States
 Sixth member: Maggie Hunter from England
 Seventh member: Leon Lamont from France
 Eighth member: Ludwig Hosuer from Germany
 There were now nine members of the Inner Circle with Yuri Yoroshov as the
leader. Besides being students at Moscow State University, they were also involved
in the drug trade, recruiting members for the Unoworld, setting up surveillance
networks of the Moscow City Government, local gangs and other organizations.

Unoworld Office Front – 2087



 After graduating from Moscow State University, Nancy wrote a long letter to her
parents rather than emailing them about her plans. She never hinted about her
connection to the Unoworld Inner Circle.
 The Inner Circle had set up a business office in Moscow—its supposable
purpose was to aid foreign businesses doing business in Russia. Actually, it was a
front for the Unoworld with its main purpose to recruit members for the Unoworld
and set up contacts with gangs and corrupt business enterprises.
 For the time being, Nancy would stay in Russia, but she flew frequently to
Chicago to set up a satellite business, and recruit members for the Unoworld.
 On many of her trips to Chicago, she learned that her father was in poor health.
Her mother had lost her job in the big box store. The bills had piled up, as their
financial situation became poor—they were about to lose their house. Nancy
offered to help her parents, who reluctantly accepted Nancy's offer. This alleviated
the situation with her mother. Of course, her parents didn't know where Nancy's
generous money offer came from.

Boris – Supplier of Drugs – 2086

 The Weasel's supplier of the drugs was known as Boris X. In the last year of
College, Yuri and the Inner Circle decided to take on Boris and his gang. Through
a contact with one of the drug suppliers, Yuri contacted Boris to set up a meeting
with him and his gang at the small restaurant owned by Boris. The small
restaurant served as the headquarters for Boris. Yuri picked Ludwig to accompany
him to visit Boris. Boris didn’t know a great deal about Yuri, except while still a
high school student Yuri had muscled in on the Weasel’s drug trade, and that Yuri
now was a student at Moscow State University.
 When Yuri and Ludwig arrived at the restaurant, they went immediately to
Boris’s office in the back of the building. Boris and four of his henchmen were
eating their lunch. As Yuri entered Boris’s office, Boris greeted him. “So you’re the
college boy who’s supposed to have this big deal for me. What’s this all about?”
 Boris’s henchmen were edgy and ready to reach for their pistols to which Yuri
calmly responded, “My partner, Ludwig, and I are not armed with any kind of
knife, pistol or other weapon. However, if you look out of the window of the
restaurant, you’ll see several armed plain clothes police who are ready to take care
of you if you so much as try to do something harmful to us. They happen to be in
my pay. But enough of this mistrust. I’m here to make you a proposition about
drug trade, number's racket, gambling, prostitution, etc. in this part of the city.”
 “You’ve got a lot of nerve coming in here and trying to make a deal with us. All I
know is that besides the two of you there is that G… D… cripple, the Weasel, who
is running your mickey mouse operation. We wouldn’t be interested in a deal with
you.”
 “So the Weasel served my purpose, I notice you haven’t complained about the
increase in the use of drugs at the high school and the surrounding area. By the



way, there are now more than the two of us in our operation. A good share of the
increase of drug usage is through the effects of our other members.”
 “Yeah, Yeah I know that there’s been an increase in the drug trade through your
group’s affects. Furthermore, the Weasel is an addict. He’s dirty (Boris wasn’t
exactly clear-cut; overweight with mangy hair and a beard) and frankly, I’m afraid
if he’s ever pushed by the authorities, he’ll squeal. I don’t need that kind of
problem; do I college boy?”
 “The Weasel has always been expendable. If you think he’s of no value anymore,
get rid of him.”
 “OK, college boy, you get rid of him and then we might talk about some kind of
deal.”
 “I’ll take care of him within the next day or two. Then we can have our little
meeting, which would be fine having it here.”
 “OK, college boy, take care of the Weasel, and then we’ll talk about a possible
arrangement.”
 With that, Yuri and Ludwig left the restaurant. As they walked outside, they
signaled to the so-called police that everything was OK.
 Ludwig said, “Boris wants us to get rid of the Weasel. He has no use for the
Weasel, but Boris certainly isn’t any better. He should look in a mirror.”
 Yuri replied, “You’re right, Boris is a bag of s…, but right now we have to work
with him. After all, we didn’t have any police outside his restaurant. They were
just imposters, but it worked. I’ll take care of the Weasel. Let’s get back and inform
the others about what I have to do, and start planning on taking over Boris’s gang.
I’d like to take you with me to help with the task of disposing the Weasel.”
 “No problem, I look forward to getting rid of the Weasel.”

Takeover of Boris‘s Mob

 Since the Inner Circle owned one small vehicle, Yuri selected Ludwig to help
with taking care of the Weasel. Ludwig drove the car (Yuri wasn’t a good driver). As
they approached the Weasel’s apartment, Yuri had Ludwig park the car under a
tree close to the apartment.
 Yuri and Jose didn’t bother knocking on the door. On entering the apartment
they found the Weasel high on drugs. Even in his drug induced state, the
surprised Weasel knew that something bad was going to happen to him. “What the
h… are you doing here at this time of the night?”
 Yuri replied, “I’m here to finish a business deal that I made with Boris and
unfortunately it involves you.”
 “Why are you doing this to me? I’ve never crossed you.”
 “Forget it. I need to get this over with.”
 Yuri grabbed the Weasel and forced him up, clamping his hand over the
Weasel’s mouth to prevent him from screaming. Then with one swift martial arts
chop to the Weasel’s neck, the Weasel fell to the floor. Yuri made sure the Weasel
had expired, and with Ludwig carried the Weasel’s body out to the car and placed
it in the back seat to appear as a passenger riding in the back.



 Late that night, they drove to the alley in the back of Boris’s restaurant. Yuri got
out of the car and went to the restaurant back door, easily forcing it open. Yuri
and Ludwig carried the Weasel’s body into the office and dumped the Weasel’s
body on Boris’s desk.
 The next morning, Boris was rudely awakened when help at the restaurant
called to inform him of the discovery of the Weasel’s body. Boris had the body
covered, and later that night, a couple of Boris’s henchmen dumped the body in
the Moskva River. Several months later, the Weasel’s body was discovered. Since
the Weasel was a minor drug trafficker, no attempt was made by the police to
investigate the crime.
 After classes that night, Yuri called Boris at the restaurant.
 “Hello. Boris this is Yuri. I’ve kept my end of the bargain as you plainly saw. I’d
like to talk to you in the next day or two about an arrangement that should benefit
both of us.”
 “Quite the stunt, you pulled college boy. OK, come over sometime tomorrow and
we’ll talk about a deal.”
 “I don’t have any classes after 13:30 tomorrow, which means I can be at your
place about 14:00. By the way, your restaurant isn’t too secure. I didn’t have any
trouble getting in your back door. See you tomorrow.” Yuri hung up the phone.

*     *     *     *     *

 The next day Yuri and Ludwig went to Boris’s restaurant. Once again, the
imposter policemen (fellow Moscow State University students recruited by the
Inner Circle) showed up outside the restaurant. The discussion with Boris lasted
less than an hour. Yuri would keep most of the drug receipts from the high school
and any drug proceeds from students at Moscow State University after obtaining
the drugs from Boris’s gang.
 After Yuri left, Boris told his henchmen, “Smart a… college boy, we got to get rid
of him before he becomes a nuisance. We’ll play along with him for a few weeks to
find out more about him. Then we’ll get rid of him in the Moskva River.”
 Meanwhile, as Yuri and Ludwig boarded a bus, Yuri told Ludwig about his
feelings.
 “Boris is a big stupid slob. I bet Boris and his cronies are talking about that d…
college kid, and how long it’ll take before he gets rid of that d… college kid. Well,
it’s going to be the other way, since we know just about everything that goes on in
his office, because Leon did a good job bugging his office. It should be interesting
to listen to the recordings of Boris and his cronies talking about their plans to get
rid of us. Instead, we are about ready to take care of him shortly. Goodbye Boris,
you’re a miserable SOB.”

*     *     *     *     *

 For this part of the operation, Nataly Tokhov and Maggie Hunter were
instrumental in bringing down Boris, especially the first phase of the operation.
Still, these two women of different nationalities, temperament and physical
abilities worked well together. They planned to seduce one of Boris’s trusted
henchmen, Luis, who while not physically big, nonetheless was a dangerous



individual. His expertise was the use of a knife. He could swiftly jam a knife in his
opponent before the opponent even responded.
 In the contest between Yuri and Boris, Yuri had the advantage of knowing more
about Boris, than Boris knew about Yuri. From the time that he entered college,
Yuri had been monitoring Boris and gathering information about him. After Leon
bugged Boris’s restaurant, Yuri gained even more priceless information.
 Yuri and the Inner Circle held a meeting to start the process against Boris.
 Yuri spoke, “We know that Boris is considering action against us—not that we
were surprised. We know a great deal about him. Thanks to the good job Leon did
bugging his restaurant. He doesn’t know much about us. He’s only seen Ludwig
and me in person and he doesn’t know anything about the rest of you. The days,
when Ludwig and I met with him in his restaurant, there were four men with
Boris. From the information we received from Leon’s bug, these four men are the
core of his gang. They are the enforcers who most likely will do anything for Boris.
If we take these four men out, Boris is ours.
 “The first one we should consider is Luis, who’s a dangerous guy with a knife.
I’ve heard stories that he’s killed about five people and possibly more. His
weakness is women. He’s always looking for more women. Nataly and Maggie, the
two of you should be able to lure him to the small apartment, which we rent near
the Moskva River.”
 Nataly and Maggie learned that Luis frequented several bars on the lookout for a
pickup. For several nights, they followed him to learn as much as possible about
him. When they felt they were ready, Nataly wore a blonde wig and dressed sexy.
They followed Luis to a bar. As they entered the bar, Nataly sat next to Luis, while
Maggie sat on the other side of Nataly. It didn’t take Luis long to engage in a
conversation with Nataly, and it didn’t take long before Nataly talked Luis into
going to her apartment to engage in a little fun with her and Maggie. Luis took the
bait.
 As they entered the apartment by the Moskva River, Luis sensed something
wasn’t right.
 “OK, something is not right here. I bet you two bitches have set me up.”
 Luis then reached for a concealed knife, but before he could do anything,
Maggie came up with a swift kick to his groin, causing him to double over in pain.
Then just as quick, Nataly had a syringe which she jabbed in his arm. Luis made
one feebler attempt to reach for his knife, but he slipped into unconsciousness.
The drug administrated to him was lethal; within a few minute after a few
involuntary jerks, he expired. The girls then notified Ludwig, who showed up and
helped them dispose of the body in the Moskva River.
 After Luis’s body was disposed in the Moskva River, Nataly told Maggie and
Ludwig, “I want to get back to the apartment, because I want to take a shower and
clean up. That creep touched me several times, a good riddance.”

*     *     *     *     *

 Several days later, Boris met with his three remaining henchmen.
 “Where the h… is Luis? Have any of you seen him lately?”
 Burly Victor spoke up, “No, I haven’t seen him, since we went to a bar several
nights ago. While there, I saw a couple of my old friends and engaged in a



conversation with them. I saw Luis setting at the bar and talking to a good-looking
blonde. The next time when I looked, I noticed he was gone, I assume Luis went
with the blonde. That’s the last time I saw him. They must have gone to her
apartment, because when I checked at his apartment none of his neighbors had
seen him since that night. I went back to the bar and questioned the bartender.
He told me that he saw Luis leave with the blonde and another girl. He
remembered that the other girl was sort of good looking and had black hair. The
bartender had never seen these girls before nor had the bartender seen the girls
since that night. That’s all I know boss.”
 “Well, we better find out where Luis is. We need to start doing something about
this college boy.”
 Just then, one of the restaurant employees came in the room with a package for
Boris.
 “This package just arrived and it’s for you.”
 “OK, thanks,” replied Boris. “This is strange, why should anyone send me a
package?”
 Boris opened the package. In the package they're where three knives, Luis’s
driver’s license and a note, which stated: “Sorry, Luis will no longer be available.
Your time is about up, slob.”
 A livid Boris hollered, “We’ve got to get the SOB. OK Victor, we don’t know much
about the college boy except that he’s a student at Moscow State University. We
saw him a couple of times when he came to talk to us. So you should have some
idea of what he looks like. I don’t care, tomorrow. You go to the campus of Moscow
State University to take care of the SOB.”
 Of course, since the restaurant was bugged, Yuri and the Inner Circle knew all
about Boris’s plans. So instead of Victor stalking Yuri, Victor became the victim.
Yuri informed his contacts in the police that there was a big burly dangerous
armed guy coming to the campus to cause mayhem.
 The next day as Victor left the restaurant; he was followed by Nicholas. As he
got close to the campus, the police were tipped and prepared for Victor’s arrival on
the campus. Victor never had a chance, when challenged by the police; he
panicked and reached for his pistol. He was gunned down by the police.
 The following day, the newspapers ran the story, which Yuri cut out and sent to
Yuri with a note: “Boris, there are only three of you left. HA HA!”
 Now Boris was frightened and concerned. What could he do? He didn’t know
enough about Yuri. He already lost two of his henchmen. Other gangs in the
Moscow area weren’t interested in helping him; in fact, they might benefit by
grabbing territory from him. As for the police, who Boris thought he had brought
off, they weren’t interested, instead Yuri got to them with a better payoff.
 Boris told his two remaining henchmen to leave, because he wanted to think of
what to do about that d… college boy.
 One of his remaining henchmen, Joseph, jumped in his car and drove it to his
apartment. As he walked to his apartment, Ludwig came up behind him and
wrapped a cord around Joseph’s neck and choked him. Ludwig with the aid of
Nicholas lifted Joseph’s body and carried it to an isolated spot in a nearby park
where they attached a rope around Joseph’s neck and strung him up in a tree.



The next morning, people walking in the park spotted Joseph’s body dangling from
the tree.
 When Boris heard of what, happened to Joseph, he started to tremble and
shake. His one remaining henchman on hearing what happened to Joseph decided
to get out of town, and grabbed money, clothes and headed for the railroad
station. Boris was alone.
 The next day wearing disguises, Yuri with Nicholas and Ludwig entered the
restaurant, and went to Boris’s office where Boris sat. Boris opened the drawer
where he kept his pistol, but it was gone.
 Yuri spoke, “OK Boris, it’s over. We’re taking over and have no intention of
letting you get out of this. I can rattle off a long list of items such as murder,
drugs, prostitution and more that you miserable SOB were involved in. Who will
be concerned if we eliminate a criminal like you—really nobody?
 “So, we have a little medicine for you. This will solve all your problems.”
 While Yuri and Ludwig grabbed Boris and pulled up the sleeve of his shirt on
his left arm, Nicholas whipped out a syringe. Instantly, Nicholas jammed the
syringe needle in Boris’s arm. They stayed long enough to watch Boris expire and
left. The police made no attempt to investigate the mysterious death of Boris, since
he was only another minor mob boss who got his just rewards.
 Yuri and the Inner Circle now gained control of the remainder of Boris’s gang.
All drug proceeds and proceeds from other criminal activities would now go into
the accounts of the Inner Circle. The Inner Circle and Yuri now began to prepare
plans to take over all mob and gang activity in the Moscow area. They also started
preparations for the eventual takeover of the Moscow City Government, the police,
businesses and persons of influence, the news media, schools and even churches.
The seeds of the Unoworld were being sewed and its fruit soon would be
harvested.

*     *     *     *     *

 While the Inner Circle and Yuri prepared for the next challenge, the complete
control of all mob/gang activity in Moscow, Yuri and his followers prepared to
graduate from Moscow State University. Most of the graduates looked forward to
occupations and professions to better themselves, while some graduates looked
forward to occupations to benefit humankind. Not Yuri and his Inner Circle, they
looked forward to ultimately dominating the world. This was the 2087 class of
Moscow State University.

Inner Circle Mob Control and Fronts
– 2087-2089

 After graduating from Moscow State University, nothing stopped Yuri and the
Inner Circle from taking control of all mob activity in Moscow. Some of the mobs in
Moscow felt that with the demise of Boris, they could move in Boris’s territory, but
unfortunately just as Boris found out, the Inner Circle aggressively expanded their
drug trade and other criminal activities into Boris’s territory. Most Moscow mobs



had only a vague idea who Yuri was. Wasn’t Yuri some college kid? With the aid of
Leon’s surveillance techniques, Yuri learned a great deal about the other Moscow
mobs and their members. In a little more than two years after graduating from
college, one by one, the Inner Circle ruthlessly took over the mobs in Moscow. Any
remaining members of these mobs joined either the Unoworld or they were
eliminated—often in a gruesome manner. The Unoworld now controlled the
supply, distribution and price of drugs in Moscow. They were now in a position to
squeeze the maximum profits from the distribution of drugs.

*     *     *     *     *

 Along with taking control of the mob activity in Moscow, Yuri and the Inner
Circle set up a front to pose as a legitimate business. Supposedly, this was a
consulting firm, which was meant to help businesses from foreign countries in
dealing with the Russian government and bureaucracy. A more important
function, as far as the Inner Circle was concerned, was the recruiting of foreign
business personnel into the Unoworld. Affiliated with the main consulting office in
Moscow were satellite offices in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, staffed by Maggie
Hunter and Ludwig Hosuer, an American office in Chicago staffed by Nancy Smith
and a South American office in Bogota, Colombia staffed by Jose Vergas. Nicholas
Yinkinovc with his mother, Laura, and Nataly Tokhov remained on his staff in
Russia.

*     *     *     *     *

 Yuri and the Inner Circle used spying and undercover operations to gain control
of most world mob activity and governments to further his objectives. Information
obtained from these methods became an important tool to eventually control the
world. Yuri generated extensive notes and observations about the use of
intelligence and espionage.
 For the Unoworld, Leon’s business enterprise also set up a computer center;
which did surveillance tasks of mobs and government offices. To help him
establish a computer consulting business, Leon recruited several Russians and
other foreign nationals, knowledgeable in setting up surveillance equipment and
bugs.

Visit to a Moscow City Council Candidate – 2090

 After three years, the Inner Circle accumulated a listing of every Moscow city
government official and employee. At Leon’s computer center, a dossier of any
government official of interest could be brought up for review, and then the official
would be put under surveillance. If the official used drugs or had an extramarital
affair, the Inner Circle contacted the official and threatened him or her. On a few
occasions, a male city government official would be drugged and set up with a
prostitute. Pictures would be taken to blackmail the male city government official.
 The Inner Circle had been monitoring the candidates and the existing members
of the city council. After Yuri and the Inner Circle gained control of most of the



criminal activity in the city of Moscow, they became aware of the sexual
indiscretions of Ivan Vasnowcow, a city council candidate. It was through the
efforts of the Inner Circle electronics and surveillance expert, Leon that they found
out about the sexual indiscretions of Ivan.
 With the aid of two prostitutes, Leon set up camera surveillance equipment in
the room of a hotel in the Moscow downtown area. The prostitutes had no trouble
luring Ivan to the hotel. The still pictures and camcorder recording were explicit–
they left nothing to the imagination about the activity Ivan engaged with the two
prostitutes.
 As evidence, Ivan presented the still pictures and camcorder recording at an
Inner Circle meeting. This kind of evidence would only be shown in an adult X
rated theater. Yuri wasn’t a fan of X rated movies, but he appreciated the evidence
that the Unoworld would present to Ivan.
 Yuri spoke at the meeting, “Leon, I know that all of us here at this meeting
appreciate the pictures and the camcorder recording of Ivan’s little episode with
the two prostitutes. I would like you to come along with me to confront Ivan with
this evidence; I understand that he’s also a married man. So is there anyone else
who wants to come along with us to pay a little visit to Ivan?” Nancy volunteered
to go along with Yuri and Leon to pay Ivan a little visit.
 Yuri learned that Ivan would be in his office that afternoon. Yuri then told Leon
and Nancy that they wouldn’t bother making an appointment to see Ivan. They
intended to barge into Ivan’s office and present him with the pictorial evidence.
 That afternoon, the three Inner Circle members went to Ivan’s office and walked
past Ivan’s protesting secretary into his office. Ivan responded with anger, “Who
the hell are you, and what are you doing barging in my office like this?”
 Yuri answered, “We’re here to present you with a little present.” Yuri then
slapped the envelope with the damming pictures on Ivan’s desk. “By the way, we
have duplicates of these pictures and even a camcorder recording. Oh, yes I
should apologize for intruding without introducing myself and associates. I’m Yuri
and this is Leon and Nancy. We represent an organization, which intends to take
over the Moscow government and eventually Russia. Now open the envelope and
look at the pictures of your activity with the two ladies. What do you think your
wife would say if she saw these pictures?”
 Ivan trembled as he opened the envelope and looked at the pictures. He had no
doubt that this trio would want something. “So, you intend to blackmail me?”
 Yuri spoke, “That’s right. Tell you secretary to hold the phone calls while we are
here, and to cancel any other appointments this afternoon.
 “You’re the candidate for the city council to represent this district. As long as
the information in these pictures isn’t made public you have the election sewed
up. There’s a rumor that you’ve had a number of affairs, and it’s a fact that this is
your third marriage. Still, none of this should prevent you from getting elected to
the city council.
 “Here’s what we expect from you. When you’re elected to the council, there’s an
agenda, which you will receive about the items for review by the council. You will
supply us with a copy and we will show you how to vote on every item on the
agenda. You will also be required to observe your fellow council members for any
type of information, even rumors, and inform us. Here’s a card with the address to



supply us with our requested information. And, one other item, you are never to
mention anything about us or that you know who we are. The consequences will
be swift and brutal.
 Before Ivan could think of a question, the trio left.
 On the way, Nancy asked Yuri a question. “What if Ivan becomes desperate and
decides to commit suicide?”
 “He’s desperate, but I think he’ll hang in hoping that somehow he can beat us.
Maybe, he could become disparate enough to end his life. But, there are other
members of the council and candidates who we intend to contact.”
 After the visit to the City Council Candidate, However desperate Ivan
Vasnowcow became, the takeover of the Moscow City government by the Unoworld
was a done deal. This Unoworld pattern of the takeover of a government, whether
city, regional, provincial, or national would follow the same pattern. The average
citizen of Moscow at the time of the takeover was mostly unaware of any change—
just what the Unoworld wanted. The Unoworld had achieved an important goal;
they proved that they had the ability to overcome any obstacle that stood in their
way to the takeover of a government.

*     *     *     *     *

 After the takeover of the Moscow City Government, the tentacles of the
Unoworld now reached into other Russian cities. Meanwhile average Russian
citizens, even those living in the Moscow area knew little or nothing about Yuri
and the Inner Circle, and the extent of the influence of the Unoworld on the
Moscow City Government and mob involvement. Yuri’s concept of not pushing an
ideology such as Communism or Nazism was replaced by infiltrating an
organization and controlling it, regardless of ideology—whether conservative or
liberal. Instead of a military takeover, Yuri’s concept of controlling a government
was a gradual slow process. With the large amounts of drug money the Unoworld
accumulated, it easily bought off government officials and police.

Yuri‘s Discussion with his Father – 2009

 In time, Yuri’s father, a decent man and mathematical genius, finally realized
his son’s involvement in questionable activities. One night, while his wife was
gone, Yuri’s father confronted Yuri.
 “We haven’t talked in a long time. I know you talk to your mother all the time.
Over the years we haven’t had a close relationship, which is mostly my fault.
Lately, there’s something that’s bothering me about your activities since you
graduated from college. You told me that you work for or run an investment firm
as a language specialist, which would be fine. But lately, I’ve heard some talk that
this company might be a front for questionable activities. Is this true?”
 “I suppose you would find out sooner or later. Did mother say anything about
what I have done, and her involvement with me in this so-called company?”
 “She hasn’t told me anything directly; we hardly ever talk anyway, as you are
aware. At times, not intently, she’s let slip little bits of information about what you



are involved in. Like I say, your mother and I tolerate each other; it’s been a
marriage of convenience for both of us. She married me when she found out that
she was pregnant with you. I know that she’s had a few affairs over the years, but
I’ve never said anything. You may find this hard to believe, since being married to
your mother; I've never had an extramarital affair. Anyway, what’s your reply?”
 “What I’m doing now is a fulfillment of a dream I had when I was twelve. That is
to dominate Russia, Europe and then the whole world. I will use any means, legal
or illegal, to accomplish my goal. So far I’ve achieved a lot toward this goal. Since,
I’ve graduated from the Moscow State University just three short years ago; my
organization now controls all the mob activity in Moscow and most of the Moscow
City Government.”
 “I thought you could have done the same in a legal endeavor; you certainly are
intelligent to have done so. But, I’m not surprised, since I’ve had little influence on
what you do. That’s really my fault; I now realize that I should have been more of a
father to you, especially during your formable younger years. Anyway, I suppose
you would do anything to stop me, if I choose to interfere.”
 “Yes you’re right, I wouldn’t personally do the unpleasant task, but I would
order it done without a doubt. Someone in my organization would do the
unpleasant task. That’s the way it is father, nothing will stop me—not even you.”
 After this discussion, Yuri’s father, Petar, never attempted to interfere with
Yuri’s activities. Petar lived for another ten years writing a few books about
mathematics that only a mathematician would appreciate.

Maggie Hunter and Ludwig Hosuer set up
Unoworld Cells in Europe – 2090

 From the time Maggie Hunter and Ludwig Hosuer joined Yuri's Inner Circle
there was a strong physical attraction between the two of them. Both of them
worked out in the university gym. It didn't take long for a conversation to begin.
 Ludwig started the conversation. "So, you're also a member of the Inner Circle
and what it implies?"
 "Yes, I suppose most students on the campus want to belong to some
organization. I feel that Yuri has something going for him and why not become a
part of it. How do you feel about the situation?"
 "I belonged to an Aryan organization while living in Germany, but most of the
members turned me off. Most of them don't have the ability to think out a
problem. Many of them were just plain stupid. Most of them hated the Jews. After
thinking about it, I couldn't go along with what they represented. I can crack a few
heads and enjoy doing it, but even that grows old.
 "This thing with Yuri is a chance, but at least he's a smart fellow. He'll keep
trying despite setbacks. Furthermore, he's laid out a plan. Do you think he'll
succeed?"



 "He's mentioned that he realizes that he wouldn't be able to take over complete
control of the Earth in his lifetime. If there's a person with this idea, than he's the
person to lead us and inspire us to complete this task."
 So went the first conversation between Maggie and Ludwig.

*     *     *     *     *

 In an early meeting of the Inner Circle, it was decided that Maggie and Ludwig
would be partners in spreading the Unoworld doctrine throughout Europe. Maggie
and Ludwig grew up in Europe and were definitely aware of the different diverse
countries that made up Europe.
 They choose Amsterdam, in the Netherlands as their base of operations. A
satellite office of Yuri's Moscow office was opened. Actually, it was a front for
spreading the tentacles of the Unoworld doctrine to engulf Europe.

*     *     *     *     *

 Three Unoworld cells were initially established. Maggie set one up in England
near the army base where her father had been stationed and where she grew up.
The cell was small—only eight members, but the right size to start.
 English soccer fans had a bad reputation at soccer games played in England
and the continent. Bert Laverstone became a member of the Unoworld cell and
had known Maggie since their childhood, having attended the same elementary
school. Bert had been a rabid English soccer fan, which was until he was badly
beaten by a small soccer player. Bert was now unemployed for several years,
whereby he didn't have the funds to attend soccer games. When he was recruited
into the Unoworld cell, he was more than willing to do anything for Maggie. The
other members of this cell were similar to Bert in that they were also rabid soccer
fans, but were now unemployed.
 When the cell was started, Maggie gave a little lecture about the cell's purpose
and what she expected from its members. "So, Bert you will be the leader of this
cell. The Unoworld will supply the money to operate the cell. In this area of
England we have an active drug trade. It could be more, since there are other
groups, which are engaged in drug trafficking. We intend to take over these groups
and control the drug distribution in this part of England."
 The intent of this Unoworld cell was not political, but its purpose was to push
drugs and reap the proceeds to fund the political portion of the Unoworld.

*     *     *     *     *

 Then, Maggie with help from Yuri and the Inner Circle started a small Unoworld
cell in London with political bearings. Actually, the main intent of this cell was to
observe the habits of politicians and find anything that could be used to blackmail
the individual.
 The Unoworld didn't have to wait very long when they discovered that a member
of the House of Commons, Erwin McFasten had incurred a large gambling debt.
One day, as Erwin was setting in his office going over the mounting gambling bills,
suddenly an attractive woman entered his office. This startled him as he reached
to open a desk drawer which contained a small pistol. The woman spoke as she



reached over the desk and grabbed his tie, jerking him half across his desk—this
wasn't just some ordinary woman.
 "OK, Erwin don't bother reaching in the drawer for the pistol. The pistol is not
there anymore."
 "Do you know who I am, and what I could do to you if you don't release me?"
 "I know perfectly well who you are. However, you are in no position to question
me or threaten me because you are a member of the House of Commons.
Furthermore, I could beat the s… out of you if you decided to challenge me."
 Erwin began to perspire as Maggie released him and lectured him about the
purpose of her visit.
 "Mr. McFasten, it seems that my organization has found out that you have a
large gambling debt."
 The Unoworld found that Erwin McFasten's gambling debt was to a mob, which
had wisely allied itself with the Unoworld. The Unoworld would now assume the
debt incurred by Erwin McFasten with certain conditions spelled out by Maggie.
Erwin was visibly shaken and beginning to perspire.
 "So, what do you want from me?"
 "My organization has assumed your gambling debt, and we want you to remain
as a loyal member of parliament under certain conditions. We have all this
information recorded. Under our direction only, you will act on every bill presented
in the House of Commons. Deviate a little and you can figure what will happen to
you and your reputation. I might also visit you. I want you to know that I'm not
some nice pretty little girl—I can be a nasty mean bitch." She then slapped Erwin
so hard as to knock him off his chair. "Just a little reminder of what I can do if you
decide not to follow our directions."
 A frightened Erwin asked, "Who are you and who do you represent? How can I
contact you if I have a question?"
 "It's better. You don't know who we are. We will keep in daily contact by phone
and email. You'll have many opportunities to ask questions."
 With that Maggie left Erwin to wonder how he ever was so stupid as to get
himself in this kind of mess.

*     *     *     *     *

 Meanwhile, Ludwig paid a visit to Germany to contact a few of his old so-called
friends in the Aryan group. The group had disbanded because of too much
interference from the authorities. Ludwig entered the small beer hall and found
several of the old group drinking beer and talking. Otto recognized Ludwig as he
entered the beer hall.
 "Well look who's here, our old comrade, Ludwig. We had heard that you had
gone to Russia to some school there."
 "You could say that. What have you guys been up too lately?"
 "The government cracked down on our Aryan groups. Now we have nothing to
do but drink beer and reminisce about the old days."
 "What happened to Adolph?"
 "Oh, he went to trial for raping the daughter of a member of the prosecutor's
office."
 "And, he was your leader. No wonder, I didn't get along with him."



 "You might call him stupid, but most people were afraid of him, except you. He
saw what you did to that big clown, Heinrich. He knew then that he'd never have a
chance if he challenged you."
 "OK, I'm here for a special reason. There are eight of you here with no jobs and
no future. I have a deal for you."
 "That's right, and the job situation isn't that great. We're even to that point
where we can't afford the beer anymore. So, what's this deal?"
 "My organization is expanding in Germany and the rest of Europe. We have a
drug operation going, but there is more than just dealing in drugs. Let’s say that
there's also a political aspect to my organization. If you accept my offer, you'll be
dealing in drugs, but you'll also let my organization know about any person of
importance, especially a government official, prominent business leader, other
person of importance, male or female, who is using drugs."
 "So just because we're nice guys, and we accept your offer; what's in it for us?"
 "You'll receive a more than adequate compensation for your effort, especially if
you can nail some important individual. If you accept, I have a phone number for
the person whom you will contact; it will change from time to time. The person will
supply you with the drugs and tell you where you'll receive them and where you
drop off the proceeds."
 "I feel that before we accept this offer, we'd like to know who the h... is your
organization?"
 "You don't need to know that nor should you make any attempt to know. There
are cells of my organization operating in numerous cities throughout Germany and
the rest of Europe.
 "I have other commitments, which I have to attend too. Leave me know if you
accept no later than 24 hours from now. If you don't call this phone number I give
you, I'll assume that you are not interested in my deal.
 "One more little detail, you're not to mention anything about this meeting,
whether you accept my offer or not. You start mentioning this meeting and the
subject; the consequences will not be nice."

Rape Revenge – 2092

 From time to time, Nataly’s mother in Nizhnly Novgorod sent Nataly articles of
interest from a local newspaper. The most recent article that Nataly received was
about the release from jail of a sex offender; this was the same sex offender who
raped Nataly, when she was in her teens. Nataly hadn’t thought much about the
rape until she read the article, which brought back unpleasant memories of the
incident to her.
 Nataly discussed the rape with Nancy Smith and Maggie Hunter, and asked
them to go with her to Nizhnly Novgorod to find the SOB and take care of him.
Maggie was more than willing to go, while Nancy was willing, she suggested to
Nataly that she should first discuss the situation with Yuri; Nataly agreed to this.
 Nataly went to Yuri’s Investment Office, where they decided to take a walk to
discuss the subject about Nataly’s plan. Nataly began the conversation.



 “I just received a newspaper article from my mother about the release from jail
of the sex offender, who raped me.”
 “It sounds like you want to take some sort of action against him. Is this right?”
 “Yes, I’ve talked to Nancy and Maggie, and we plan on going to Nizhnly Novgorod
to take care of the SOB.”
 “I can understand your desire for revenge. I could contact someone in Nizhnly
Novgorod to take care of the SOB.”
 “Part of my desire for revenge, is to see the terror on the face of the SOB when
we face him.”
 Yuri was uneasy about the plan and thought about it for a few minutes before
speaking, “OK, I’ll consent to the three of you going to Nizhnly Novgorod to take
care of the creep. I’d like to contact our people in Nizhnly Novgorod that you are
coming and for them to track the guy to let you know where he is, and if you need
assistance.”
 “That sounds OK to me. It wouldn’t hurt to have support from our people there
if something goes wrong, but I feel that Maggie should be more than a match for
the SOB.”

*     *     *     *     *

 The following day, the three women left on a train for Nizhnly Novgorod.
Meanwhile, the Unoworld contacts in Nizhnly Novgorod located the sex offender
and kept him under surveillance. The Unoworld contacts gave the information to
the three women when they arrived in Nizhnly Novgorod. The three women decided
to get the dirty task done as soon as possible and leave. Nataly didn’t want her
mother to know that she was in Nizhnly Novgorod.
 That evening, the Unoworld contacts had spotted the sex offender in a small
restaurant where he had his evening meal. The area was familiar to Nataly. The
three women arrived outside of the restaurant about the time the sex offender
finished his meal and was leaving. Nataly recognized the sex offender instantly.
The three women intercepted the sex offender, as Nataly went up to him and said,
“Do you remember me?”
 “No, who the hell are you?”
 “You don’t recognize me?”
 “No, besides I’ve got better things to do now.”
 “You should remember, it was about ten years ago.”
 “Ten years ago. So what’s the point?”
 Nataly was livid and shouted, “You G… D… SOB, you raped me ten years ago,
and you don’t remember!”
 The sex offender was about to leave, when Nancy pointed a knife at his side.
“You aren’t going anywhere; we have a little business that we want to settle for
your careless disregard of my friend when you raped her.”
 Meanwhile, Maggie grabbed the sex offender’s arm and twisted it behind him,
while Nataly grabbed duct tape and slapped it across his mouth. Then Nataly said,
“I know an alley around the corner where nobody can see us.”
 Nobody noticed the three women leading the sex offender to the alley. Actually,
most of the other customers in the restaurant were members of the Unoworld in



Nizhnly Novgorod and they noticed the women leading the sex offender to the
alley.
 What the three women did in the alley to the sex offender wasn’t pretty. The
next day while scrounging for food in the trash containers in the alley, a bum
discovered the mutilated naked body of the sex offender. Nobody in the restaurant
came forward with any information for the police. The police did a cursory
investigation of the incident, and then they filed it under unsolved. Besides, who
cared about what happened to a sex offender recently released from jail.

Revenge for the Murder of Nancy‘s Brother
– 2090-2092

 In 2090, Nancy moved permanently back to Chicago. At this time, most of the
foreign members of the Inner Circle had moved back to their respective countries.
Despite the time differential and distance between the various countries,
teleconferences were held frequently between the Inner Circle members.
 After moving back to Chicago Nancy started a real estate office, which also
included a so-called Russian Foreign business office. These offices were considered
legitimate. The real estate office actually sold real estate, but the offices were really
a Unoworld front. With Yuri's approval, the tentacles of the Unoworld started in
Chicago by these offices would spread out across the United States, Canada,
Mexico and the Central American countries and engulf them.

*     *     *     *     *

 Back in Chicago after a couple of years, Nancy once more pondered the fate of
her older brother, Jake, and his untimely death at the hands of a street gang. She
had sworn revenge on the perpetrators of this crime. Nancy spent time reviewing a
list of Unoworld members who lived in the area where she grew up and found the
names of two police officers.
 Nancy contacted the police officers and met them for lunch at a small donut
shop and talked to them.
 "You're members of our Unoworld organization, is that right?"
 "You could say that's right and I can assume that you are Nancy Smith?"
 "That’s right; I'm Nancy Smith who grew up in this area. I went to elementary
school and high school here, the class of 2082. My brother, Jake, should have
been in the high school class of 2080, but he was brutally murdered in an alley
near the 86th Street Train Station."
 One of the police officers replied, "I vaguely remember something about that
incident. I was in the police academy at the time."
 Nancy continued, "I was twelve at the time and Jake was only fourteen. So, do
you know anything about the incident? I know he was brutally beaten. The police
at that time weren't able to pin anything on anybody."
 "That's right Nancy," answered one of the police officers, "from what we've
heard, there were no witnesses who saw the crime. However, there's a story that
has circulated about three suspects. They were brought in for questioning, but



they denied everything about the incident. They had alibis that they could back
up. No charges were brought against them, since it was felt that with the lack of
evidence to prosecute the case would not stand up in court."
 Then Nancy asked, "Can you obtain the names of the three suspects?"
 The police officer responded, "Yes, there's only two who are still alive. One of the
suspects by the name of Todd became an alcoholic. He died one cold winter night
when he passed out in a street gutter and froze to death. The other two must now
be in their 30s, and they still associate at times with their street gang, the Dragon
Kings. Their names are Slyer and Tubby and they still live in the area. Of course,
they'll deny any involvement in the death of your brother."
 Nancy thought for a moment before responding, "You sound reasonably sure
that these two characters, Slyer and Tubby, were two of the three who killed my
brother, and that they have even bragged about it to fellow members of the Dragon
Kings. I appreciate the helpful information you have given me. I have a couple of
nice gentlemen who are going with me to interview some of those Dragon King
monkeys. When we find out more, I'll let you know so that you can pick up those
two miserable bastards. Thanks for the information."
 One police officer answered, "OK, Nancy and good luck. Let us know what else
we can do to help you."

*     *     *     *     *

 The next day, Nancy contacted three body builders and martial arts experts who
were members of the Unoworld. With a list of the names of the Dragon Kings
members, they decided to pay some members a nice visit with Nancy asking a few
friendly questions.
 The first Dragon King member Nancy and her friends visited at his home was
Joe, a man in his 30s. Joe may have been a tough mean street gang member, but
when he saw Nancy and her friends he was concerned.
 "Is there something I can do for you folks?"
 "Yes, there is a lot you can do for us. We want to talk to you about an incident
that happened in 2076 in which my brother was killed."
 "What are you the police?"
 "No, we're not the police and we're coming in."
 Nancy and her three friends pushed Joe out of the way back into the house.
Then Nancy's friends grabbed Joe and shoved him into a chair.
 "We know that your wife and kids aren't here, so we're going to ask you a few
questions. Answer them and nothing will happen. If you don't wish to answer or
evade the question, why don't one of you gentlemen show Joe what will happen to
him."
 One of Nancy's martial arts friends slapped Joe so hard that he was knocked off
his chair. Then Joe's mistake was trying to resist. He caught another blow on his
arm this time.
 "So, you think you can resist. Listen a…h… this isn't some Mickey Mouse street
rumble. I mean business and I want answers. Do you understand?"
 "Yes," said the frightened Joe.



 "OK, that's better. My first question is: do you know anything about an incident
in 2076, which took place in an alley near the 86th Street train station, where my
brother, Jake, was brutally beaten and killed?”
 Fear came over Joe, who knew as a former member of the Dragon Kings what
could happen to him if he was accused of squealing, but he was powerless to these
strangers.
 "I don't know anything about somebody getting killed in that alley."
 Then Nancy signaled one of her friends, who grabbed Joe one hand over his
mouth, the other hand twisting Joe's arm almost to the point of breaking it. Once
more Nancy said, "You g… d… idiot, answer what you know about the incident
that took place back in 2076, when my brother was killed. Maybe you're one of
those clowns who are guilty. In which case we won't waste our time and just get
rid of you. I guarantee it will be painful; so, what's your answer, Joe?"
 Joe felt the painful pressure being applied; there was no way he could take on
one of the martial arts monsters, let alone three of them. If he tried to resist or
evade Nancy's questions he would endure more pain. Who the h… was this mean
bitch?
 "I've heard rumors or stories about what happened to your brother. I wasn't
involved with that incident."
 "Yes, go on. What about these stories or rumors and who was involved in the
incident?"
 "Anyway, I heard that this fellow, Todd Quester bragging about beating up this
kid from the Yellow Jackets. You know that Todd was an alcoholic and died a few
years ago."
 "My brother, Jake, was never a member of the Yellow Jackets or any street
gang."
 The martial arts person applied more painful pressure as Nancy replied, "Who
besides Todd was involved? Don't say all you know is that it was Todd who did the
dirty deed—he's dead now. What's your answer a…h…?"
 Joe once more felt the painful pressure and the thought that he was being
forced to betray the Dragon Kings made it no better. He had no choice.
 "Yes, there were two others with Todd. They were Syler Spitz and Tubby Miyor.
I've never heard them say anything about the incident, but I've heard stories,
which placed them at the scene of the crime. One story was that they participated
in your brother's murder. The other story was that they only observed it and that
Todd did the brutal murder of your brother by himself."
 "So, are you going to stick with this story?"
 "Yes," replied Joe, as more painful pressure was being applied.
 Nancy replied, "So, the two a…h… who were involved in the sorry episode are
Syler Spitz and Tubby Miyor?"
 "Yes," as tears dipped down Joe's face, he couldn't stand the terrible painful
pressure being applied to him. "Please, stop this torture. I'm telling you what I
know and what I've heard about the incident. I haven't heard anything recently."
 With that Nancy smashed some furniture as the martial arts member released
Joe. Then Nancy kicked Joe a few times.



 "OK Joe, we're going. Don't bother calling the police, and as for your Mickey
Mouse street gang, the Dragon Kings, we know every member, past and present.
We intend to pay a few more visits to your fellow gang members. Goodbye."
 With that Nancy and her three marital arts associates left Joe, wounded,
bruised and beaten. The living room of his house was a shambles.

*     *     *     *     *

 In the next three days, Nancy and her martial arts associates made a few more
pleasant visits to Dragon King members—actually, it was more like the visit to Joe.
Of course, Syler and Tubby finally heard about the visits by Nancy and her martial
arts associates. The Dragon Kings didn't fear the police and rival gangs, but this
was something different. Who the h… was this bitch who claimed that her brother
had been killed by Dragon King Members many years ago?
 But if the many members of the Dragon Kings were concerned, Tubby and Syler
were terrified out of their wits. They had decided to leave Chicago and head
somewhere to the west, but before they could make arrangements to leave, Nancy
and her three martial arts associates caught them. From the time, she had the
information beaten out of Joe by her associates, she had Unoworld members
follow and shadow Tubby and Syler, just in case they decided to skip town.
 Tubby and Syler had just exited a bar, when Nancy and her associates caught
them. Before they could resist or do much of anything, they were hauled off in a
van. Nancy spoke to them, "Hello boys, this will be your last ride. I've got enough
so-called testimony from your Dragon King Friends, who tell me that you two
a…h… were involved in the murder of my brother several years ago. Before we get
to the warehouse or your last resting place, we are going to make you suffer like
my brother suffered. Yes, this is revenge, and I fully intend to see that you
bastards get your just desserts."
 The martial arts associates grabbed Syler and Tubby and stripped them. They
protested.
 Nancy replied, "You guys with your now dead friend, Todd Quester, killed my
brother, Jake Smith, back in 2076. You never gave him a chance, and you didn't
believe him when he said he was never a member of the Yellow Jackets. The two of
you with Todd beat him and kicked him until his life was beaten out of him. For
that I'll never forgive you."
 A frightened Syler hollered, "I don't know what you're talking about. We didn't
have anything to do with your brother's death!"
 With a cold gleam in her eyes, Nancy responded, "What kind of BS is that? You
don't remember what happened or acknowledge doing it. Many of your Dragon
King members have told me about your involvement in this brutal attack on my
innocent brother."
 Before arriving at the warehouse, the mouths of Syler and Tubby were taped
shut and then they were beaten unmercifully until they expired. They were strung
up and a note attached that read, Beware, the Dark Angel has struck.
 Several days later, three teenage boys made the gruesome discovery of the two
nude bodies. Rumors perpetuated by Nancy spread throughout the neighborhoods
that a Dark Angel was in town and that it didn't pay to cross her. Witness the
gruesome demise of the savaged Syler and Tubby.



The Assassination Attempt on Yuri in
St. Petersburg – 2094

 By the year, 2094, after the city government of Moscow was taken over by the
Unoworld; the tentacles of the Unoworld reached every major city in Russia. St.
Petersburg was no exception. However, one of the smaller mobs in St. Petersburg
resisted the takeover by the Evil Alliance. There was no way that this St.
Petersburg mob could last when the Unoworld applied pressure. When Yuri
became aware of this problem, he and several members were prompted to go to St.
Petersburg and look into the problem and see if they could resolve it. But, one of
the St. Petersburg mobsters felt that he could take-out Yuri, when he learned that
Yuri was coming to St. Petersburg. Unfortunately, at the railroad station where
Yuri arrived, the mobster pulled out his pistol. Too many people saw this happen,
which resulted in a lot of hollering. Yuri's bodyguards took after the gunman and
apprehended him. Actually, Yuri had never been in any trouble.
 The person who attempted the assassination was discovered. His battered nude
body was found in an abandoned warehouse, hung with a note stating: This type
of punishment will be applied to anyone who attempts to assassinate our leader.
Shortly after the assassination attempt, the Saint Petersburg mob came
completely under Yuri’s control.

*     *     *     *     *

 Yuri and the Inner Circle used spying and undercover operations to gain control
of most world mob activity and governments to further his objectives. Information
obtained from these methods became an important tool to eventually control the
world. Yuri generated extensive notes and observations about the use of
intelligence and espionage.

Maggie Hunter and Ludwig Hosuer
are Married – 2094

 Maggie and Ludwig had been living together shortly after they met and became
members of the Unoworld Inner Circle. In November of 2093, Maggie realized that
she was pregnant. After a thorough physical examination, the doctor assured her
that the pregnancy was fine and all signs indicated that the child would be normal
and healthy. After much discussion between Maggie and Ludwig, they decided to
get married. Nataly was the maid of honor and Leon was the best man. A simple
civil ceremony was held in Amsterdam, with a small reception following the
wedding ceremony with the members of the Inner Circle, their spouses and a few
select friends.
 July 2094, Henry Hosuer was born—a healthy baby boy.



Peter Vogla – 2095

 However well the Inner Circle and the Unoworld concealed their nefarious
activities, a few people learned about the Unoworld. Peter Vogla, a St. Petersburg
Times columnist, while on assignment to Moscow, uncovered information about
the Unoworld, and how the Inner Circle operated. Peter managed to put together a
fairly accurate account of Yuri and the Inner Circle’s mob connections and its
influence on the Moscow City Government.

*     *     *     *     *

 During the 2095 Christmas season, Peter arrived back in St. Petersburg for a
short conference with his editor on the St. Petersburg Times. In early spring of
that year, Peter had been assigned by his newspaper to go to Moscow, mainly to
cover the Russian national government. At this time, like the majority of Russian
citizens, Peter wasn't aware of the Unoworld, and its influence on the Moscow city
government.
 Meanwhile, on the staff of the Moscow City Council member, Ivan Vasnowcow, a
young disgruntled staff member, Indria Ogamski, felt that Ivan had passed her
over for choice assignments after she resisted his advances. That whore, Olga, got
the position that Indria had worked hard for and wanted.
 Indria swore that she was going to get even with that whore, Olga. She decided
that she would enter Ivan's office late at night and see what she could learn about
Ivan's office operation. Her purpose was to see if she could find something in his
files, which she could use to blackmail Ivan and Olga.
 The security in Ivan's office was practically nonexistent; Indria had no problem
entering late at night and made copies of Ivan's files, personal notes, and a sort of
diary. This is when she learned about the Unoworld. She thought: I worked for the
SOB and I don't know anything about the Unoworld. Who are they and what's
their objective? And, how come more people, especially the news media, don’t
know anything about this organization?
 The more Indria looked into Ivan's files, the more she came to the conclusion
that the Unoworld must be a criminal organization with the intent of taking
control of the city, provincial and national governments. Finally, Indria uncovered
enough information that the Unoworld had already controlled the Moscow City
government, and was on the path of taking over control of all of Russia. After
several more so-called late night visits to Ivan's office she had accumulated a large
amount of information about the Unoworld and its influence on the Moscow city
government.
 Now the question was what should Indria do with all the files, records and
notes, which she accumulated? She felt that if the Unoworld knew that she had
this information, she was dead. In that respect, she was right. The Unoworld
would not hesitate to eliminate her to prevent her from passing this information to
the news media.



 Of course, Olga didn't exactly like Indria and would do anything to discredit
Indria. If Olga knew that Indria possessed this information about the Unoworld,
she wouldn’t hesitate to announce this to the proper authorities.

*     *     *     *     *

 Several days later, Peter interviewed the mayor of Moscow and some of the city
council persons. Indria saw an excerpt of the interview on the evening TV news.
The following day, she went to lunch by herself. By chance, Peter was also there.
As she entered the restaurant, she recognized Peter. Indria didn't hesitate to go
over to his table and introduce herself:
 "Hello, I'm Indria Ogamski; I'm on the staff of one of the city council persons,
Ivan Vasnowcow, who you interviewed the other day. You're Peter Vogla from the
St. Petersburg Times—is that right?"
 "You're right that I'm Peter Vogla from the St. Petersburg Times. I mostly cover
the national news but my boss thought it wouldn't be a bad idea to interview some
of the Moscow city council members."
 "What did you learn about the Moscow City Government?"
 “After researching the local news media, I learned that the Moscow City
Government operates about the same as other large Russian Cities."
 Being cautious, Indria didn't push the conversation, which drifted to talk about
the weather, some sports, etc. They discovered that both of them were not married
and at the time were not involved in a serious relationship with someone else.
Anyway, this little meeting resulted in Peter asked Indria for a date, which she
accepted.
 One evening, after a few weeks of more off and on dating, Indria invited Peter to
her apartment. Indria prepared a dinner, followed by a glass of wine and some idle
talk. Indria then went and produced the information she had gathered from the
office of Ivan Vasnowcow. As she set the box with the information on the table, she
mentioned the Unoworld.
 Peter responded, "What's this Unoworld and how does it affect the Moscow City
Government?"
 "This box contains duplicate copies of files, notes, etc. that I copied from the
files of Ivan Vasnowcow. Without a doubt, it will show what the Unoworld is and
how it now controls the Moscow City government and how it intends to eventually
control all of Russia. I found the stuff appalling, and I think you also will find it
appalling."

*     *     *     *     *

 Late that night, Peter went through the material that Indria had accumulated.
He was appalled by the information that was contained in the material that Indria
copied. While on the train to St. Petersburg, Peter vaguely remembered
overhearing some talk about a crime organization; unique in that it was run by a
bunch of college students. Furthermore, according to the information in these files
this wasn't some ordinary crime organization—it also had a political agenda. Just
having this information could be dangerous to a person and it could cause him
some problems. Now, what should he do?



 Peter finally reasoned that while this information was dangerous and could
harm him, as a journalist/correspondent he had to pursue the information
contained in these files and further investigate the Unoworld. Before going to bed,
he poured himself a stiff drink. He fell sound asleep.
 The next morning, Peter rose and said to himself: Well, this is day one of my
campaign to expose the Unoworld.
 Peter called a trusted colleague at the St. Petersburg Times home office and
asked him if he knew anything about an organization called the Unoworld. The
colleague responded by telling Peter that he had heard from an unreliable source
that there was a crime organization in Moscow run not by your typical crime
types, but run by a bunch of collage kids. That was all the colleague knew and he
didn't put much credit to the story.
 Peter kept at it. He contacted a reporter at a small local Moscow newspaper,
who indicated that yes there was some truth to the Unoworld and that it was not
your typical crime organization. Instead it was run by a bunch of college students
from Moscow State University. So it went for a period of time; Peter collected
mostly small bits of information about the Unoworld, but gradually a picture was
finally emerging much like the information that Indria had passed on to him.

*     *     *     *     *

 Occasionally, Peter saw Indria. Lately, she seemed more edgy, but she wouldn't
say anything. Meanwhile, in Ivan Vasnowcow's office, Olga became suspicious of
Indria, when some of Ivan's files were misplaced. She confronted Indria about the
misplaced files, but Indria denied anything about the misplaced files. But, Olga
saw that fearful look in Indria's eyes. Olga made up a story and contacted the
police, who placed a lookout on Indria.
 Another leak made its way to the Moscow police associated with the Unoworld.
Detectives were assigned to look into the matter. Peter felt something had gone
wrong. But, he was leaving by train for St. Petersburg to attend the annual office
Christmas party and also to confer with his editor.
 Nicholas Yinkinovc, of the Inner Circle, heard rumors about a reporter from the
St. Petersburg Times, who was asking questions about the Unoworld. Also, there
was some suspicion that a person, Indria, from Ivan Vasnowcow's office might
have something to do with this. She had been seen on occasion with Peter.
Nicholas got together with the police chief and they decided to bring in both Indria
and Peter for questioning.
 By this time, Peter was back in St. Petersburg. He learned that Indria had been
apprehended by the police. Peter met with his editor, but didn't tell him anything
about his investigation of the Unoworld. It was time to go to the annual Christmas
party and Peter knew he had to do something with the information he had
accumulated about the Unoworld. After reviewing all the reporters who worked at
the St. Petersburg Times, Peter decided to approach a young sports reporter,
Joseph Stokovick, about the duplicate material he copied about the Unoworld.

*     *     *     *     *

 Joseph Stokovick, a young sports writer for the St. Petersburg Times didn’t know
Peter. He just met Peter at the annual Office Christmas party. Peter started the



conversation. “Hello, I see that your badge says you’re Joseph Stokovick. I’m Peter
Volga, the Times correspondent in Moscow.”
 “It’s nice to meet you, Peter. I’m one of the sports writers. So you’re our
correspondent in Moscow. I’ve read some of your articles, but I’m really not too
interested in that kind of stuff. Sports reporting is what I do.”
 They continued talking for a while, when Peter changed the subject and started
talking about some investigative writing he was doing about a criminal
organization called the Unoworld. Joseph responded, “I’ve never heard of that
organization. What are they about?”
 “Let’s say they’re a crime organization.”
 “So, what’s so unusual about this Unoworld? Aren’t there other crime
organizations out there?”
 “Unfortunately, this crime organization isn’t just about crime; it also has a
political agenda.”
 “How about that? Like I said, I’m into sports. I’ll let guys like you worry about
an organization’s crime and political agenda.”
 “I can understand your view, but I’d like to ask you if you could do something
for me. There’s an element of danger about knowing what I’d like to convey to you.
I’ve gathered information about this organization, the Unoworld, and made
duplicate copies of everything that I’ve gathered. I’d like to give you the duplicate
copies.”
 “Why don’t you just give this stuff to a person in your department, instead of a
sports writer like me?”
 “If something happens to me, I’m sure the Unoworld will question people in my
department”
 “So, if I accept this information, what am I supposed to do with it?”
 “I’m hoping that maybe someday, you’ll go to England, the United States or
some other country and give this information to another newspaper editor or other
media commentator.”
 They talked some more before Joseph reluctantly agreed to accept the duplicate
information from Peter. Peter then took his duplicate information about the
Unoworld and using caution so no one could see him, he placed the duplicate
information in Joseph’s cubicle; Peter then left the party. After Peter left the party,
Joseph went to his cubicle, where he found Peter’s package.
 Joseph took the package back to the apartment, which he shared with his wife
and two small sons. His wife asked about the Christmas party and about the
contents in the package. He told her the Christmas Party was fine and that the
contents in the package were about old sports information that somebody in the
sports department gave him to review for possible stories.
 That night, while his wife slept, Joseph reviewed the information that Peter gave
him. While Joseph wasn’t too interested in crime and political matters, the
information that Peter gave him, fascinated and frightened him.
 Two weeks later, Joseph heard that Peter had disappeared, that his Moscow
apartment and office had been ransacked. Another week later, detectives from the
St. Petersburg Police Department questioned associates of Peter at the newspaper.
This frightened Joseph; he kept the information, never opening it again. After all,
he had a wife and two small sons to support. As time went by, he took trips to



other countries, including the United States, but Joseph never made any attempt
to turn over the information to a news organization or anyone who might be
interested in the information that Peter gave him.
 There also had been members of the Moscow city government who like Peter
Volga, became aware of the Unoworld. But, before they could react and inform the
proper authorities, something always seemed to happen. They might be fired for
some trumped up reason or suddenly have a heart attack. Also, the threat of being
sent to a gulag in Siberia kept a number of knowledgeable city employees quiet.
And then there were some who while they may have known what the Unoworld
represented, they favored the takeover of the city government by the Unoworld.

*     *     *     *     *

 Indria had confessed to the police that she had gone into Ivan's office and had
gathered the information and given a duplicate set of information to Peter.
Because of Indria's confession, the police were able to apprehend Peter along with
the one set of duplicate information. Indria was sentenced to eighteen months in a
minimum security woman's institute near Moscow.
 For Indria, revenge was sweet when she learned that Olga would be committed
to a gulag in Siberia for at least five years—the whore deserved it.

*     *     *     *     *

 Ivan Vasnowcow knew that his time was numbered. All the information that he
had accumulated about the Unoworld would now be used against him. More than
death, he feared the possibility of being sentenced to a gulag in Siberia. He took
his automobile and parked it in his garage and shut the garage door and sealing it
around the edges with blankets. He got in the automobile and started it—the next
morning his dead body was found. As for Peter, he just disappeared. The police
found his set of duplicate information of Ivan's files; they were never aware that
there was another set of duplicate information sitting in a box in Joseph
Stokovick's apartment.

Nancy Marries Victor Livingston – 2097

 Like Yuri, Nancy had this almost insane idea about gaining control of the world
through the activities of the Unoworld. Unlike Yuri, she desired to get married.
Nancy now was back in Chicago about seven years. The legitimate business for
both the foreign consulting office and the real estate office had actually grown.
Nancy needed more help and began the process of hiring more employees for both
offices. One of the positions that needed to be filled was the position of an
accountant.
 One of the applicants for the accountant's position was a young man, Victor
Livingston. Victor was 26, which was about six years younger than Nancy. He was
of average height, good looking with brown wavy hair. He had grown up in
Chicago, and for a while Victor had even been a member of a street gang—not the
Dragon Kings or the Yellow Jackets. Somehow, he managed to finish high school



and worked at various jobs in the Chicago area. Then he found employment for a
while in Wisconsin and finally Victor came back to Chicago to enter college. He
graduated at the age 24 with a degree in accounting.
 Victor landed his first accounting job with an automobile agency and did fine.
Now he could afford his many girlfriends. Finally, Victor made the mistake of
having an affair with his boss's ex-wife. His boss didn't appreciate the idea of
Victor having an affair with his ex-wife. He gave Victor the choice of either quitting
or getting fired. Victor decided he better quit and look for another job.
 After being unemployed for a couple of months, and with his savings just about
depleted, Victor saw the ad on the internet for an accountant in Nancy's agencies.
He quickly sent Nancy's office a copy of his resume which included a picture of
him. Nancy was impressed, she thought: he's handsome and not married. She
contacted her investigative agency to find out more about him, and why he left the
automobile agency. A couple of days later she got a report that he had left the
automobile agency in good faith. She decided to have her secretary contact Victor.
 Victor was surprised when he received an email from Nancy stating that she'd
like to have him come in for an interview for the accounting position.
 For the interview, Victor made certain that he had shaved, had a haircut, shoes
shined and dressed in a conservative suit. Nancy was impressed when he arrived
15 minutes early for the interview. Victor had no idea who Nancy was and
anything about the Unoworld. He imagined that Nancy would be a middle-aged
woman in a severe dress, instead she was an attractive 30 year-old woman. The
interview began.
 "Sit down Mr. Livingston and make yourself comfortable. Would you like
something to drink, coffee maybe?"
 "No thank you."
 "OK Victor, we don't have to spend a great deal of time talking, since I already
know quite a bit about your indiscretion concerning your former boss's ex-wife.
 "You're a Chicago boy, born and raised here on the north side. You graduated
from high school and then spent a few years working at various jobs in the
Chicago area and Wisconsin. Then you came back to Chicago, went to college and
graduated with a degree in accounting. You worked at the Petersen Automobile
Agency for more than two years and you quite about three months ago. I
understand that you did a decent job for Petersen, but you left the agency because
of an affair with your boss's ex-wife."
 Victor was surprised about what Nancy knew about him. He'd never had an
interview like this.
 "Yes, I suppose that wasn't the best thing for me to do. I received a decent
severance allowance when I left. I took it easy for a few months, but I've been
looking for work the last several weeks."
 "I'm impressed with your work record, and I'm willing to overlook that little
indiscretion with your former boss's ex–wife. I'm ready to make you an offer for
this position. But, there are a few things you should know about my agencies.
While the foreign consulting office and the real estate office do a legitimate
business, which this position deals with, my agencies deal with some illegal
worldwide activity. You need to understand that if you accept this position."



 Nancy wrote down the offer—pay and benefits, which were generous. Pay and
benefits were twice as much as Victor made at the automobile agency. She told
Victor, "Think about it for a day or two and let me know whether you accept this
offer or not. One thing, it's important that you don't mention anything about the
worldwide activity that my organization is engaged in."
 Victor looked at the offer and understood what the position was about including
the so-called questionable worldwide activity. He felt that he couldn't turn down
such a generous offer.
 "I don't need any additional time to think about your generous offer. I'm willing
to accept this position with your organization with the conditions you just told
me."
 The next day, Victor started on his new job at the Consulting Business and Real
Estate office with ties to the Unoworld.
 Nancy closely monitored Victor and after a few weeks felt it was time to
approach him for some romantic activity. So, she approached Victor about putting
in some extra paid overtime. All the rest of the office help had left when Nancy
came on strong to Victor, which he couldn't resist. After a couple of weeks, Victor
moved in with Nancy.
 In a few months, Nancy became pregnant and they decided to get married. They
married before a justice of peace in a simple ceremony. In the year 2098, Nancy's
daughter, Cindy Livingston was born. This would be the only child born of this
union.
 The Unoworld consumed too much of Nancy's time for her to be a good mother.
The marriage never succeeded. While Nancy and Victor remained married, they
spent little time together. Victor was a relatively quiet man; his personality was the
opposite of Nancy, who was loud, profane and forceful. Victor understood the
ramifications, if he crossed Nancy or challenged her. Being Cindy's father would be
his role.
 The few times, Victor tried to confront Nancy, she easily outshout him and
warned him of any attempt on his part to embarrass her would be disastrous for
him. He was Cindy's father and despite the poor relationship between him and
Nancy, Victor was a decent father. Cindy grew up with a domineering mother who
was so consumed by her Unoworld role that she had little time to be a good
mother. Therefore, Victor filled the dual role of being a father and mother.

Yuri‘s Child – 2104

 In the year 2104, Yuri was deeply involved in the preparation for the formation
of a Worldwide Unoworld Council. Because of this and the many problems that
faced the early Unoworld, Yuri had little time for any social activity. Early in the
morning he worked out in the gym. Unlike most Russians, Yuri didn’t like vodka,
although occasionally he drank a glass of wine. Furthermore, he had no desire to
marry; his quest to dominate the world was more important to him. However, on
occasion, Yuri enjoyed the companionship of a woman and sexual relations. Yuri



had one personal rule; he didn’t sleep or attempt an affair with the three women
who were partners in the Inner Circle.
 Occasionally, when the pressure of the many problems he faced, Yuri would go
to his favorite small restaurant where he sat in an isolated booth and enjoy a
decent meal without a hassle. Yuri couldn't help notice the young attractive
waitress, Katherine Yusko. What Yuri liked about Katherine was that she didn't
try to question him about politics or national events. Furthermore, she really
didn't know exactly who he was, the leader of the notorious Unoworld.
 One night at the restaurant, Yuri slipped Katherine a note to meet him later
that night, which led to several passionate interludes over a short period of time. It
wasn’t long before Katherine discovered that she was pregnant. When she
confronted Yuri about the pregnancy, he assured her that while he wouldn’t
consider marriage, he would take care of any doctor bills, the cost of the child's
birth and set up a fund to support the child, until the child reached age 25. Yuri
made one stipulation that Katherine was never to tell anyone that he, Yuri, was
the father of the child, and she was never to have any further association with
him. Someday, a future descendant of this union would drastically change the
course of how the Earth would be governed.
 Yuri also assured Katherine that after the birth of the child, she would still have
her job at the restaurant with a generous increase in pay. One day, Maggie from
the Unoworld Inner Circle talked to the owner of the restaurant and politely told
him that if he knew anything who was the father of Katherine’s child, he should
reframe from talking to anyone about the child’s father.
 Despite the fact that Yuri tried to suppress most information about his life,
enough records including his yearly journals remained to identify him as the
father of Marie Yusko. When the child was born even though the birth certificated
listed the father as unknown, a DNA record was made. When Yuri was born, a
DNA record had also been made. Therefore, future descendants could trace their
ancestry back to Yuri. It was never determined whether Yuri fathered any more
children. Since Yuri was not a womanizer, it's doubtful he had any more children.

The Unoworld Council – 2105

 By the year 2105, the tentacles of the Unoworld reached to most areas of
Russia, and controlled most cities in Russia. Furthermore the Unoworld had
spread into Europe, Asia, Africa, and even into the United States and several
United States cities. The task of running this organization had increased many
times for the Inner Circle. Yuri had outlined a concept for the future government of
the world. In his concept there would be a World Senate, which would be the main
governing body for the entire world. This concept was discussed at several Inner
Circle meetings.
 At one of the Inner Circle meetings, Nancy proposed that a council of
approximately 100 members be implemented. The members to this council would
be selected from the many nations of the world, which had Unoworld
organizations. This council would eventually become the World Senate when the



Unoworld took over complete control of the world. Yuri was in favor of the concept
of a Unoworld Council of approximately 100 members. After further meetings, the
Inner Circle approved of the plan for a 100-member Unoworld Council.
 The selection of members for the Unoworld Council proved to be a long tedious
process. When the members to the council were finally selected, the initial secret
meeting was held in an undisclosed place in Siberia. No news media was allowed.
Eventually, the plan was to hold these secret meetings in the many different
countries of the world.
 Because Nancy was the most active of the Inner Circle members in the
formation of the Unoworld Council, she was designated the Council President; Yuri
wanted someone else besides him to run this organization. Yuri attended the first
meeting of the Unoworld Council—he rarely attended subsequent meetings. Nancy
would preside over these meetings and inform Yuri of actions taken at these
meetings.

*     *     *     *     *

 At the first Unoworld Council meeting, which Yuri attended he talked about the
type of government he envisioned when the Unoworld took control of the world:
 "When I was twelve years old, I had a dream where I would bring the world
under control of one government. At that time, I thought that I could accomplish
this in my lifetime. But, as I grew older, I realized that this was not realistic.
Hopefully, several of you, who are attending this meeting, will most likely have the
honors of finishing this dream of mine.
 "As of this date, no country's government is totally under the control of the
Unoworld. However, the Unoworld controls most of the cities and major
metropolitan areas in Russia. There are now active Unoworld cells throughout
many countries adjacent to Russia and many countries worldwide.
 "I envision a secular world government. We will tolerate most religions and not
interfere with their religious activities and customs. However, this government will
not support any particular religion. There will be a strict separation between the
world government and the many religions of the world.
 "Because the Unoworld movement started in Russia doesn't mean, this is a
Russian attempt for control of the world. In one of our prior Inner Circle meetings,
a decision was made that the eventual world Capitol will not be in Russia.
 "The world will be divided into eight Federations. The eight Federations will be
the North American Federation, the South American Federation, the Euro-Russian
Federation, the China-Asia Federation, the African Federation, the Middle East
Federation, the India-Southeast Asia Federation and the Australia-New Zealand
Federation. The old United Nations will be disbanded and its function taken over
by the World Government.
 "The primary purpose of the Unoworld Council is that it will become the World
Senate when the Unoworld takes over complete control of the world. The Senate
President will then become the chief executive officer and leader of the world
government. The World Senate will be the main legislative body and executive
branch of the world government. A World Assembly will also be created with its
members elected from the Federations. The Assembly Speaker will be the presiding
officer of the Assembly. The World Assembly will review all legislation passed by



the World Senate and may propose amendments. Minor legislative bills may also
be introduced in the World Assembly.
 "There will be a Ruling Class, who will head the World Government through the
World Senate. Members of the World Senate will be appointed only from the Ruling
Class. All national, Federation governments will be governed by the Ruling Class.
All cities with a 50,000 population will be governed by the Ruling Class. All officers
in the various armed forces and police forces will be from the Ruling Class only.
All major industries, transportation, banks and financial institutions will be under
the control of the Ruling Class.
 "It will be necessary to have trained technicians, engineers, medical personnel,
etc. who will belong to the Middle Class. The Middle Class will supply the Warrant
Officers and cadre for the armed forces and police organizations. All medical
personnel, nurses, doctors, laboratory technicians, skilled factory workers,
computer operators, clerical work, etc. will come from the Middle Class. Elected
members of the World Assembly will mostly come from the Middle Class. Small
business and shop owners will come from the Middle Class.”
 Yuri may have explained the role of the Ruling Class and the Middle Class, but
he never mentioned any role for the vast majority of Earth's population, the Poor
Class.

The Istanbul Mob Conference – 2106

 Because of volatile mobs, there were many problems involving drug trade.
Despite setbacks, the Inner Circle had taken over most of the drug activity in
Russia and was gradually taking over the drug trade in Europe. The amount of
money from the drug activity coming into the Unoworld was unbelievable and
deposited in several Swiss Bank Accounts. Yuri’s group now got the attention of
other gangs involved in drug trafficking; yet, there was no mention of Yuri and his
associates in the news media, since the Unoworld controlled most of the Russian
media.
 By 2106, the Unoworld had a stranglehold on all the drug trafficking business
in Russia and Europe and a large part of the rest of the world. In meetings of the
Inner Circle, it was decided that the Unoworld was now ready to take over control
of all drug activity worldwide and other Unoworld activities. The Unoworld had the
ability to do this because of their superior innovative methods of drug distribution
and infiltration of many worldwide courts and police organizations. Yuri decided to
call a conference in Istanbul Turkey of the most powerful worldwide drug lords.
 The Istanbul Conference convened in the year 2106. Thirty of the most powerful
drug lords in the world sat around a conference table, as Yuri addressed the
group.
 “Good morning gentlemen, I’m not going to give a big long--winded speech, but I
would appreciate that you pay close attention to what I have to say.
 “I believe you are aware that my organization literally controls most of the drug
trade in Russia and Europe. My organization has introduced some innovative ways
in the distribution of drugs. We have branched to other parts of the world,



sometimes in alliances with your organizations. I’m proposing that we form an
alliance worldwide to distribute drugs and engage in other so-called illegal
activities. The gain from this sort of alliance will be enormous. Look at my
organization’s success because of the innovative ways we’ve used in the
distribution of drugs. My organization now has more members than all of your
organizations combined and we exist worldwide. The monetary gain is not only
from the distribution of drugs but also the gain is from prostitution, gambling,
extortion, money laundering and other so-called illicit activities.
 “However, there’s something else that I want you to consider. When I was a boy
of twelve, I dreamed of someday ruling the world. I read books about the various
dictators and their desire to rule the world, mostly through the use of large
armies. A few years later, I came to the conclusion that I could achieve this goal by
using the proceeds from drug money and other activities to buy the influence of
politicians, business people, the media, religious leaders, military people and other
people of influence.
 “I notice the look of apprehension on some of your faces. At this very moment,
we control the Moscow City Government; this includes the mayor, the city council,
courts, police and other city department managers. In addition, we now control
the province surrounding Moscow. Since taking control of Moscow and the
surrounding territory, it’s been easier to push drugs. Our drug suppliers have less
trouble with the law. If one of these distributors gets greedy or out of line, we don’t
hesitate to use the so-called law or other means to punish an errant drug
distributor.
 “I’m not suggesting some wild eye plan, where by tomorrow we take control of
the world. This will be a gradual process. I feel that in five years, we’ll have
complete control of the Russian Government and after that we’ll start taking
control of other countries in the world. Like the Moscow City Government, we
don’t intend to be the so-called head of state, but instead we’ll control everything
in the government through a figurehead leader. The majority of the populace will
not be aware of any takeover by the Unoworld. This alliance will not be just a
Russian or European undertaking, but will be worldwide. My Inner Circle of
associates consists of people from several countries in the world. We intend to
make this a stealth operation as much as possible. I truly believe that this is the
only way that we will succeed.
 “To deal with the many cultures and different governments of the world will take
time. Most of us here at this conference will probably not be alive, when the
Unoworld takes complete control of the world.
 “I’ve had a fancy accord drawn up, which I expect all of you to sign. There are
risks in what I’m asking you to take, but haven’t all of you had to face risks in the
drug business. I feel the biggest risk you can face is the betrayal of me and my
Inner Circle. If you chose this alternative, we won’t hesitate to take care of you.
Gentlemen, that’s it for now.
 Yuri had concluded his opening statement. He had signaled to the other mob
leaders of the world, that they should join him in his crusade to rule the world or
face the consequences.
 The meeting went on for two more days. The results of this meeting would now
be analyzed by Yuri and the Inner Circle, who had the conference room bugged.



Influence of the Unoworld Grows – 2106

 For several days after the conference, Yuri and the Inner Circle studied the
results of the bugged conference room. Because of their attitudes at the
conference, two attendees, Jack Smithers, an American, and Henry Souza, a
Brazilian, interested them. Yuri and the Inner Circle decided that these two
individuals should be monitored for a period of time. Nancy Smith took charge of
the team working out of Chicago, since Jack Smithers’s headquarters was in a
small professional building in Chicago. Despite security precautions, Nancy’s team
broke into Jack’s headquarters and photo copied files and records. The team
downloaded data stored on computers, after which they bugged Jack’s office.
 For several weeks, Nancy and her group monitored Jack Smithers and some of
his associates. She kept in constant contact with Yuri. The information that was
obtained showed that Jack had no intention of cooperating with the Unoworld. He
was set to betray it, and expand his drug and criminal activities independent of
Yuri and the Unoworld.
 At one of the bugged conferences with Jack and several of his associates, one of
his associates asked a question about the meeting. Jack responded about his
impressions of the worldwide mob meeting in Istanbul.
 “How was the big meeting in Istanbul?”
 “Oh yes, I attended this meeting after receiving a fancy invitation from this
screwball Russian, Yuri whoever. He addressed us and made a couple of
propositions that we had better consider. He has this idea that he will take over
the control of all drug and other criminal activity in the world. Right now, we have
a lucrative drug business here in the Midwestern states and several other states.
Why would we want to cede control of this business to this G… D… Russian. He
claims we could increase our profits by joining him. I’ve survived a lot of things in
this business, in fact against some opponents with more balls than he has.
 “Then, he proposes this cockeyed scheme to gain control of the world. What the
h… is he talking about? This idea of his is about some stupid dream he had when
he was a boy of twelve. Maybe, I should go along with his crazy scheme; I might
become some kind of royalty. HA.”
 One of his associate asked, “What do you know about him other than he’s a
Russian? What kind of organization does he have?”
 “OK, I don’t know that much about him, but listening to him blabber on at this
meeting, I don’t have any respect for him.”
 “But, we don’t know much about what goes on in Europe and hardly anything
that goes on in Russia. I’ve heard stories from various sources, mostly
unconfirmed, about a Russian and his group, who I think are referred to as the
Inner Circle. This Inner Circle is something else according to these stories. Nobody
seems to know who’s in it or how many members belong to it.”
 “I wish I had a few more answers to this crazy Russian’s organization, but I
don’t. I had to sign this accord—another stupid idea. Anyway, I heard from the
Brazilian, Henry Souza, who also attended the meeting. He feels the same way



about the Russian as I do. So, we’ll ignore the crazy Russian, and continue with
our business as we’ve done in the past.”
 More discussions followed on other topics before Jack’s meeting broke up. Jack
only vaguely knew about the Russian, Yuri Yoroshov; unfortunately, he knew
nothing about Nancy Smith.
 Nancy had listened intently to the taped conversation of the meeting of Jack
Smithers and his associates. She phoned Yuri in Moscow and briefly talked with
him and sent him a copy of the tape. Within a few days, Nancy got the go-ahead to
take care of Jack Smithers. Meanwhile Jose Verges in Columbia prepared to take
care of Henry Souza in Brazil.

*     *     *     *     *

 As for Jose Souza, his life ended shortly after the Istanbul Conference. One day
in a small convey of four vehicles when he was on a trip to a remote area of
Northwest Brazil to inspect a drug operation, Henry’s car was blown up. The
explosion blew his car apart and killed Henry, the driver and two of his associates.
There were casualties in other vehicles in the convey.
 Three weeks later, two of Henry’s associates were gunned down and killed. The
assassins were never found. Pedro Vergas directed this operation from his
headquarters in Colombia. He now directed all operations for the Unoworld in
South America, while Nancy Smith directed all operations in North America.

*     *     *     *     *

 Unbeknownst to anyone, a protégé of the Unoworld an up and coming U.S.
District Attorney, Shaun Pitchford, in the past had accepted help from the
Unoworld to win several convictions against criminals considered expendable by
the Unoworld.
 One night, Nancy and the District Attorney met in a restaurant near Kenosha,
Wisconsin to discuss the problem about Jack Smithers. They pretended that they
were lovers on a dinner date. As they entered the restaurant holding hands, they
asked the waiter to seat them in a booth in an obscure corner.
 Nancy spoke, “This is an ideal dim place, where nobody can recognize us.”
 “That’s right; I’ve only been here once or twice, so the help shouldn’t recognize
me. Anyway, I believe you must have something important for me. What’s this
about?”
 “Obviously, you must know quite a bid about Jack Smithers.”
 “Oh yes for several years, we’ve been trying to pin something on the SOB. But,
there’s nothing we can do to nail him. He’s a slippery SOB. Isn’t he one of your so-
called allies? Maybe you want to get rid of him, now that you have something on
him and are ready to see that he is put away.”
 “That’s right; we’d like to see the SOB put away. You probably aren’t aware that
he attended a meeting in Europe recently involving the Unoworld with other people
involved in the same business. After the meeting, which we had bugged, we
confirmed our suspicions that he wants to betray us. We’ve been monitoring him
ever since.”
 “So are you going to set him up, so that I can prosecute him?



 “That’s the idea. We know all his associates and places where he has drug
distribution, gambling, extortion and so forth. We’ll tip the police and proper
authorities to raid these places. Also, we intend to first talk to several of his
associates before the police get to them. We should have a case for you to nail the
SOB.”
 “Then you’ve got a case for me to prosecute and further my career. About his
lawyer, he’s a smart bastard and has been able to get Jack off the hook on many
occasions. And, are you concerned that he may talk about your conference in
Europe?”
 “As for Jack’s lawyer, we’ve got something going to disbar him; you should hear
about it shortly in the news media. And, about the conference in Europe, even if
he talks about the time and place, we’ve already had all evidence removed and
taken care of. The conference never took place. It’s a figment of his imagination.
Who would believe the crook?”
 “Well, it appears that I should have an important case to further my career in
crime busting—HA. You guys are good.”
 “I’ve been working on this night and day for some time. We are waiting to put
the SOB out of business.”
 There was idle talk for the rest of the meal. It appeared that the two lovers were
enjoying their meal. No one in the restaurant recognized them or paid attention to
them.
 The trap was set. Several weeks later, Jack was arrested and indicted, while his
lawyer fought disbarment. Before the trial started, Jack learned of the misfortune
of Henry Souza, which shocked Jack. After the trial dragged on for several weeks,
the District Attorney presented enough evidence to put away Jack for the rest of
his miserable life. The remnants of his gang were either disposed of or absorbed in
the Unoworld.
 Jack received a life sentence to be served in an Illinois State Penitentiary. Two
years later, a convict, actually a member of the Unoworld, found the opportune
time to kill Jack by jabbing a knife into Jack. Then, the convict with the aid of
corrupt guards escaped–never to be heard of again.

Another Assassination Attempt on Yuri – 2108

 About two years after the Istanbul Conference in the Russian city of Volgograd,
another assassination attempt was made on Yuri. There were problems with the
mob in Volgograd that either Nataly or Nicholas normally would have taken care
of, but they were involved in negotiations with members of the Russian
Government. These negotiations with the Russian Government were so important
that Yuri decided instead to go to Volgograd to resolve the problems there with the
mob.
 Yuri arrived with three aides in Volgograd and met the local mob leader at a
hotel in the downtown area. A disgruntled former mob member, who knew Yuri,
felt that he should have had a bigger share of the drug operation. Instead, he was
kicked out of the organization and reduced to becoming a bum. Somehow, he



learned about the local mob leaders meeting with Yuri. He went to the hotel and
lurked behind a potted plant with a long knife concealed in his jacket. After the
meeting, the former mob member spotted Yuri with his aides walking through the
hotel lobby. As Yuri walked by the potted plant, the former mob member stepped
out wheeling the knife as he ran toward Yuri, pushing aside one aide. The former
mob member struck at Yuri with the knife, but Yuri spotted the former mob
member in time to move to one side kicking the former mob member in the groin,
who doubled over in pain. Before the former mob member could even respond,
Yuri came down hard with a martial arts chop to the former mob member’s neck
killing him. Yuri's reaction to the attack was determined to be strictly a case of
self-defense; no charges were filed against Yuri by the authorities in Volgograd.

Complete Takeover of the Russian
Government by the Unoworld – 2110

 Five years after the Istanbul Conference, the Unoworld took over complete
control of the Russian Government. The Unoworld used the proceeds from their
criminal activities to buy off most government officials, both local and federal. The
takeover had not been accomplished by an armed coup; instead it went virtually
unnoticed by the general public. Average Russian citizens didn’t have a clue that a
significant change had been made to the Russian Government. No new political
party or movement (like Communism or Nazism) had been created. The takeover
had been relatively bloodless, although there were some incidents were a few
individuals lost their lives or simply disappeared.
 Yuri and the Unoworld succeeded in gaining control of Russia without the use
of massive armies or a bloody revolution. Now Yuri and the Unoworld consolidated
their control of the Russian Government. Most of the Russian Parliament had
already been secured in Yuri’s control. As for the few dissenters, they were
effectively silenced.
 There was little international attention to the significant change in the Russian
government. During the year 2110, most international leaders had no idea who
Yuri was or what he represented, which is exactly what Yuri wanted. There were
international police organizations fighting the worldwide drug problem; amazedly,
most of them didn’t see the connection between Yuri’s mob support and the
Russian Government.
 Some Russian Army Generals learned of the plans by the Unoworld to control
the Russian Government, and they were not pleased about this situation; they
planned a coup d'état. Long before 2110, the Unoworld had infiltrated the Russian
Army Officers Corp, and learned about the plans for the coup d'état. Before the
Army Generals could go ahead with their coup d'état, Army Officers loyal to the
new government struck. This series of events became a propaganda victory for the
Unoworld, who spread the word that these officers intended to overthrow the legal
democratic government of Russia and establish a Stalinist dictatorship. No



mention was ever made that Yuri and the Unoworld controlled the government or
that they were a part of the plot.
 With the takeover of the Russian Government, Yuri and the Inner Circle favored
the legalization of gambling, prostitution, and drug use. Why even attempt to
control these vices, when it had been shown that people were likely to partake in
these vices anyway, and dump these problems on the police and the courts.
Besides, the Unoworld understood the practice of catering to these vices, and they
directed the captive members of the Russian Government to legalize these vices.
All of these vices were now controlled by the state with some revenue going to the
national and local governments and a substantial amount to the Unoworld.
 Nancy was involved in the decisions made by the Inner Circle and Yuri in the
takeover of the Russian government by the Unoworld. This takeover now served as
a template in her plans for the eventual takeover of the United States government.

The so-called Trial of the Unoworld
Council Conspirators – 2113

 Like most human organizations, even with screened members, the Unoworld
Council still had problems with some of its members. Nancy became suspicious of
two members, a Spaniard and an Austrian who by their actions could turn
members of the Unoworld Council against her and the Inner Circle. She also felt
that there were several more members who would change sides if the two
conspirators succeeded in their betrayal of the Unoworld.
 Nancy learned that the conspirators had contacts with a couple of militia groups
in the western United States. After a few meetings between the conspirators and
the militia groups, these groups decided that they were willing to go along with the
conspirators to rid themselves of that mean witch, Nancy, and take over the
Council's many criminal activities such as gambling, drugs, money laundering,
etc.
 Unfortunately for the conspirators, the Unoworld Council had infiltrated the
militia groups. Therefore, the Inner Circle knew about the plans by the
conspirators to overthrow the Inner Circle and gain control of the Unoworld
Council. The conspirators had also generated a plan to assassinate Nancy, Yuri
and the remaining members of the Inner Circle.
 The Inner Circle struck first by forcefully apprehending the two conspirators
along with the six council members who indicated that they intended to go along
with the conspiracy to overthrow the Inner Circle. Deep in the Siberian forest, the
conspirators and six council members now faced a rigged trail.
 As for the leaders of the militia groups, their bodies were discovered several
weeks later, with a message that this is what would happen to anyone who had
thoughts about overthrowing the Inner Circle.

*     *     *     *     *

 Deep in the Siberian forest, the Inner Circle and Unoworld Council set up a
command center and computer operation. Here a court was convened to try those



unfaithful members of the Unoworld Council. All members of the Unoworld
Council were required to attend. Yuri would act as the judge, Nancy was the
prosecutor and the remaining members of the Inner Circle acted as a jury. There
was no defense lawyer for the defendants. This trial was unlike most trials that
were held in a democratic country.
 Yuri convened the trial with a short opening statement:
 "Today, you as members of the Unoworld Council will witness the trial of two
defendants who betrayed their commitment to the Unoworld. They betrayed their
commitment by pursuing a plot to overthrow the legal leadership of the Unoworld
Council and Inner Circle. Furthermore, they intended to assassinate the existing
leaders of the Inner Circle and the Unoworld Council. This type of action will not
be tolerated.
 "Nancy Smith as the prosecutor will now bring forward the two leading
conspirators."
 The two defendants, the Spaniard and the Austrian, were brought forward.
Dressed in dirty orange jump suits, they were not a pleasant sight. They looked
like they lacked sleep, had been tortured and drugged. Dejected with their heads
bent down; they listened to Nancy read off the charges:

"Number 1; you violated the oath of secrecy about the Inner Circle and
Unoworld Council.
"Number 2; you conspired to assassinate the leaders of the Inner Circle and
Unoworld Council.
"Number 3; you intimidated members of the Unoworld Council to join you in
this unlawful endeavor.
"Number 4; you contacted militia groups to aid you in the conspiracy against
the Unoworld Council leadership."

 And the list went on. Some charges were trivial, some serious and some
questionable as Nancy keep reading the list. Then, she paused and turned toward
the Inner Circle members and addressed them: "These despicable creatures are
definitely guilty of all the charges I presented to you. I demand a verdict of guilty
on all charges."
 The Inner Circle as the jury rendered a verdict of guilty on all charges. That is
how this so-called trial went. The defendants were guilty, and in their drugged
state they didn't protest the verdict. There was no appeal, no defense lawyer—the
trial had been rigged against them. They were hung that afternoon.
 The final group of six defendants was now led into the courtroom. They were not
charged with as many charges as the charges against the Spaniard and the
Austrian. Acting as the prosecutor, Nancy again read the charges against the six
defendants. This time Yuri lectured them, and then consulted with the Inner
Circle to render a verdict. All six members were to be removed from the Unoworld
Council with a warning that if they deviated from the oath of secrecy that they
took on joining the Unoworld Council they would be dealt in the same way as the
Spaniard and the Austrian.
 This was a swift and brutal way in dealing with a problem such as this. The
message was clear to the remaining members of the Unoworld Council. Eight new



members to the Unoworld Council would now be selected to fill the vacant
positions.
 With the control of the Unoworld Council firmly in her hands, Nancy could now
concentrate on running the council from the United States. The tentacles of the
Unoworld would now reach in all areas of the United States. This included
business, government, news media, crime, police, military, etc.

The Death of Yuri‘s Mother – 2115

 During the bitter cold winter of 2115, after a short period of illness, Yuri’s
mother, Laura, at the age of 85, died quietly in her sleep. She had been Yuri’s
main support during the early years of the Unoworld. While Yuri was a man who
showed little or no emotion, he cried at his mother’s funeral. All members of the
Inner Circle were present for the burial and acted as pall bearers. As the casket
was slowly lowered in the grave-site, Yuri addressed the small group about his
feelings for his mother.
 “My mother was my inspiration from an early age. Without her support, I doubt
that we would be here today on the threshold of gaining control of more countries.
She was a guiding light for us, a person who inspired us. She was the first
member of the Inner Circle.
 “Mother, you may have left us permanently, but I feel that your spirit will
always be here at our side. I’m honored to have had you as my mother.”
 While Yuri’s idea of controlling the world through use of mobs, crooked
politicians and corrupt businessmen was his idea, it was the support of his
mother, which allowed him to succeed in this evil endeavor.

Victor Attempts to Kill Nancy – 2115

 For Victor it was a no-win situation. Very few people were strong enough to
endure the verbal abuse from Nancy. Victor was no match in any argument with
Nancy. Nancy with right or wrong reasons could easily put down Victor. Although
physically capable, sexually Nancy felt that Victor didn't perform. Instead, Nancy
had an occasional fling as she described it. Now Nancy also felt that Victor's
performance as an accountant was marginal—partly because Victor knew what
the Unoworld was about and this bothered him.
 Finally, out of desperation Victor started drinking. He was an off and on drinker
for a while. He'd drink heavy for a period of time, then go off the stuff for a while.
Eventually, the drinking got the better of him and he became an alcoholic.
 Victor had been sidelined for performing any function in the Unoworld. His
accounting position had been eliminated at the real estate office and foreign
consulting office. As for a living, Nancy provided more than enough. The only
function for him was father and mother of Cindy. Nancy was gone a great deal of



the time, involved with the Unoworld Council and organizing the effort for the
Unoworld in North America.
 For Victor any contact with old friends had been eliminated. Nancy so
dominated this relationship that she tolerated no back talk from him. If he had an
opinion on any subject, it was dismissed by her. Fear held Victor from trying to
challenge her, a fear so great that it overrode any desire to challenge her. Finally,
out of desperation he moved into a small apartment. Furthermore, he was hesitant
of pitting Cindy against her mother. So, the sad saga of Victor continued.
 Because of Victor's drinking problem, Nancy had put Cindy under the care of a
nanny, Bess. Of course, this was another blow to Victor. Now, he had no control
over raising his daughter. He had hoped that he would have enough influence in
raising Cindy, so that she would not be like her mother, Nancy.
 One night, Victor hit the booze a bit too hard, as he stumbled back to his small
apartment. He could no longer drive a car. Driving privileges for him had been
revoked.
 Meanwhile, Nancy had decided that she had enough of his drinking nonsense; it
was getting out of control. She decided that she would send him for treatment to a
place in Ohio, operated by members of the Unoworld, where its members were
sent who had a drinking or drug problem. If they cured Victor of his drinking
habit, she would divorce him, and line up a job for him on the West Coast.
 Victor had suffered enough through many years of humiliation. He was worked
up after this recent bout of drinking and as he sat in his apartment, Nancy rang
the doorbell. Victor went to the door and there stood Nancy, what the h… did she
want?
 "What the h… are you up to at this time of the night?"
 "It appears that you've had one too many to drink. I wanted to talk to you about
your drinking problem, our relationship and what I have to offer. Tomorrow, I have
some important business to attend, and after that I'm flying to Brazil to discuss
some more business with an associate there."
 Actually, she would be going to Europe to take care of business with her South
American associate, Jose Vergas. She never let Victor know exactly where she was
going.
 "I have an offer for you to help you with your drinking problem. My organization
has a place in Ohio, where you can go for a couple of weeks or longer. They have a
good program for people with a drinking or drug problem. After that I can set you
up with a job on the West Coast not directly associated with my organization."
 Of course, Victor was too worked up from the booze to think properly and he
responded, "You d… bitch, this sounds like another one of your offers to make life
miserable for me. Why the h… should I take this crap from you?"
 Before, Nancy could think of a reply, Victor struck out at her. Nancy was in
good physical shape; she worked out, watched her diet and had martial arts help
from Maggie Hunter. Victor never touched her, as Nancy easily side stepped his
feeble attempt and then struck back with a vicious blow to his neck. Victor toppled
over and hit his head on the corner of the heavy coffee table. He lies motionless as
Nancy realized that he was probably dead as result of the blow, plus hitting his
head on the coffee table, and that he was in poor condition.



 When Nancy determined that Victor was dead, she called a police unit
controlled by the Unoworld and also an ambulance. There was no sorrow or
emotion from Nancy; this is the way it worked out for a bad situation.
 The only mention in the news media was in the obituary column that Victor had
died of an accident in his apartment. There was no funeral service. Victor was
cremated. A plaque with his name, date of birth and death was attached to his
mausoleum drawer.
 Victor was now gone, and he no longer existed as Cindy's father. Up until the
age of eight, Cindy had a good father in Victor, but after that the drinking and
struggle with Nancy separated Cindy and her father. Life went on for Cindy, a
quiet person not like her mother; she would attend private schools and eventually
work in the consulting office.

The Tentacles of the Unoworld Spread

 From the years, 2115 to 2120, the former Soviet Union republics of Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, the Ukraine and Belarus were taken over by the Unoworld. Like the
Russian takeover by the Unoworld, the takeover of these countries was
accomplished by the use and control of the existing political structure in each
country. The tentacles of the Unoworld had spread to these republics long before
the Unoworld takeover of the Russian Government. No marching armies and air
forces invaded these countries; instead, in most cases drug money bought many
government officials. To further the illusion, the political parties in these
countries, while not the same as in Russia, were infiltrated by the Unoworld. As
for the general public of these countries, most of them were not aware of what had
happened. No news of the takeover or an indication of a takeover leaked to the
news media in the outside world. However in these countries, there was a brutal
suppression of any government official who didn’t follow the Unoworld line.

*     *     *     *     *

 About the same time that the Unoworld takeover was accomplished to the above
nations, the Unoworld in Europe led by Maggie Hunter and Ludwig Hosuer were
instrumental in the Unoworld takeover of the governments of Finland, Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, and Moldova. Again there was no violent reaction to these
takeovers by the Unoworld. It was like nothing happened. The news media
certainly didn't announce any drastic change in the governments of these nations.
These countries would remain as separate identities for a while.

*     *     *     *     *

 In 2120, the Unoworld took control of a number of countries on the African
West Coast. These countries were Liberia, Mali, Senegal, Guinea, Bissau, Cote
d’Ivoire formerly known as the Ivory Coast, Sierra Leone, Burkina, Ghana and
Togo Benin. With the control of these countries, the Unoworld established a
beachhead from which they could eventually control all of Africa. Yuri’s theory was
that the Unoworld wouldn’t just try to control countries adjacent to Russia or part



of the old Soviet Union, but the Unoworld would branch out to other parts of the
world when the opportunity presented itself. A pseudo-alliance, The West Africa
Alliance, was formed to aid these countries by forming a solid block to deal with a
multitude of problems. The puppet leaders of these countries didn't hesitate to
follow a dictate from the Unoworld. Eventually, some of these puppet leaders
became members of the Unoworld Council. At that time, these countries presented
a picture of independence to the outside world.

Nicholas Yinkinovc Dies of a Heart Attack
– 2122

 In the year 2122, Nicholas Yinkinovc, age 60, the first member of the Inner
Circle and a close friend of Yuri, suddenly died of a massive heart attack. The
remaining members of the Inner Circle and Nicholas’s family attended Nicholas’s
funeral.
 Yuri read the eulogy, “I first met Nicholas while a student at the Moscow State
University. We spent considerable time together discussing our philosophies and
we found that we agreed on most things. Nicholas became the first member of the
Inner Circle and proved to be a faithful follower of the ideals and principles of the
Unoworld. What loyalty, I never once had to worry about the outcome of any task
that he undertook. His courage and dedication are examples for us, the remaining
members of the Inner Circle.
 “Nicholas, a close friend of mine was truly dedicated to the Unoworld, especially
here in Russia. I’m deeply moved by his demise. As the remaining members of the
Inner Circle, we’ll miss him, but our cause will go on. I also want to extend my
deepest sympathy to his wife and two sons. I want to say a goodbye comrade.”
 This may have been a touching moment at the funeral of a close friend, but
Nicholas was not an innocent person. A loyal follower of the Unoworld, he never
once hesitated to carry out a task for Yuri, especially during the years, when the
Unoworld battled the mobs for control of the drug traffic, prostitution, gambling
and other evil endeavors. In many instances, Nicholas was involved in brutal
methods resulting in the deaths of several mob leaders and even some innocent
people.
 With Yuri, there were seven remaining members of the Inner Circle, who along
with the Unoworld Council controlled the destiny of the Unoworld.

Cindy Marries Albert Boardmann – 2126

 While working in the consulting office, Cindy met Albert Boardmann at an office
Christmas Party. Unlike her mother, Cindy’s personality was different. She was
shy and a quiet person, similar to her father, Victor. Nancy didn't try to control
every aspect of Cindy's life, but she kept an eye on any date that Cindy went on.



 Albert Boardmann from Georgia became a member of the Unoworld while in
college. Eventually, he came to work at the consulting office with the title of
Special Investigator. The function of the Special Investigator was supposed to
investigate and analyze an American company doing business with Russia.
Actually, the office was a front for the Unoworld to spread its tentacles throughout
the United States.
 When Nancy learned that Cindy was dating Albert Boardmann, she was
pleased. This way she didn't have to interfere with the relationship, since Albert
was already an outstanding member of the Unoworld.
 In the spring of 2126, Cindy married Albert Boardmann in a simple wedding
ceremony in a small nondenominational church on the Chicago south side. Unlike
many of her peers, Cindy wasn't pregnant when she was married. What an ideal
union of two people in love.
 Albert and Cindy moved to an upper middle class neighborhood in a Chicago
suburb on the south side. They commuted to the consulting office, until Cindy
became pregnant with her first child.
 Brian Boardmann was born in the year 2128. Cindy gave birth to two more
children, twin girls. In a way it became an ideal situation for Nancy. Nancy had
been so consumed by her position as President of the Council that she spent little
time with her daughter, Cindy. But after Cindy married and gave birth to a son,
Brian Boardmann, Nancy took interest in this grandson. After the deaths of fellow
Inner Circle members, Nicholas Yinkinovc in 2122 and Leon Lamont in 2131,
Nancy came to the conclusion that none of the remaining Inner Circle members
including her were immortal and that it would be nice to have someone follow in
the footsteps of her control of the Unoworld. Her grandson became the ideal
person to follow her in controlling the Unoworld Council and the Unoworld.
 And so this relationship developed with Brian becoming Nancy's favorite, while
the twin daughters were Cindy's delight. It was a situation where both women
were satisfied.

Insurrection in Cote d‘Ivoire – 2127

 Because there hadn't been any serious problems with the Unoworld takeover of
most countries by the year 2127, the problem that suddenly arose in Cote d'Ivoire
caught the Inner Circle and Unoworld Council by surprise. Even though it was a
member of the pseudo alliance, the West Africa Alliance, not all tribes in Cote
d’Ivoire consented to control by the Unoworld. Because of a tribal leader, Towana,
the Unoworld had trouble infiltrating these tribes.
 Towana was a cruel, hot tempered and vindictive person. He had harbored bad
feelings toward the Cote d'Ivoire government as a result of the killing of his father,
when Towana was sixteen. His father had a long criminal record and during a raid
by government forces, his father was killed. Towana swore vengeance on the Cote
d'Ivoire government.
 By the time, Towana was in his early 20s he had acquired a long criminal
record, but he was never caught and never served any jail time. Towana had no



respect for women, and he had participated in rape. Besides he tortured people,
and killed several people–a sadistic SOB. He had surrounded himself with cruel
evil people like him. In comparison, he made the Inner Circle members look like
saints.
 Prior to the takeover of the Cote d’Ivoire government by the Unoworld, Towana,
in his late 20s, led a band of outlaw tribes, who controlled areas of northern Cote
d’Ivoire. The Cote d’Ivoire army and police forces swept through northern Cote
d’Ivoire, but they were never able to catch Towana. The Cote d’Ivoire government
established some semblance of control over the north. Now Towana started lining
up other tribes and once more took over areas in the north.
 In 2120, the Unoworld established control of the Cote d’Ivoire government and
other governments in the so-called Western Alliance. But the Unoworld never
made contact with Towana. By the year, 2126, Towana and his outlaw tribes
controlled large areas of the north. Furthermore, he assembled a small efficient
army. He now out maneuvered the Cote d'Ivoire Army and police forces. The
Unoworld had been in control of all the so-called Western Alliance governments
since 2120. Unfortunately, the Cote d’Ivoire government was not only corrupt but
it was inept. Colonel Oboto was the only Cote d’Ivoire Army officer, who had
limited success in slowing the advance of Towana and his outlaw tribes. But,
Colonel Oboto was being gradually forced to retreat southward. He needed support
from his government if he had a chance of holding back Towana's forces in their
march to the south.

*     *     *     *     *

 At first, the Unoworld didn't pay attention to the problems that Towana caused.
The Inner Circle felt that the puppet leader of Cote d’Ivoire should be able to
handle the problem. But, Towana had other ideas; he felt that he could expand his
insurrection to include the adjacent countries of Guinea, Liberia and Ghana—all
part of the West Africa Alliance. While the problem caused by Towana was only in
Cote d’Ivoire, and the situation was rapidly deteriorating, it became apparent that
if something wasn't done soon, the West Africa Alliance could fall to Towana and
his brutal gang.
 The Inner Circle now began monitoring the situation and became concerned.
Yuri convened a meeting of the Inner Circle to discuss the situation in Cote
d’Ivoire to come up with ideas to resolve the situation.
 Yuri addressed the Inner Circle members:
 "I think you are aware that we have a serious problem in Cote d’Ivoire, which
could unsettle the West Africa Alliance. Frankly, we underestimated the impact
and influence of the outlaw tribal leader, Towana. Our Cote d’Ivoire puppet
government isn't capable of putting down the insurrection.
 "I'd like to fill you in about this outlaw tribal leader, Towana. He has visions of
grandeur; not only is he going to overrun Cote d’Ivoire and the other nations in the
Western Alliance, but he has visions of someday taking over all of Africa.
Meanwhile, in those areas of Cote d’Ivoire, which his outlaw tribes have occupied,
he has instituted a reign of terror. Kangaroo courts have been set up not to uphold
justice but to administer cruel punishment.



 "A favorite method of intimidation for Towana's outlaw tribe death squads was
to select a village or settlement in an area. An outlaw tribal death squad would
then swoop down on the village or settlement, burn buildings and kill any village
elder and government official. No woman was safe as most women in the targeted
village or settlement would be raped and that included pregnant women and old
women. Any young man and male teenager would be forced to join Towana's
outlaw tribes. This reign of terror by the Towana outlaw tribal death squads is
being used as an example to those villages or settlements, which have been spared
a raid by one of Towana's outlaw tribal death squads. The same thing could
happen to them if they don't follow Towana's rule.
 "There's one officer in the Cote d’Ivoire Army, Colonel Oboto, who has shown the
ability to deal with the problem if he gets help. A quick assessment of the armed
forces in the Western Alliance shows that Cote d’Ivoire has the largest army, but
other than Colonel Oboto and a few other officers, it doesn't have the trained
personnel who are willing to wage warfare against Towana and his outlaw tribes.
 "The other countries in the Western Alliance have even poorer armies. Their
officers are sub-par and the training of combat troops is not adequate. At the
present, it would do little good to supply them with more weapons and combat
equipment.
 "But, we can't let the situation deteriorate any further. It's apparent that we'll
have to intervene and take charge. We have Colonel Oboto to start with. Nataly,
Nancy, Leon and I with four Russian generals are flying to Cote d’Ivoire in a couple
of days to meet with the Colonel. I realize that we are also busy with other
important tasks, but this task has the highest priority. Maggie and Ludwig, I want
you to interface with the various West Africa Alliance United Nations delegates and
impress on them that the West Africa Alliance is capable of resolving this conflict
without help from the United Nations. We certainly don't need or want the United
Nations involvement in this insurrection. Also, Maggie and Ludwig, you need to
start getting weapons and supplies lined up for transport to Cote d’Ivoire."
 The United Nations presented a problem that it might become involved in
putting down the insurrection. But, Maggie and Ludwig along with representatives
from the West Africa Alliance convinced the United Nations that the problem was
local; the West Africa Alliance could handle the situation without United Nations
assistance.

*     *     *     *     *

 Two days later, Yuri, Nataly, Leon and Nancy with the four Russian generals
arrived in Cote d’Ivoire and met with Colonel Oboto. That meeting went fairly well
with Colonel Oboto, a large slightly overweight man, about 6 feet 3 inches in
height and about 270 pounds. In his loud voice, Colonel Oboto gave a presentation
about the Cote d’Ivoire insurrection led by Towana and his outlaw tribes. Towana
and his tribes now occupied several important cities in the middle of the country
and he was ready to push past the border of Cote d’Ivoire into neighboring
countries. Furthermore, Towana raged a brutal campaign with atrocities and rape.
 The team of four Russian Generals, some members of the Russian government,
the Unoworld Council and Yuri set up a secret base in Guinea from which they
could direct the operations against the insurrection.



 Yuri, the four Russian Generals, Nataly, Nancy and Leon worked out a plan
with Colonel Oboto and members of the Western Alliance governments.

 PHASE 1: Unmarked aircraft and helicopters would be flown in from
various Unoworld countries to support Colonel Oboto's forces. The intent was
to slow down the advance of Towana's outlaw tribes by attacking targets that
supported and supplied Towana. Drones would be employed to provide
surveillance of Towana and the outlaw tribes.
 At the same time, training cadre from the various Unoworld countries will
be flown in to provide intensive combat training for all the Western Alliance
armed forces including the Cote d’Ivoire army. Training cadre would also be
attached to Colonel Oboto's forces. This effort was scheduled for three
months. Meanwhile, military supplies will be arriving at a number of Western
Alliance ports.
 PHASE 2: An army—the Northern Army—from the Western Alliance
countries would be assembled in Guinea on the northwestern border of Cote
d’Ivoire. Reinforcements to Colonel Oboto's forces would also be provided.
Colonel Oboto will be promoted to General, and he shall be considered the
highest ranking officer in the Cote d’Ivoire Army.
 PHASE 3: Several months after the buildup of the Northern Army and the
reinforcements sent to General Oboto's forces; the final offense will begin. The
Northern Army will ram a spearhead through the northern portion of Cote
d’Ivoire until it reaches the eastern border of Cote d’Ivoire. Then the Northern
Army will turn south along the eastern border and advance until it meets
General Oboto's forces. Some of General Oboto's forces will advance to the
western border of Cote d’Ivoire and then turn northward until it meets the
Northern Army forces. The purpose of this maneuver was to encircle and trap
Towana's outlaw tribes.

*     *     *     *     *

 Several months later the final offense by the Western Alliance started, the end
was near for Towana's outlaw tribes. Rather than fight to the bitter end, Towana
and several of his cohorts escaped to the east before the Western Alliance and
General Oboto's forces closed the trap. The rats deserted the cause. Towana felt
that someday he would come back and renew the fight.
 Towana and his cohorts made it to Nigeria, where Nigerian Agents in
cooperation with the Unoworld detained them and turned them over to the Cote
d’Ivoire authorities. A trial of sorts was staged for Towana and his followers. Lurid
evidence, mostly showing pictures of dead women and children, was entered as
evidence into the trial. The court found Towana and his followers guilty on all
counts and condemned them to be hung. The hanging of these criminals was held
at a jail with only a few Cote d’Ivoire authorities as witnesses. What little news of
the trial that leaked out to the world news media didn’t convey a true picture of
the trial or its results. The outside world never learned about the involvement of
the Unoworld in putting down the insurrection lead by Towana, and his outlaw
tribes.



 Why wasn't the media outside of the Western Alliance countries more aware of
the atrocities committed by the Towana outlaw tribes? A concern of Yuri and the
Inner Circle was how to avoid any contact with the news media of countries not
controlled by the Unoworld. That is why Yuri and the Inner Circle set up their
operational base at a secret location in Guinea. The Unoworld controlled
governments of the Western Alliance were directed to allow only citizens of these
countries to talk to media personnel from countries not controlled by the
Unoworld. Press conferences were conducted by Unoworld personnel in Cote
d’Ivoire and the other countries of the Western Alliance. These press conferences
were little more than the dispensing of propaganda generated by Yuri and the
Inner Circle. Finally, access to combat areas was denied.
 As for Towana, he didn't allow any foreign correspondent in any of the areas
that he controlled. The sight of the atrocities that were being committed by
Towana's outlaw tribes would have turned off most foreign correspondents.
Actually this worked out best in the Unoworld's favor. It was best not to send out
stories of the atrocities to the outside world. The UN and other nations would have
wanted to interfere with the conflict in the Cote d’Ivoire conflict.
 For Yuri operating behind the scene was the ideal situation for him. Yuri and
the Inner Circle could make assessments of the situation without much
interference.

*     *     *     *     *

 Once the situation stabilized in Africa, the Unoworld began to take over several
more countries from the old Soviet Union. These countries were Uzbekistan,
Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan. The Unoworld had learned a lesson in Africa; it had
infiltrated most government and business establishments in these countries to the
point that there was little backlash from the existing governments and population.

Leon Lamont Killed in Auto Accident – 2131

 After being responsible for setting up most computer, electronic and
surveillance operations in Russia during the early years of the Unoworld, Leon
Lamont returned to France to set up an operation dealing in drugs and other
illegal activities from his hometown of Toulouse in France. In addition, he became
involved in political activity not only in France, but also other countries in Western
Europe, along with Ludwig Hosuer and Maggie Hunter.
 On a rainy spring day, Leon with two of his associates and the driver of a car
left Toulouse to drive to Marseilles to attend a business meeting. Unfortunately, on
the trip to Marseilles, rain became extremely heavy. As the car entered a curve, it
skidded into an oncoming truck hitting it head-on. There were no survivors in the
car.
 When Yuri received news of the accident and the death of Leon, he was
stunned, but he realized that those events happen, and that none of the Inner
Circle members were immortal. Yuri delivered the eulogy at Leon's funeral.



 Several days later, Yuri met with the remaining members of the Inner Circle in a
meeting in Paris:
 “The news about Leon’s death is tragic. Now there are only six of us remaining;
unfortunately, we’re not mortal. I suppose none of us will live long enough to see
the Unoworld gain complete control of the world.
 “The situation is now stabilized in Africa. We now have complete control of all
mob activities in Africa and complete control of the puppet governments in the
countries of the West Africa Alliance, since putting down the insurrection by a few
Cote d’Ivoire tribal leaders. In addition, we’ve gained valuable access to supplying
drugs to the North American market and throughout Africa.
 “We will now continue to complete the takeover of Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan,
Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijani and Tajikistan, and integrate their governments into
the Unoworld. These governments are corrupt and will fail in a short time even
before our takeover is completed. Now, Jose will discuss our next ambitious
effort.”
 Jose Vergas, the leader of the Columbia Drug Cartel and representative for the
Unoworld from South America rose to address the remaining Inner Circle
members.
 “As Yuri remarked, this is a sad day for us concerning Leon’s tragic death, but
life must go on. I’m going to talk about the situation of the Unoworld in South
America. Frankly, South America is ripe for the takeover by the Unoworld. Now
that the situation has stabilized in Africa, we’re ready for an ambitious program in
South America by taking over the countries of Colombia, Bolivia, Paraguay, Peru
and Ecuador. We already control all the mob activities in these countries and have
infiltrated all levels of their governments and society. There were drug cartels in
Medellin, Colombia, which challenged us a few years ago, but we resorted to
ruthless methods and now control all drug operations coming out of Medellin. The
right wing paramilitary groups in Colombia and the other countries are under our
control. We’ve implemented a deal with the leftist guerillas in Colombia and have
allowed them to control some of the provinces. Some day when the situation
stabilizes in Colombia, we’ll deal with the leftist guerillas.
 “You may ask me why do we want control of these countries in the near future?
Well almost all of these present governments are corrupt and in sad shape. They
lack good leadership and most are in debt. The Unoworld has infiltrated the
political parties and the governments of these countries. Brazil, Argentina,
Venezuela and the United States could pose problems, but each of these countries
has problems of their own to attend to, many of which we were instrumental in
starting.
 “Of course, the United States has to be watched closely. So far, the United
States government is not aware of our activities in South America. Occasionally,
I’ve heard of an investigative reporter, who’ll write an article about the drug
problem in South America and possible connections to the governments of South
American Countries. I know that Nancy keeps a close eye on any reporter who
writes these articles. Most of the time, it’s better that these articles are ignored,
providing they don’t provoke undue attention to the Unoworld.
 “When I get back to Colombia, I’ll begin the first phase of our operation to take
over these countries. I feel that we will succeed.”



 As Jose predicted, the Unoworld succeeded in taking over these South American
Countries. For the present, these countries appeared to be separate countries. The
drug trade to the United States increased. Each of these countries engaged in
diplomatic exchanges with the United States to address many problems including
the drug trade. None of these diplomatic exchanges amounted to anything. The
Unoworld was now solidly entrenched in these South American Countries and the
tentacles were spreading to other countries and the United States as well.

*     *     *     *     *

 After the South American countries came under the influence of the Unoworld,
the African countries of Niger, Nigeria, Cameroon, Chad, the Central African
Republic, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, the Congo and Zaire came under the
influence of the Unoworld.

Emmett Swizzer, Investigative Reporter – 2135

 There was an investigative reporter from the Los Angeles Times by the name of
Emmett Swizzer, a tall fearless man of German, Irish, Hispanic and African
American ancestry. He wrote several books and articles in the Los Angeles Times
about criminal activity in California and the western states. While doing an article
about drug trafficking from South America, he became aware of the Unoworld, and
that a Nancy Smith in Chicago was considered to be the head of the American
branch of the Unoworld. Emmett learned that a Russian, Yuri Yoroshov, was the
worldwide head of the Unoworld. It took Emmett a number of years to trace the
leadership of the Unoworld to Nancy Smith in Chicago and further to tie her to
Yuri Yoroshov in Russia. Emmett learned it didn’t pay for an individual to write
about the Unoworld without attaching their attention, which could be dangerous
to a person’s health. Emmett felt that since he didn’t have any children, brothers
or sisters and had been separated from his wife for a number of years; what did he
have to lose. A story about the Unoworld would either make him or at the worst
end his life. Emmett became aware of the connection of this so-called alliance
between the worldwide mobs, corrupt business people, politicians, police, military,
churches, banks, etc. This information appalled him.
 Emmett felt that he would have to travel to Russia in order to pursue his
investigation about the Unoworld and Yuri Yoroshov. Emmett had written
newspaper columns and a book about the Russian people—nothing which was
controversial. Hopefully, this would provide a cover for the real purpose of his
assignment to Russia to pursue his investigation of the Unoworld.
 After arriving in Russia, he wrote glowing reports about Russia and its people.
While in Russia, Emmett met an old retired Russian newspaper sports columnist,
Joseph Stokovick, who many years prior had briefly met the Russian reporter,
Peter Vogla. Peter had put together a fairly accurate report about Yuri and the
Inner Circle’s connection to mob activity. Unfortunately, Peter had disappeared
along with his extensive notes and writings.



*     *     *     *     *

 Emmett met Joseph Stokovick at a writer’s conference in St. Petersburg.
 “Aren’t you Emmett Swizzer the newspaper columnist for the Los Angeles
Times? I’ve read two of your books, the Russian translation, and accessed some of
your newspaper columns about crime and mob influence in the United States on
the internet.”
 “Yes, I’m Emmett Swizzer and I’ve written a few books and columns for the Los
Angeles Times. Anyway, who are you?”
 “I’m Joseph Stokovick, a retired sports columnist for the St. Petersburg Times. I
like to come to these writers’ conferences, mostly to have a place to go to and
something to do.”
 The men talked for a while, when Joseph suggested that they go outside so they
could talk without someone listening to them, since he had something he wanted
to tell Emmett.
 “Like I said, I’ve read two of your books and some of the columns from the Los
Angeles Times on the internet. Now, you’ve stopped writing about crime and have
already spent considerable time in Russia.”
 “You’re right about my writing about crime in the U.S. for many years. But, I
became burned out on writing about crime and needed something else to write
about. Somehow, I get the impression that you have something to tell me. Is that
right?”
 “Yes, I have something to tell you. I’m an old man in poor health. I started as a
sports reporter for the St. Petersburg Times, at age 23, in 2090. You say that you
are burned out after writing about crime and mob activity, and that you came to
Russia to write about the country. But, I still think you would be interested in
writing about crime and mob activity here in Russia, if someone gave you that
information.”
 “Yes, I suppose if a good story came up in Russia, I wouldn’t hesitate to write
about it. So, what’s this big story you have to tell me?”
 “Since you’ve been in Russia, have you ever heard of a newspaper columnist by
the name of Peter Vogla?”
 “No, I’ve never heard about him. Why should I know?”
 “Peter was an investigative reporter for the St. Petersburg Times, and similar to
what you do for the Los Angeles Times. He did an extensive investigation about an
organization called the Unoworld. Unfortunately, before he could write anything
about the organization, he disappeared along with his notes, rough drafts,
pictures and computer files.”
 “So, if all that stuff disappeared along with Peter, why are you telling me this
story?”
 “Well, Peter had a hunch that there could be a serious problem in exposing the
Unoworld, so he made duplicates of all the information he had accumulated.”
 “And let me guess, he entrusted the information to you.”
 “That’s right. About forty years ago, I met Peter briefly at a company Christmas
Party where he gave me the information.”
 “So now that you have this information, you intend to give it to me. Also, why
haven’t you done this sooner?”



 “Like I said, I’m an old man. The cancer in my body will end my life soon. A year
ago, my doctor gave me only six months to live. Frankly, I’ve been apprehensive
about sharing this information with anyone. I feared that the Unoworld would
come after me if I gave this information to anyone. At the time, Peter gave me the
information; I was married with two young sons to support. Eventually, the
marriage ended in divorce, and now my sons are dedicated members of this
Unoworld. They won’t have anything to do with me. I’d like to give you this
information with just one condition,”
 “And, that condition is?”
 “Like I said, I don’t have much time left. If you accept this information, I would
ask you to wait until after my death to use this information.”
 “Let me think about this for a few hours.”
 Joseph agreed to let Emmett think about Joseph’s offer, and decided to meet
Emmett later that afternoon at the writer’s conference, since Joseph had the
information close by.
 Joseph had also prepared to end his life if the giving of the old information
backfired about the Unoworld. He had a pill that he could easily swallow, which
would quickly end his life.
 The information generated by Peter Vogla consisted of notebooks, pictures and
computer discs. That afternoon, they met at the writer’s conference. Joseph gave
Emmett a package that supposedly consisted of old books about St. Petersburg
that might interest Emmett. Emmett took the package back to his hotel room,
where he read the material that Peter had generated about the Unoworld. He was
amazed at the information about Yuri and the Inner Circle. While this information
was more than forty years old, it still presented a fairly accurate description of the
Unoworld, which identified its members, its goals and methods to implement these
goals.

*     *     *     *     *

 Two months after his meeting with Emmett, Joseph passed away. Now, Emmett
was free to write about the Unoworld.
 Emmett wrote one article for the Los Angeles Times, titled The Evil Alliance,
published about an evil alliance of drug and mob activities in the United States
and South America and its connection to Yuri Yoroshov in Russia.

The Evil Alliance

 For a number of years, I have been reporting about crime and mob
influence in the Los Angeles area and its connection to the source of drugs in
South America, especially from Columbia. I’ve taken several trips over the
years to confirm this activity. Finally, I came across the supposed leader of
the Columbia Cartel, a Jose Vergas. I learned that over the years he built a
ruthless organization, which dealt in drugs and other criminal activities. This
organization became the principal supplier of drugs to the United States.
 Back in Los Angeles, I traced Jose’s drug activities to an American criminal
cartel, which is headed by a Nancy Smith in Chicago. The more I looked into
this facet of my investigation, the more I became convinced that this criminal
organization headed by Nancy Smith in Chicago and Jose Vergas in South



America are allies, and part of one gigantic worldwide criminal organization. It
was very difficult and dangerous trying to obtain information about these
organizations. Eventually I found this crime organization, which I will refer to
as the Unoworld (One World.)
 I’ve written many articles over the years about mob activities in the United
States and South America. There’s more to these ties between the United
States and South America. The more I looked into this the more appalling and
dangerous this information became. This mob activity is tied to an
organization worldwide headed by a mysterious Russian, Yuri Yoroshov. In
Chicago, an American, Nancy Smith, heads the United States organization. I
traced the connection between the drug trafficking from South America to the
United States, and then further investigation tied all this criminal activity to
the Russian, Yuri Yoroshov.
 At this time, I decided to go to Russia under the pretense that having
written many articles about crime and mob activities; I was ready to write
about something else. While in Russia I acquired copies of notes, rough
drafts, pictures and computer files complied about forty years ago by a
Russian journalist, Peter Vogla. Peter was preparing an article about an
organization referred to as the Unoworld. Unfortunately, Peter was never able
to publish any of this information; he mysteriously disappeared.
 I spent considerable time reviewing Peter’s information, and although it’s
about forty years old, the information is an eye opener. It certainly verifies my
observation about the Unoworld and its goal of world domination. This
information is still relevant to today’s news.
 You may have read some of my articles about Russia and its people. But,
the real purpose for my time in Russia was to find out more about Yuri
Yoroshov. Not only did I learn about Yuri Yoroshov, but I learned about his
organization, the Unoworld. This organization is an alliance of worldwide
mobs, corrupt business people, politicians, police, military, even religious
leaders, banks, courts and more. This alliance is really nothing more than an
evil alliance. The purpose of the Unoworld is not only criminal activities, but
also control of all world governments, which is what Peter Volga pointed out;
that is the scary part.
 As far as I can determine, the Unoworld has already taken control of the
Russian Government. I’m sure that there are other countries that are now
controlled by this Unoworld. Furthermore, I have traced the tentacles of the
Unoworld to the United States. In future articles, I will show the connection
between the Unoworld, the Russian Government and the Unoworld's quest for
world domination.

*     *     *     *     *

 Sandy Puttser, a former member of a Los Angeles Girls Street Gang, became a
devout follower of the Unoworld. She was now a student at the El Camino College
in the Los Angeles South Bay District. While in the student lounge, Sandy spotted
the Los Angeles Times article, The Evil Alliance, by Emmett Swizzer. As she read
the article, Sandy knew instantly that she had better send Nancy Smith a copy of
the article. Sandy cut out the article, and went to one of the computers in the



student lounge and sent an email to Nancy Smith. The simple message said, “The
attachment, Emmett Swizzer’s article, The Evil Alliance, should interest you.”
 When Nancy Smith read the email, she sent a representative that night to
contact Sandy and fellow Unoworld members in the Los Angeles area.
 On arriving at Los Angeles International Airport, Nancy Smith’s representative
met with Unoworld members in an airport restaurant.
 “Nancy Smith gave me a copy of an article in the Los Angeles Times by an
Emmett Swizzer, titled The Evil Alliance. Your task will be to eliminate Emmett
Swizzer and all copies of his notes, computer files and whatever.”
 “OK, we’ll start as soon as we leave this restaurant.”

*     *     *     *     *

 Because of the danger in obtaining the information about the Unoworld, just as
Peter Volga did many years ago, Emmett took precautions to protect his
information before releasing his article to the Los Angeles Times. He made
duplicates of his rough drafts, computer files, notes and pictures, which he
entrusted to a friend at the South Bay Breeze newspaper in the City of Torrance.
Before Emmett published any of this information, he severed all ties with the
friend. Unfortunately, Emmett disappeared before he could publish any more of
his findings about the Unoworld, except for the one article, where he defined the
term, The Evil Alliance. All Emmett’s original notes, computer files, rough drafts
and pictures also disappeared. Shortly after the disappearance of Emmett, and
before the authorities could question his friend about his relationship to Emmett,
a large earthquake hit the Los Angeles area, and killed his friend. Further
investigation by the police ended about the relationship of the friend and Emmett.
 Before the earthquake, the friend had placed all of Emmett’s information in a
sealed container and stored it in the basement of the South Bay Breeze. The
sealed container would be forgotten until the South Bay Breeze newspaper editor
in 2329 discovered it on the same day he talked to a former reporter of his, Angel
Barlot. Together, they opened the sealed container, and found the duplicate notes
of the information, which Emmett Swizzer had accumulated about the Unoworld.

*     *     *     *     *

 In a meeting of the Inner Circle shortly after the disappearance of Emmett, Yuri
commended about this article. "Recently, I heard about this reporter, Emmett
Swizzer, from Los Angeles, who wrote a newspaper article about our organization,
and how he intended to write more articles about our organization in which he
refers to it as The Evil Alliance. That remark makes me shutter, I don't ever want
to hear that remark from anyone. I believe Nancy that you're taken care of the
SOB. Enough of that, let's continue with this meeting."

Nancy and her Grandson Visit Yuri – 2140

 When Nancy Smith's grandson, Brian Boardmann, was twelve years old, in the
year 2140, Nancy decided to take him on a trip to Moscow to visit Yuri. Because



Yuri had talked frequently about his dream when he was twelve of dominating the
world, Nancy felt this should be the time for her to introduce Brian to Yuri.
 Yuri was pleased that Nancy and her grandson, Brian, came to visit him. On the
day of their arrival in Moscow, Nancy and Brian went to Yuri’s unpretentious
office. As they entered, Yuri came forward to greet them.
 “So this is the grandson you’ve talked about. Welcome to Moscow, Brian,” as
Yuri extended his hand to shake Brian’s hand. “Why don’t the two of you sit down
and let’s chat for a while?”
 Ever since Brian could remember, Nancy talked to him about the importance of
the Unoworld and Yuri. Nancy responded, “We’re glad to be here. It’s been a long
trip, but an uneventful one.”
 “I’m pleased to hear that everything went well on your trip. So Brian you’re now
twelve; is that right?”
 “Yes that’s right. I’m now twelve.”
 “When I turned twelve, I had this dream about world domination. At that time,
my mother bought me several books about various dictators and subjects. I still
have several of these books, which I would like to give to you. Over the years I've
kept a journal for every year since I was twelve. When I pass away, I want to give
you those journals.”
 “Thanks,” responded Brian. Then Brian spoke in Russian.
 “That’s very good. Your grandmother told me that you were taking a special
Russian language course, and that she has worked with you.”
 The discussion continued for some time, before they went to dinner. Yuri had
been impressed with Brian and he felt that someday Brian would be an asset to
the Unoworld. The discussion had reminded Yuri about his dream when he was
twelve. In a way, this was the beginning of the education for Brian to eventually
take over the reins of the Unoworld.

Last Meeting of the Inner Circle – 2150

 Gradually, the grim reaper took his toll of the Inner Circle members. Thirteen
years after Leon died in the auto accident in France, Ludwig Hosuer, age 83,
succumbed to prostate cancer. Yuri; Ludwig's widow, Maggie Hunter; their son,
Henry Hosuer and the remaining members of the Inner Circle attended a small
service in Berlin.
 A year later, Nataly Tokhov, age 82 died because of poor health. The death of
Nataly was especially hard for Yuri, while he never considered Nataly a lover; he
considered her a sister. After Nataly’s funeral, Yuri decided to hold one more
meeting of the remaining members of the Inner Circle.
 In the year, 2150, only three Inner Circle members met. Yuri was shocked when
he saw Jose Vergas, whose health had deteriorated. Maggie Hunter didn't attend
the meeting, she was no longer the strong independent woman of her youth, since
she had succumbed to the first stages of dementia and was in an institution in
Berlin. Even Yuri, about 85, now felt old age; he didn’t have the drive that had



sustained him through the early years. This final meeting really was between Yuri
and Nancy Smith, who was still in good health and mentally sharp for her age.
 Yuri made one last short statement at the end of the meeting:
 “More than seventy years ago, when I was a boy of twelve, I dreamt of ruling the
world. Well, we still don’t have complete control of the world, but we now control
many countries and have infiltrated the rest of the remaining countries not
directly under our control. Shortly, we will add more countries to our control.
 “Nancy, you are the only remaining member of the Inner Circle who can carry
out our mission in the near future. I know that you’re grooming your grandson for
eventual leadership of the Unoworld to complete our mission.
 “This is it. Thanks for the loyalty. I now depend on you, Nancy, to run this
organization to complete our mission.”
 The final meeting was over. Yuri would still be a guiding force in the Unoworld
for five more years. But, the real control of the organization now rested in the
hands of the American, Nancy Smith. Because of his poor health, Jose Vergas's
control in South America now was effectivity under the control of Nancy. Nancy
was grooming her grandson, Brian Boardmann, for eventual control of the
Unoworld. He would eventually enroll at the University of Wisconsin, and followed
by enrollment in the University of Wisconsin Law School. He had his
grandmother’s drive and ruthless ability, and would prove to be a worthy
successor to his grandmother.

*     *     *     *     *

 The following African countries came under the control of the Unoworld:
Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, Angola, Zambia, Malawi, Mozambique, Madagascar,
Zimbabwe, Namibia, Botswana, South Africa, Lezotho and Swaziland. These
countries had been so thoroughly infiltrated by the Unoworld that there wasn’t a
noticeable change in their governments. The Unoworld now controlled a large
portion of Africa.

*     *     *     *     *

 In 2151, Jose Vergas, a native of Colombia and Inner Circle Member, passed
away. Only Nancy Smith and her grandson, Brian Boardmann, attended the
funeral in Bogota, Colombia. Jose had a large family and with several of his
cousins and their families, plus some national figures. The funeral was
exceptionally large for an Inner Circle Member.
 Two years later in 2153, Maggie Hunter who suffered from dementia, finally
passed away in Berlin. Maggie was buried in a plot adjacent to the plot where her
husband, Ludwig Hosuer, was buried. Because of his poor health, Yuri didn't
attend the funeral. Only her son, Henry Hosuer, and a few staff members attended
the funeral. Only one more member of the Inner Circle, Nancy Smith would
survive for another ten years.

*     *     *     *     *

 The Unoworld Council, which met at various locations around the globe, now
ran most of the Unoworld’s business. A core of Americans now controlled the



Unoworld Council through the ruthless efforts of Nancy Smith, the Unoworld
Council President, and her grandson, Brian Boardmann.
 At a Unoworld Council meeting in 2153, Nancy presented several
recommendations. These recommendations were designed to guide the Unoworld,
when total domination of the world by the Unoworld occurred. One
recommendation called for the formation of a special class, the Ruling Class, who
would rule the world and have privileges granted to them that were not available
to other citizens. Another recommendation, would change the role of the Unoworld
Council, with it being renamed the World Senate. As members of the World
Senate, a Senator would be appointed only from the Ruling Class for terms
initially for twenty years, which later was changed to a lifetime appointment. The
President of the World Senate would be the Chief Executive for the proposed World
Government. A World Assembly would eventually be formed with limited powers,
and with its members being elected by popular vote. Furthermore, in recognition
of Yuri’s insistence about intelligence, an Intelligence Agency would be formed
under the control of Nancy Smith and her grandson, Brian Boardmann.

The Death of Yuri – 2155

 Nancy kept Yuri updated about changes made by the Unoworld and the control
of additional countries. After Nancy’s grandson, Brian, finished law school, he
became an attorney with a large law firm in Madison, Wisconsin with ties to the
Unoworld. Now instead of Nancy, Brian made many trips to Moscow to confer with
Yuri. In a sense, Brian was not only Nancy’s grandson, but he also became Yuri’s
grandson.
 Yuri spoke to Brian at one of their meetings. “Someday, you will fulfill my
dream, when I was a boy of twelve, to rule the world. Nancy has taught you well. I
know that my time is about up, so I would like you to accept the challenge and
complete my mission.”
 Six months later at age 90, while asleep, Yuri quietly passed away. The
Unoworld unfortunately didn’t pass away because of the death of Yuri. Along with
her grandson, Brian, Nancy Smith made her last trip to Moscow to attend the
funeral of Yuri. For a person who had changed the world for the worst, the funeral
was low-key. The leadership of the Unoworld had already passed to Nancy Smith
and her grandson, Brian Boardmann.

*     *     *     *     *

 Yuri was a ruthless evil man, who ordered the execution of hundreds of
worldwide mob members, government officials or anyone who stood in his way. A
brilliant intelligent man, Yuri could grasp any idea or principle with ease, as he
was well read, articulate and could speak five languages and rarely used profanity.
It is ironic that for a man who approved of the Ruling Class, he didn’t have a
desire for material possessions. He lived most of his life in a modest comfortable
Moscow apartment. He didn’t smoke, drink alcoholic beverages to excess and



other than an occasional dalliance, he wasn’t a womanizer. Yuri’s so-called
mission of world domination consumed him for all of his life.
 Yuri was a man with no sense of humor. A humorous remark at a meeting
would result in a stern piercing look from him. The person who made the
humorous remark would need to instantly apologize.
 Yuri had no interest in music of any kind, ballet, theater and the arts. Not even
the ballet interested him. When he was about ten, his mother took him to a
performance of the Nutcracker Suite. While Yuri read nonfiction constantly, in
addition to the books about Hitler and Stalin, which his mother gave him, he also
accessed information on the internet about Hitler, Stalin and World War II.
 He didn't participate in any sport: tennis, golf, or team sports. However, he felt
that physically he had to be in good shape. So daily, he watched his diet and early
in the morning worked out in a local gym. He seldom missed a day.
 Yuri had no interest or hobby outside of his desire for dominating the world. He
was extremely intelligent and was good with computers starting at age six and by
age twelve was writing his own programs.
 When Yuri had the affair with the waitress, which resulted in the birth of his
daughter, he never saw his daughter or participated in raising her. He related to
the lack of a relationship he had with his own father and he rationalized that he
would probably do no better as the father for this child. Yuri provided adequate
funds for her upbringing. Furthermore, the Inner Circle was his family.
 Yuri's yearly journals contained hand written notes, computer generated notes,
word processor notes, and computer programs. Eventually Nancy Smith's
grandson acquired these journals and they were passed on to succeeding
generations. These journals became an important source of information for future
historians in determining Yuri's thinking, goals, opinions, etc.

East Coast Mobsters Attempt Takeover
of Unoworld – 2155

 With the death of Yuri Yoroshov in 2155 the Americans, Nancy Smith and her
grandson, Brian Boardmann, held total control of the Unoworld. From time to
time, there were challenges to the rule of Nancy and Brian, but these challenges
were ruthlessly put down.
 Ironically, the biggest challenge to Nancy and Brian came from the American
contingent. A cabal of mobsters on the East Coast felt that they didn’t need to
follow the old woman, Nancy Smith, and her d… grandson, Brian. They began
plotting to lure Nancy and Brian to discuss drug distribution and other mob
matters at a meeting in upstate New York. Brian sensed that these mobsters were
not to be trusted and they were trying to set up his grandmother, Nancy, and him.
 In a closed meeting with Nancy, Brian spelled out his concerns. “I’ve been
concerned about our friends on the East Coast. A preliminary audit of the
proceeds from drugs, gambling, prostitution, and other activities, indicates that



our East Coast friends are holding funds that should be going to our Swiss bank
accounts as agreed on about twenty years ago.
 “I looked up the agreement and did some calculations and found that in several
cases they held as high as 50 to 60 percent of the proceeds, when they should be
turning in about 75 percent of the proceeds as agreed in past meetings. Then, I
had them monitored and found out that they plan on luring us to a meeting in
upstate New York to take care of us there.”
 Nancy spoke, “Good job Brian, you’re on top of developments. What would you
suggest resolving this problem?”
 “We know when they plan to hold this meeting and where it’s to be held. The
meeting is supposed to take place in a small lodge in an isolated wooded area in
upstate New York. I’ve had the place monitored and while it’s guarded, the wooded
area around the lodge will make it relatively easy to penetrate. There should be
about ten members of the East Coast mobsters, who will attend this so-called
meeting about us. There’s a basement in the lodge where they plan to station
additional members to kill us and dispose of our bodies with no trace.
 “I’d like to head a team, part of them going through the woods to surround the
lodge. We will be in contact with the mobsters as we motor toward the lodge. Our
weapons will be equipped with silencers and we will make sure that we outnumber
them. The lodge sits about two miles from the main road. I will have the team,
which comes through the woods; go there for several days to familiarize
themselves with the layout. There’s a guard shack at the entrance, which will be
manned with our people. We’ve mapped the place, surveyed it and had the lodge
bugged; nothing will be left to chance.”

*     *     *     *     *

 On the day of the so-called meeting, several members of Brian’s team came
through the woods, which surrounded the lodge and positioned themselves
around the lodge. By the time the ten East Coast mobsters and their associates
arrived at the lodge, Brian’s team was in place in the woods and monitoring the
lodge. As Brian and his group motored toward the lodge, they listened to the
bugged comments of the mobsters.
 One of the East Coast mobsters spoke, “Our contact at the Inn, about six miles
from here, just observed Brian’s convoy going by. In several more minutes, we
should be hearing from the guards at the entrance when the convoy enters the
road to the lodge. The boys in the basement are ready to take care of our guests
when they arrive.”
 Another mobster spoke, “I met this Brian Boardmann once. It’s too bad that the
old bat, who’s his grandmother, isn’t here to see what we intend to do to her
adorable grandson. How old is the old bat?”
 “I heard that she’s more than ninety, and a mean bitch when she’s aggravated. I
know a few Chicago boys whom she has had taken care of.”
 The conversation went on. Then, the guards at the front gate signaled that
Brian’s convoy had just entered the two-mile road leading to the lodge and would
be there in a few minutes.
 “OK boys get ready; we want to get this over as quick as possible. So we can get
back to New York City to celebrate.”



 A few minutes later, Brian signaled the team in the woods surrounding the
lodge to start the operation. Just as Brian’s convoy came in view of the lodge, tear-
gas canisters were lobbed through the windows of the lodge. As the mobsters
scrambled in panic to get out of the lodge, they were met with gunfire from Brian’s
team in the woods. Most of the ten mobsters were cut down, only two survived.
The other mob members in the basement shut the trap door to avoid the tear-gas,
which they succeeded in doing. But, Brian’s team, equipped with gas masks,
entered the lodge, flipped open the trap door and tossed down several more tear-
gas canisters. Then they flipped the trap door shut. The panicked mobsters in the
basement started pounding on the trap door to get out. In a few moments they
came out with their arms raised. They were lined up against the lodge with the two
surviving members and executed. The bodies were tossed into the lodge and
covered with gasoline and lit. As fire consumed the lodge and the bodies in it,
Brian’s team in the woods remained long enough to insure that there were no
survivors.
 After noticing smoke coming from the lodge, the guards at the entrance notified
the local fire department. By the time the fire department arrived on the scene, the
lodge had been totally consumed by the fire. About the only alternative the fire
department could do, was make sure that the fire didn’t spread into the woods
surrounding the lodge. After the fire was out, the fire fighters made the gruesome
discovery of the mobster bodies or what remained of them. They called the local
sheriff to report the discovery of the bodies. The local sheriff had been a recent
recipient of favors from the Unoworld. There were no witnesses to the crime. The
guards at the entrance just disappeared. The local sheriff came to the conclusion
that since the bodies were East Coast mobsters, there would be no further
investigation of the crime.
 Nancy was pleased with the results of Brian’s operation with a warning sent to
other American mobsters that they would share the same fate if they challenged
the Unoworld.

The National Center Union – 2157

 While the Unoworld had been able to successfully plant moles in the two major
U.S. political parties, the Republican Party and the Democratic Party, there was a
feeling by many Unoworld United States members that the eventual takeover of
the United States government would have to be done by some other means.
 Nancy at age 93 with her grandson, Brian, also came to the same conclusion.
Nancy had moved to Madison, and about twice a week, Nancy and Brian had
breakfast together. They would have long discussions about the state of the
Unoworld and the many problems that the United States faced in the year 2157.
Brian had started this conversation, "We've placed many moles in the Republican
and the Democratic parties. And, we've been successful with this formula in many
countries worldwide, but I doubt that we can do the same in the United States.
The other day, I began thinking about the possibility of forming our own political
party. In this country, I realize that the history of the third parties hasn't been



good. But, this is the 22nd Century and the times have changed. Maybe, this is
the right time for the Unoworld to consider forming a political party. What's your
feeling about this?"
 "I've come to the same conclusion. Already, there are many politicians aligned
with the Unoworld. Sometime next week, why don't you get some of them together
and see what their feelings are about forming a political party?"
 Brian had already talked to several people about the forming of a political party
to challenge the existing political parties. He had no trouble in rounding up a
group of people with the purpose of forming a new political party, which would
actually be a convenient front for the Unoworld.
 In 2157, the National Center Union or NCU was formed with funds and
direction from the Unoworld. Supposedly, the party was politically in the center,
but its real purpose was to cater to the interests of the Unoworld. The Unoworld
now had a stranglehold on all organized criminal activities in the United States,
which provided unlimited amounts of money for the NCU.
 Brian’s name didn’t appear on any membership list of the NCU, but Brian and
the Unoworld were still involved in its operation. The NCU spread rapidly to all 50
states. On paper they subscribed to the dictates of the American public, but the
NCU was nothing more than a front for the Unoworld. Its candidates used such
lofty phases as: Low Taxation, War on Crime, Strong National Defense, and more.
 The NCU got its start in local elections in cities and counties before spreading to
state legislatures and eventually state governors. The success of the so-called third
political party, the NCU, can be attributed to the money and support from the
Unoworld and the establishment of a good grass-roots organization consisting of
many misguided people who thought the purpose of the NCU was for better
government than that provided by the existing Republican and Democratic parties.
 In a meeting with his law firm lawyers, his Inner Circle, Brian stated that the
Unoworld probably could have taken over the United States, but the plan was to
gradually wear down the United States government on the national, state and local
areas.
 The tentacles of the Unoworld had already reached into every aspect of life in
the United States. The Unoworld made contact with several right-ring militias,
while at the same time made contact with left-wing organizations. Flush with drug
money from the Unoworld, the right-wing militias conducted rampant operations
in the western states.

The Aryan Pioneers – 2157

 From the year 1945 to 2157 it was more than two hundred years since the
defeat of Nazi Germany. Unfortunately, even at this time there still were many
people and organizations, which followed the warped views of Adolph Hitler. In the
United States there was one organization, the Aryan Pioneers, which embodied the
Nazi principals that caused problems throughout the country.
 The Aryan Pioneers consisted of mostly young white men, many who had been
skinheads, and belonged to other racist organizations such as the Ku Klux Klan.



Their leader or Fuhrer, Adolph Humpell proved to be a real rabble rouser. Like
Hitler, he would scream out about the injustice rendered to the American white
people. The group would get worked up with loud shouts and give the Nazi salute
with a loud sig heil.
 Adolph Humpell was originally Carl Humpell, who ran a small plumbing
business in St. Louis. His plumbing business was never considered one of the
better plumbing businesses in the area and in 2147 the business went bankrupt.
Carl blamed the failure of his plumbing business on a competing plumbing
business run by a Hispanic. Carl couldn't accept the fact that the failure of his
plumbing business was mostly his fault, because of poor customer relations and
bad business practices. Then to make it worse for Carl his wife of ten years
divorced him and she won full custody of his son and daughter.
 Down the street from Carl's former plumbing business was located a small run
down meeting hall. This meeting hall is where the local branch of the Aryan
Pioneers met. At this time, the Aryan Pioneers was considered a small insignificant
organization with small groups in a few mid-western cities. Carl frequented a bar
in the same neighborhood. One day after the bankruptcy of his business, he
happened to be in the bar, when a few members of the Aryan Pioneers entered the
bar. After talking to one of the Aryan Pioneers members, Carl learned about the
Aryan Pioneers and what they stood for. The next day, he went to the meeting hall
and signed up with the Aryan Pioneers.
 Within a few weeks, Carl had found his calling. He obtained every pamphlet
about the Aryan Pioneers, and a book about Nazi Germany and Adolph Hitler. Like
must organizations the Aryan Pioneers needed volunteers and after several weeks,
Carl signed up as a volunteer and thus began his rise in the Aryan Pioneers. In a
few months he was the lead speaker at the weekly meetings. The meetings in the
past had attracted about twenty people. With Carl as the main speaker, the
number of people who attended these meetings gradually increased. In time, the
small old meeting hall couldn't hold all the people who wanted to attend a
meeting, and listen to Carl rant and rave about the injustice perpetrated on the
white people of the United States.
 Carl's rise in the Aryan Pioneers was rapid, until he became the leader. One of
the changes that he instigated was that when all members attended a meeting,
they would be required to wear brown shirts with a double lightening insignia.
Then, Carl had his first name changed to Adolph, like Adolph Hitler. He would
have the same initials as Adolph Hitler and to add to the lunacy; Adolph grew a
ridiculous Hitler style mustache.
 In just ten years, the Aryan Pioneers became the largest right-wing racist
organization in the United States. This was not only due to the efforts of Adolph
Humpell, but also to several members of his staff, especially the communications
director, Marvin Setter, who knew how to use the news media. Of course the
Unoworld was aware of the Aryan Pioneers and had planted several moles in
Adolph Humpell's organization. In fact the communications director, Marvin Setter
was a Unoworld mole.

*     *     *     *     *



 Over two hundred years ago, when the Aryan Pioneers was started, a manifesto
was generated to define the goals of the organizations. A modified form of this
manifesto was created by the staff of Adolph Humpell. It was not supposed to be
available to the news media and general public. However, the communications
director, Marvin Setter, made a copy of the manifesto and turned it over to the
Unoworld. Following is a copy of this modified manifesto:

ARYAN PIONEERS MANIFESTO

FOR A NEW UNITED STATES ORDER

(1) There will be complete separation of all races. Inferior races will have their
separate areas. They will not be allowed in white areas except for work. Racial
intermarriage will be forbidden. Children of a racial intermarriage are not
racially pure and will be so designated.
(2) The Aryan Pioneers will have complete control of the government and
industry. Only male members will be allowed to govern and own property.
(3) All women serve men and bear a man’s child.
(4) There will be special taxes on Jews, Homosexuals, Niggers, Hispanics,
Orientals and other inferior races.
(5) The Aryan Church will be the only recognized religion. Other religions will
be required to pay a special tax.
(6) The news media will be controlled by the Aryan Pioneers.
(7) The Aryan Pioneers will appoint all judges on the national, state and local
levels.
(8) Special camps will be set up to harbor the criminal elements in our
society.
(9) All police, (national, state and local) will be under Aryan Pioneers control.
(10) Education, teachers and contents of books will be reviewed by Aryan
Pioneers.
(11) All Communists and Socialist organizations, the ACLU, the NAACP,
Jewish Defense League, Democratic Party, Republican Party and similar
organizations will be banned.
(12) There will be no elections. All government positions will be by
appointment of the Aryan Pioneers only. Only members of the Aryan Pioneers
will be allowed to hold a position in the government. All members of Congress
will be appointed by the Aryan Pioneers.
(13) There will be special schools to train true Aryan Youth for future
leadership roles.
(14) We will purge anyone who does not agree with us. The death penalty will
be imposed throughout the country.
(15) The new headquarters for the Aryan Pioneers will be in St. Louis.
(16) There will be no more immigration of Mexicans, Cubans or any Hispanic
people. There will be eventual deportation of these people.
(17) The American Nazi Party, the Ku Klux Klan, all skinhead groups, Aryan
Nation, militia groups, and white supremacists will be incorporated into the
Aryan Pioneers.



(18) The United States will leave the United Nations and will not support it in
any manner.
(19) Eventually, the Canadian government will be absorbed into the American
government. The Mexican government and any of the Central American
governments will not be absorbed into the American government for obvious
reasons.

*     *     *     *     *

 Shortly after the NCU political party had been formed, Brian and Nancy met
with Adolph and some of his staff, including the communications director, Marvin
Setter. The Unoworld was willing to help the Aryan Pioneers with financial and
other aid. Adolph eagerly accepted the generous offering by the Unoworld and the
law firms that handled the many cases of violence perpetrated by the Aryan
Pioneers. The Aryan Pioneers served the Unoworld purpose by its demonstrations,
and speeches by Adolph. The news media focused attention on the Aryan Pioneers
rather than other problems, many of which were caused by the Unoworld.
 After the meeting, Nancy commented about her meeting with Adolph Humpell
and members of his staff. "I don't like the silly SOB with that ridiculous Hitler type
mustache. I know for the presence, Adolph and his Aryan Pioneers stooges serve
our purpose by creating problems for the federal and state governments. That
keeps the news media focused on his silly antics."

*     *     *     *     *

 In the year 2158, Brian Boardmann married the daughter of an Unoworld
banker. Brian had decided that if someday, he was to marry it would be someone
who was associated with the Unoworld. After a short honeymoon, Brian and his
new wife moved to an upper-middle class neighborhood in Madison. They gave the
impression of being a typical upper-middle class couple. Eventually, they would
have five children.

Nancy Smith Passes Away – 2168

 At age 95, Nancy Smith was still the Unoworld Council President, but her
grandson, Brian Boardmann, actually controlled the Council. Brian still conferred
with Nancy on Council matters, but he ran the organization and made decisions
with an iron fist.
 A birthday party was held for Nancy, when she reached her 100th birthday in
2164. This was a party for a person who reached her 100th birthday, and the
many goals she had achieved in her life—unfortunately goals for the Unoworld.
The years following her 100th birthday Nancy’s health declined as did her desire
for being involved in the decision making for the Unoworld. President in name only
of the Unoworld Council, her grandson, Brian Boardmann now ran the Unoworld
Council and the Unoworld.



 Finally, at age 104, Nancy passed away, the last member of Yuri’s Inner Circle.
She would be buried in the same cemetery as her parents. Most members of the
Council attended the funeral. Brian delivered the eulogy.
 “My grandmother was a great person. She was born here in Chicago so many
years ago to ordinary working people. Her father was a construction worker, while
her mother clerked in a big box store. Nancy went to inner city public schools.
Those were tough years for her; she lost her brother, Jake, in a tragic event. Yet,
Nancy persevered and graduated from high school. While applying to several
colleges and universities, she came across information about continuing her
education at Moscow State University, which was recruiting foreign students.
 “Enrolling at Moscow State University happened to be a momentous moment in
her life. It was here that she met Yuri Yoroshov, and became a member of the
Inner Circle and a charter member of the Unoworld. With Yuri, Nancy and other
members of the Inner Circle built the Unoworld into a strong organization, which
will eventually rule the world.
 “Nancy was a true inspiration for me. An inspiration that will be hard to follow,
Nancy never once hesitated to tackle any assignment regardless of its difficulty or
danger.
 “Of course, in the early years she spent in Russia Nancy helped build the
foundation for the Unoworld. (Actually, strengthening its mob activities for the
financial support of the Unoworld). Eventually, she came back to the United States
to lead in building the Unoworld in our country. All those years she never once
stopped dedicating her life to the Unoworld, and she supported the Unoworld past
her hundredth birthday.
 “I intend to follow her path to lead the Unoworld as effectively as she led it.”
 Slowly, the coffin that contained the remains of Nancy Smith was lowered into
the grave-site. While, Nancy had been intelligent and tough, she was also cruel
and vindictive.
 For future historians a question was asked; what if Nancy Smith's brother,
Jake, had not been brutally murdered? That incident seemed to forever shape her
life in a negative direction. Whether her brother was brutally murdered or not, she
most likely would have gone to the Moscow State University in Moscow and would
have eventually met Yuri. In many ways for Nancy, Yuri replaced her late brother,
Jake. Another event that may have further hardened Nancy's outlook on life was
the attempted rape by a fellow high school student, although she fought back and
severely injured him.
 Nancy controlled the Unoworld Council with an iron fist. With her grandson,
Brian, they eventually moved the center of the Unoworld from Russia to the United
States. With guidance from Yuri, the Unoworld infiltrated every organization in the
United States, which included both criminal and legal organizations.
 If there were any challenges to the rule of Brian Boardmann at this time, it was
highly unlikely that it could have succeeded. Brian had a firm grip on control of
the Unoworld and he wasn’t about to loosen the grip.

*     *     *     *     *

 Brian Boardmann and Associates, Brian’s law firm in Madison, actually became
the new Inner Circle for the Unoworld. Eleven fellow lawyers were his partners in



the firm and these lawyers were also Council members. Since the scope of the law
firm was international, only two other members besides Brian were Americans.
Like Yuri’s goal of making the original Inner Circle an international organization,
this also became Brian’s goal. He knew that in order to achieve the goal of total
world domination by the Unoworld, he needed a cross section of members from all
areas of the globe in the Unoworld Council and his Inner Circle.
 Security for his firm was of primary importance. Even the lowliest members of
the firm, the clerks, security guards, the maintenance and janitorial staff were
thoroughly screened.

Unoworld Council Meeting in Brazil – 2172

 Because most of South America was effectively under the control of the
Unoworld after the death of Nancy Smith, the Unoworld Council held a meeting in
Brazil. Before the meeting, Brian met with his law firm partners, the new Inner
Circle, to discuss the many issues and problems that would need to be resolved at
the meeting and addressed law firm partners:
 “Shortly, the Council will meet in Brazil. We will be presenting the final
blueprint for the takeover of the Earth. Our most important objective at this time
is the takeover of the United States. After that is accomplished, the next task is
the takeover of the Middle East, which will result in the final world domination by
our Unoworld.
 “In about two years, the countries of Burma, Laos, Thailand, Cambodia,
Vietnam, the Philippines, Malaysia, Brunei, Singapore and Indonesia will be
absorbed by the Unoworld. About five years later, around 2175, India, Nepal,
Bhutan, and Bangladesh will be taken over by the Unoworld, which will be a
monumental task.
 “In another five years, about 2180, Mauritania, Western Sahara, Morocco,
Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, Sudan, Eritrea, Djibouti, Ethiopia and Somalia will
be controlled by the Unoworld.
 “Then in 2185 the task of absorbing the European Union, including Iceland,
Greenland, Israel, Cypress and Turkey, into the Unoworld will begin. Actually as of
this date, because of its proximity to Russia, most of the countries in the
European Union can be considered under the control of the Unoworld.
 “But the big task, about 2187, that we face will be the absorption of China, one
of the Super Powers of the 21st and 22nd Centuries, along with Mongolia, Korea,
Japan and Taiwan, into the Unoworld. There will be many problems in the
takeover of these countries. We could accelerate the takeover of these countries,
since the Unoworld is firmly entrenched there, but as the founder of the Unoworld,
Yuri Yoroshov, said, “It’s better to proceed slowly and thoroughly in controlling a
country before taking it over.
 “In about twenty years from now, we will be ready for the takeover of the last
remaining superpower, the United States. Shortly after the death of Yuri Yoroshov,
a new political party in the United States was formed and called the National
Center Union, which challenged the existing Republican and Democratic parties.



This political party is now established in all fifty states. The party has elected
people to a number of city legislatures, state legislatures and the United States
Congress.
 “The Unoworld is well established throughout the United States to the point that
we could probably take over the United States now. But, the takeover of the United
States will certainly be better after the Unoworld takeover of China.
 “The final takeover of the remaining countries in the Middle East, Afghanistan,
Yemen, Oman, Qatar, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Iraq, Iran, Jordan, the West
Bank, Lebanon, Syria and Pakistan, will pose big problems because of cultural
and religious attitudes. But, when the rest of the world is aligned against these
remaining countries, I see no alternative for them but to surrender and submit to
the control of the Unoworld. Of Course, for the last 80 years we've been busy
establishing Unoworld cells in these Middle Eastern countries, and have contacts
positioned in their governments and religious organizations.
 "Mr. Rai Janell who is from India will discuss the proposed Unoworld takeover
of India at the next Unoworld Council meeting.
 “When the final takeover is accomplished, we will establish a world government
and realign the various world countries into several large federations. Ladies and
Gentlemen, our task ahead of us for the next thirty years is a challenge, but we’ve
come a long way since Yuri Yoroshov and the original Inner Circle set the goal for
us.”


